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HEARING ON WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL EQUITY
ACT

THURSDAY, 'APRIL 5, 1984

House OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMEN-
TARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, COM-
harrEf ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met,' pursuant to call,rat 10:02 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Charles Hayes (member
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Williams, Hayes,
Good ling, Gunderson, Nielson,' and Chandler.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel; Nancy Kober,
legislative specialist; Electra Beahler, Republican education coun-
sel; and Richard Di Eugenio, Republican senior legislative associate.

Mr. HAYES. This morning the Subcommittee en Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education is continuing its hearings on
H.R. 11, a bill to extend several expiring education programs.
Today we will focus on the Women's Educational Equity Act, which
expires at the end of fiscal year 1984.

This program makes grants available to public agencies, nonprof-
it organizations and individuals for projects addressing the special
educational needs of women and girls. WyEA-Tiupports model
projects and develops curricula and training materials for educa-
tional institutions from the preelementary through the postsecond-
ary level.

Currently the program is funded at $5.76 million,
[Text of II.R. 11 follows:]

a.
(II



98TH CONGRESS
1ST SE8810N H.R.11

To extend through fiscal year 1989 the authotization of appropriations for certain

education programs, and for other purposes.

IN TII E HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY 3, 1983 .
Mr. Ptotutun introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee

on Education and Labor

A BILL
To extend through fiscal year 1989 the authorization of appro-

priations for certain education programs, and for other im-

poses.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tines of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 ADULT EDUCATION,

4 SECTION 1. (a) Section 311(b) of the Adult Education

5 Act (20 U.S.C. 1208a(b)) is amended by striking out "Octo-
v

6 her 1, 1983" and inserting in lieu thereof "October 1, 1989".

6
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1 (b) Section 313(b) of such Act is amended by striking

2 out October 1, 1984" and inserting in lieu thereof "October

3 1;1990".

4 (c) Section 315(a) of such Act is amended by striking

5 out "-for fiscal year 1983" and inserting in lieu theieof "for

6 each succeeding fiscal year ending prior to October 1, 1989".

7 (d) Section 316(e) of such Act is amended by striking

8 out "October 1, 1983" and inserting in lieu thereof "October

9 1, 1989".

10 (e) Section 318(0 of such Act is amended by strikintut v

11

12

13

14

15

"four" and inserting in lieu thereof "nine".

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Sec. 2. (a) Section 702(b)(1) of the Bilingual Education

Act (20 U.S.C. 3222(b)(1)) is amended by striking out "for

the fiscal year 1983" and inserting in lieu thereof "for each

16 succeeding fiscal iyear ending prior ctober 1, 1989".

17 (b) Section 1/02(b)(2) of suck Act is am ded by striking

18 out "each of the two succeeding fiscal years" and erting in

19 lieu thereof "etch of the succeeding fiscal years ending pier_.__,,,

20 to 0, tober 1, 1989".

21 (c) Section 723(a)(2) of such Act is amended by striking

22 out "October 1, 1983" and inserting in lieu thereof "October

23 1, 1989".

24 (d) Section -731(c) of such Act is amended by striking

25 out "February 1, 1980, 1982, and 1984" and inserting in
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1 lieu thereof "Febenatry 1 of 1980, 1982, 1984, 1986, 1988,

2 and 1990".

3 (e) Section 742(f) of such Act is amended by striking out

4 "October 1, 1963" and inserting in lieu thereof "October 1,

5 1989".

6 .(1) Section 751(c) of such Act is amended by dtriking out

7 "for fiscal year 19837 and inserting in lieu thereof "for each

8 succeeding fiscal year ending prior to October 1, 1989".

9 IMPACT AID

10 Sc. 3. (a) The Act of September 30; 1950 (Public Law

11 874, Eighty-first Congress; 20 U.S.C. 236) is amended by

12 striking out "October 1, 1983" each place it appears in sec-

13 tions 2(a), 3(b), 4(a), and 7(aX1) and inserting in lieu thereof

14 "October 1, 1989".

(b) The Act of September 23, 1950 (Public Law 815,

16 Eighty-first Congress; 20 U.S.C. 631) is amended-
-,

17 (1) by striking out "September 30, 1983" in sec-

1 R lion 3 and inserting in lieu thereof "September 30,

1989"; and

20 (2) by striking out "October 1, 1983" in section

21 16(a)(1)(A) and inserting in lieu thereof "October 1,

22 1989".

23 WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL EQUITY

24 $Ec., .4. Section 938 of the Women's Educational

25 Equity Act of 1978 is amended by striking out "three sue-

8
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1 ceeding fiscal years" and inserting in lieu thereof "succeed-

2 ing fiscal years ending prior to October 1, 1989".

3 INDIANIEDUCATION

4 Sm. 5., (a) Section 303(aX1) of the Indian Elementary

'5 and Secondary School Assistance Act (20 U.S.C.
e

6 241bb(a)(1)) is ikmended by striking out "October 1, 1983"

7 and inserting in lieu thaeof "October 1, 1989".

8 (b) Sections 422k), 423(a), and 442(a) of the Indian

9 Education Act (20 U.S.C. 887c-1(c), '887c-2(a), 122 lea))

10 are each amended by striking out "October 1, 1983" and

11 inserting in lieu thereof "October 1, 1989".

'12 (c) Section 1005(g) of the Kleiiientary and Si.condary

13 EduCation Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 3385(g)) is amendedty

14 striking out "October 1,.1983" and inserting in lieu thereOf

15 "October 1, 1989".

16 tILLENDER FELLOWSIIIP8

17 Sm. 6. Section 5 of the joint resolution of October 19',.

18 1972 (PUblic Law 92-506) is amended by striking out "Octo-

19 ber 1, 1982' and inserting in lieu. thereof "October 1, 1989".

20 ASBESTOS DETECTION AND CONTROL

21 SEC. 7.* (a) Section 5(a)(1)(A) of the Asbestos School

22 hazard Detection and Control Act' of 1980 (20 U.S.C.

23 3604(a)(1)(A)) is amended by striking out the last 'sentence.

24 (h) Section 12(a)(1)(A) of such Act is amended by strik-

25 ing out "the succeeding, fiscal year" and inserting in lieu

9

1

/
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4

6 4

1 thereof "each of the succeeding fiscal years ending prior to

2 October 1, 1989".
b

3 (c) Section 12(0)(1)(B) of such Act is amended by strik-

4 ing out "the fiscal year ending September 30, 1932" and

5 inserting in lieu thereof "each of The fiscal years ending prior

6 to October 1, 1989".

(d) Section 12(aX2) or such Act is amended by striking.

8 out "September 30, 1983" and inserting in lieu thereof "the

9 end of thi fiscal year following the fiscal year .for which ap-

10 prepriated".

11 GENERAL EDUCATION PROVISION8 ACT

12 SEC. 8. (a) Section 405(b)(7) of the General Education

13 Protrisfbns Act (20 U.S.C. 1221e) is amended by striking out

14 "October 1, 1983" and setting in'fieu thereof "October 1,

15 1989". .
i)?

16 (b) Section 406(g) o such Act is amended by striking

17 out "October 1, 1983" a d inserting in lieu thereof "October

18 1,1989'.

.

10
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's 7 a.
Mt. HAYS;. This morning we have a panel and I would like to call

on Mi. Barbara Stein who,' Chairpersonoof the National Coalition.
for Womeif and Gide in Edbiation, who will be accompanied by Joy
Simonson, council coordinator of the Citizens' Count' II on Women's .
Education.

Ms. Stein. . .' . ,
[Testimony of Barbara Stein fdliOsq ,

National Coalition for
Women and Girls in Education

c/o Barbara Stein, National Education Association..NuMan and Civil Rights
1201 Sixteenth Street; N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036 202/022-7715

Testimony on the Womgeii's Educational Equiti7Act.before the House Subcommittee

on Elementary.. 0condary,'and$Vocational Education by Barbara Stein, chair of

the National Coalition for Women aud Girls in Education, on behalf oft.
.

the As4Ocieltion of University Professors
.

1

, The American Assocji4ion of.University 'Women

the Americah Educati nat Research Association,

Committees on Wome 1/4
.

1
.

The Asiotialion for WOmen in Science '

The Council of Chief State School Officers

The Federation of Orgaiitzations fortProfesstanal Women

the l'ague of Women Voters -

The National (ducgtion 4soclatton
a

*The National Women's Political .Caucus
let

The Office for Women i., Higher Education.,
0

Amerein Council on Education

'50cioiogi.,ts for Women in 50c1ety

southern rfllition #446ucational Nulty

1r;ie4 States Student Aksocilltion

April 4, 19E4
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Otairman'oerkins aro members of th'e Subcommittee; l am Where tein of the

Natiogal Educat.ionAssociation. I am here today preienting the' testimony of
s -

the National Coalitior for Women and Girls in Education, which I cOair. The
.1 4

Alition is comps4d of some.50 national prgagizations representing a

broad-based constituencx.!hat_Jo,c144101.W0in. civil rights, and education

groups. These groups'all work together toward the common goal of protecting

an4 strengtheninethe opportunitges of womeq and girls in education. A

Back4kound a

.

Thl reaucht,rization of the Women's:Educational Equity Act (WEEA) is a top

orhority for the Coalition. We regard this program, although miniscule in

dollar amounts. as critical. to fostering educational equality for women_and

Airls in schools and colleges., lerefore, we are pleased to have this

--opportunity to Ove you our recimmendations on tie reauthorization of the -WEEA'

1

program. Our aim is to maintain those prgyisions'which have worked, to.

strengthen incise that are weak, and to recommend some minor charges in ordet

a; most tffortughly LitlI4ie the law's potential to assist In the implementation

of sex equity in el'ication.
1

he Women' F Educational Equity Act was enacted ten years ego becauseitOgress

f:-.rd that education in this country was "frequently inequitable" for women

and giris, and that thifactor limitpd their "full partilcipation" in American

lift., !hi. Act established a program of grants to fund projects which promote

lua;l'fe,iwAtioil for women angirls at all school levels.

12
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With the WEEA program due to expire on September 30, 1984, the National

Coal-Aioh-for Women'andliFls'in Edydalibri-MIUttedz-special study to

examine WEEA and to report to Congress and the public on what has been

accomplished by the program. The report is attached to tnis testimony to be

inctsided in the record. The report entitled "Catching Up: A Review of the

Women's Educational Equity Act Pr'ogr'am," prepared by the Citizen's Council on

Women's Etiucation, finds that WEEA has made significant contributions toward

attainment of the national goal of equal educational opportunities for women.

Further, the report concludes that, "The Federal role of providing leadership

in this tong term effort *mains as crucial today as when Congress held the

1973 hearings which led'to.the passage of WEEA."

The Citizen's dunci) 0;epared its reportliCatching.Up" by obtaining

information on over100 WEEA projects from project directors, WEEA product

users, newspaper articles, the WEEA program office and the WEEA Publishing'

Center. This study showed that WEEA has been responsible for Many exemplary

projects throughout the country which promote sex equity. The most striking

characteristic of the WEEA programs is that they work. Some examples of WEEA

succiises include:

o WEEA has been a leader in funding Programs that encourage women and

girls to take math,loscience, and technology courses. One project in

Bronx, New York was a four-session counseling program designed tp

help minority women reentering the work force overcome their fear of

mathematics by helping them learn the basics.

13
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o Warlirs4eledseveral projects that encourage women and girls to

enter nontraditional.vocational education programs that will lead-to

higher paying jobs in the future.

O WEEA hos.supported programt to assist low income women ter the

work force. "The Transitional Black Women's Project" is aimed at

making poorly educated, unskilled, single mothers employable by

providing treininiand skills development.

o WEEA is the only federal education program that specifically

reserves funds for programs addressing the needs of disabled women

and girls. One project,in Berkeley, Califnonia collected data on

Ammon and girls to,assess their needs. This project developed a

role model book-for disabled girls called "No More Stares" and held

a major conference to focus national attention on the educational

needs,,Of disabled women and girls.

o WE1 projects have focussid on ways to increase women's access to

/Positions in educational administration. A Commission established

by the Los Angeles School Board used WEEA funding to help women-

educators enter administrative positions and to encourage

superintendents and university presidents to promote them.

WEEA has supported-Several-OFOidit-addreiiii10 the problem Of double

discrimination based on both.stx and race ethnicity.

.o WEEA has been a great help in promoting voluntary compliance with

Title IX in )10m11 and colleges. -A- WEEA-project celled "Project

Team," located at
I

the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, trained

physical education instructors to become more aware of, and

identify, bias in their teaching which reduced the participation of

female students in the classroom.

14
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Despite the fact that the WEEA program has used a small amount of federal

dollars to fund many successful sex equity projects, since 1981 the program

has been subject to a steady barrage of attacks.

i

The administration has attempted repeatedly to eliminate the WEEA program,

despite solid bipartisan support for WEEA in Congress.

o In 1981ithe Administration requested that WEEA be buried with many

other programs in a block grant to the states with no requirements

that the states undertake women's equity projects. With bipartisan

backing, Congress elected to maintain WEEA as a separate federal

program.

O In fifeal years 1982, 1483 end 1984 the administration proposed that

no money be spent on the WEEA program. Each year's bidget has been

a battle, with the administration proposing no funding for WEEA as

well as rescission of existing appropriations, and Congress

continually funding WEEA at 55.76 million.

o In the administration's FY 85 budget proposal to Congress, it has

once again recommended that WED be zero funded.

Unsuccessful at its attempts to eliminate WEEA, the administration has

repeatedly attempted to undermine the program.

o to September 1983, despite the objections raised in two joint

CongresSional committee hearings,. the Department of Education

carried out a reorganization plan which downgraded the WEEA office

by four levels to the lowest bureaucratic rung.

L
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As part of the reorganisation plan, the WEEA program director was

fired and the staff was reduced from eight to five.

o , In 1982. a slate of new members was appointed to the National

Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs (NACWEP). an
I

advisory group established under WEEA to advise the Secretary of

Education about educational programs for women and girls. The new

members have little. or no background in educational. equity.

o Ths executive director of the, Advisory Council was replaced by

someone who had testified in Congress, Just a few months before her

appointment, against funding for the WEEA program.

Recommendations

In light of these attacks over the last four years on the WEEA program, the
.f

National Coalition for Women and girls in Education is deeply concerned about

the future of WEEA. The benefit of ten years of experience has shown us the

value of WEEA programs and has given us time to do some evaluation. We have

Prepared the following recommendations and comments for the consideration of

this Committee:

tt
o An additional finding should be included stating that "Congress

funds and declares that excellence in education cannot be achieved
A

without equity for women and girls."

16
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The reports that were released last spring on the decline of educational

excellence in this country failed -4 -discuss the importance of educational

equity as a necessary component of educational excellence. We think it is

essential that Congress recognize the intrinsic link between educational

equity and educational excellence.

o An additional purpose should be included stating that "It is also

the purpose of this part to provide educational equity for women and

,r" ars who suffer multiple discrimination, bias. and/or stergotyping

basetkon sex plus race, ethnic origin, age and/or disability."

'Under the current WEEA regulation, grants that address the problems of women

sad girls who are also members of racial and ethn* minority groups. are

accorded a funding priority. Regulations, however; can be changed by

executive action. One of the WEEA programs greatest strengths has been its

focus on the multiple impact of race, sex and Olability bias. We must build

on the experience of these grantees and make progress towards meeting the
g-T

needs of those women who suffer "double Jeopardy" in our society. By placing

this additional purpose in the law we insure that this problem assumes a high

priority level that is less likely to be changed.

o The smell grants The maximum small_grant should be raised to

$40,000 per grant. The purposes of these ArentS should he clarified

to include: projects to develop comprehensive plans for

imlementation of equity_proarams in state and local educational

36. 1 l 0 144 2
17
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agencies, and institutions of higher educations innovative

approaches to school - community partnerships& dissemination and

replication strategies and developmental models.

o Dissemination of Nulty toilets most be emphasized in the statute.

We recommend that the Secretary of Education establish a mechanism

to evaluate, produce and disseminate WEEA products.

Congress will undoubtedly want to see the fruits of the. wed money inyested by

WEEA since 1976. Both the existing end new equity products must get into

local Communities and institutions--to the school boards, teachers, parenti,

counselors, community colleges, displaced homemaker centers, community based

organizations, etc., who can use the Federally-funded models to meet their

locally determined needs. The WEEA Publishing Center has made's good start.=

a distribution program; the new StatUte should provide that the'Segretery of

Education set up some type of mechanism to increase dissemination of WEEA

products atlow cost to the user. The statute must provide for publication

and dissemination of its products to the widest possible audience.

o i-cost li.__ayfltmxpxuitroContinuationofthelovductsisnecessar

By selling WEEA products at cost, the Publishing Center has kept most prices

4
under $10. This has greatly helped the marketing effort and should be

continued as a means of facilitating dissemination to local schools and

community groups.

o The Act should require that the program be administered by an Office

of Wdmen's Educational Equity responsible directly to the Assistant



lb

1LySectrforEduciordlrovementthathe

Director of the Office be an expert in educational equity; that

sheihebe a career Senioixecutive Service employee selected

through a nationwide competition; and that an adequate staffs

omposed of prrsons with expertise in women's educational equity, be

pssigned to the Office.

Congress now has etailed proof of the need for such administrative mandates,

and there is prec ent for this type of administrative specificity in the

Vocational Educatio 'Act. The pirogram can only be productive if it is

administered effect vely.

o The authorization level for WEEA must be restored to the previous

level of $80 million

The expanded program of dfstribution and assistance to local education

agencies will require that funding be increased if the benefits of WEEA are to

be widely shared.. That the several regent studies of Amirican education

rarely mention the special needs of over half of the student population shows

how far we have to go t.; achieve equity.

The Nations; Advisory Council on Women's Educational Program section of the

Act needs revision.

Membership shOld specify several categories, as does the Vocational

Education' Act for its Council, in order to assure expertise and

diversity: '

ttt
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a. Persons with experience in sex equity activities in preschool,

elementary, seconder!, postsecondary, vocational, and adult

education;

b. Persons representative of, and expert in, the educational.needs of

racial and ethnic minority women and disabled women and older women;

c. Students;

d. Persons of both sexes;.

OeMonstrated commitment to the purposes of the Act should be required of

all appointees.

Terms of members should continue to be for three years. Memberfshould

serve until the appointment and confirmation of their successors, even if

this provides terms that exceed three years.

Mandate should specify the following duties:

a. Advise the President and Congress about educational needs and

opportunities for girls andwomen. The present requirement that the

Council merely *report" to them is inadequate. Advice would include

legislative recommendations when appropriate.

b. Oversee the evaluation of the WEEA program to enhance its

effectiveness. The present directive that the Council evaluate WEEA

projects is not appropriate or feasible for an advisory council.

c. Advise the Secretary of Education about the administration of WEEA,

including broad allocation of funds and the selection of program

funding priorities. This would not involve the Council in the

O
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awarding of grants and contracts, but would go beyond the present

weeak directive to erecoesend criteria fir the establishment of

program priorities."

a. Advise all Federal agencies Which have education programs concerning

aspects of those programs which affett women's end girls' needs and

opportunities. Federal support of,edqcation is not limited to the

Department of Education, so it ii important for the Council to

advise other agencies about sex/equity in their education programs.

e. Disseminate informatioe,concereing the Council's work. The

continuation of this directqe in the statute authorizes an

important public-education/function by the Council.

1

The reauthorization of WEEA Is enropportunity for Congress to improve the

composition and directives of the Advisory Council on the basis of tight years

of experience, so that future councils can be of greeter service to Congress,

the public, and.the cause of moments educational equity.
I

Conclusion
1

We urge the Connittee.to carefully consider our recommendations for improving

the Women's EdUcatiohal Equity Act. This program has a small impact on the

budget, but has anfimmense impact on its beneficiaries. We are truly.a

"nation at,risk° if we restrict the educational opportunities -of over one-half

of our nation..,!...

.2,1
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PREFACE
R

In 1974, Congress passed the Women's Educational Itquity Act (WIWA)
11,

because it found that ethivatitn in the United States wa "frequently inequita- :
hie" for women and gals mu limited their lull participation" in American

I

society. The Act,established a program of grantsor projects which promote .,1
.edueational.equity for girls and wombirtit all levels of egfucation. . . ~-1,

s 'I

. %TVA also established a National Advisory council on Womenli Edge& '
tonal Programs (NACWEP) to advise Federal Affieials and the public about the .
educational needs of women and girlie'. The 17 member, Presidentially appoint- ..' ..---. .,

.e. ed NACWEP spotlighted important issues through hearings pnd, publicatitms
which focused on rural, minority, and working women, equity ill intercollegiate ..
athletics, sexual harassment of students, and the.enforeement of antt-t 4discrimination lads. . *

In. 1982, President Ronald Reagan replayed the expenenced, biparifsivt I gr... f.,
. National Advisory Council with new trembers,mbst it itbirm.lue*.4.1back-';'1;-- . , . - '
ground in women issues or educational equity. Their otAtiOuiChostitiprto kilvfl is '..

-----"--- - . ' rights legislation and the Women Educational'Egiuity Act Makes it eleir', '. :

that they are unable to accurately appraise thy accomplishmefincof the act. `. '.:6
Therefore; the National Coalition4or %men- andGirls in Education, emntmet.1.1
of some -fifty national iiiittinizatidns workinCto urbanite equal odecatitinato !
portunity fur girls and votneo$,..,piviiid tvkleCwomen and men with experience ,.

%Y in education, and public affahlifopoostittite a Citizens Council on Womenk ' :" -.
.t.;-:

..-,;. Education. This bipartisan, dWefilitiii,likroup was launched in September, 1982. l-,
The purposes of the Citizens Colin& are Id:

.7. .
lin:twig the guarantees_ of eduCational egliity in I.iederaf .lekislatiOn:. _ .

monitor thi; autivitithi of the official National Advisory Council:
I.....

make' recommendations to Congress about Jegislative and budgetary
actions needed for educational equity; at

.

inform the public of the status iii educational equity and attempts made
to halt progress toward this goal.

The Women's Educational Equity Act program. a small but highly visible
focus of the Federal commitment th equal educational opportunity, has been

. the, object of repented attacks and efforts to cUminate it. With the Act due to
expire September 30, 1984, the Citizens Council on Umenk Education be-
lieves it is essential to squirt to Congress and the public on whinhas been
accomplished hy this embattled program; .

In order to decide on the future of the legislation, Congress needs to
know what impact these Federal dollars have had on the lives of *omen and
girls. Official statistical reports do not convey the diversity and theimman tog-
nificanee of the projects supported by WEEA. The Citizens COuncit obtained
information on over 100 WEEA projects from project directors, the WEEA pro-
gram, office. the Publishing Center, WEEA product users: and from articles in
newspapers. magazines, and professional journals. This report examines sev-
eral of these projects mid emphasizes the actual expeFicnv:s of their
beneficiaries. We hope that our report he useful to all who will he writs:rood
with the future of this crucial equity legislation.

111
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INTRODUCTION
. .

The quality of American education has become a major national issue.
With the release of several reportsmost notably A Nation at Risk, prepared
by the National Commission on'txcellence in Educationpoliticians, the me-
dia. and parents have focused on the needs of our educational system'. But
these reports and discussions have virtually omitted the special needs of over
half the populationwomen and girls. Educational equity. particularly as it of

females, has been overlooked as au essential component of educational
excellence.

Yet recent studies of poverty underscore the weds of women. The Na-
tional Advisory Council on Economic Opportunity in 1980 predicted:

All other thing" being equal. if the proportion of the poor who are in
female headed families were to increase at the same rate as it did from
1%7 to 1077. they would comprise 1(51% of the poverty population by the
war 211410

And the IT S. Commission on Civil Rights. in its report, A Growing.
Crisis Disadvantaged Women and Their Children, concluded:

When a woman» education has not adequately prepared her for employ-
ment. she and her children may he destined to live in poverty

The rapid surge of women into the labor force over recent decades rein-
forces the need of all women for an equitable education. Women are already
over 10% of the labor force; they are a majority ofcollege students; they are
65% of the college students over thirty-five.

Research has documented that some teachers unconsciously hold lower
expectations of their female students, and this may lead to wer self-esteem
and, ultimately, a lower rate of achievement. Career counseling and testing.
too, are often sex stereotyped. Girls' future educational and occupational op-
tions are limited by presenting to them only a small portion of the -areer
spectrum. This limitation hurts not only the individuals involved. out the na-
tion at large.

A current television commercial for a credit card depicts one of these
new studentsa woman returning for further education: The commercialk
"star" is shown havjng some initial difficulty in the classroom: she cannot
compute with the more experienced younger students around her. Her husband
lends his moral support while she struggles with a term paper. The final scene
shows the student receiving her graded paper. 1.i.e.male professor gives her a
look of approval. tier peers congratulate her. The woman has succeeded as a
student!

29
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Unfortunately, not all returning women students have as positive and
successful an experience as this atypical, fictional character. Many women do
not have a husband offering both moral and financial-support. Many women
return to school because they are widowed, divorced, abandoned. They are
forced to support themselves and their families and must return to school to
learn new, competitive skills.

The WEEA program is a miniscule item in the tbderal budget, yet it has
attracted disproportionate attention from both the executive and legislative
branches. Its peak appropriation was only $10.million in Fiscal Year'1980;
since then it has received less than $6 million a year. Hut cacheark budget
has been a battle, with the administration proposing no new funds as well as
rescission of existing appropriations, and the Congress insisting on continua-
tion of the program. Other recent moves to elimittate-or drastically redirect
this sensitive program, described more fully. in later sections of this report, In-
clude:

a proposal to bury WEEA in an education block grant to the states,
with no requirement that they undertake womenk equity projects;

virulent attacks on the program director, reassignMent and eventual
firing of the director;

reduction of the program staff and transfer of the experienced person-
nel;

downgrading the status of the program (Ace;

appointment of entirely new membership to the National Advisory
Council on Women); Educational Programs, most of them inexperienced
in womenk educational equity issues;

appointment by the Advisory Council of an executive director who had
testified in Congress against appropriations for WEEA.

4c

In the words of Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder (D.00):

The relegation o women to second-rate Jobs is a direct reflection of how
our educational system has (ailed them, both because it has not ade-
quately prepared them for higher level positions and because it has not
encouraged them. to seek higher level positions.

We are truly a "nation at risk" if we continue to restrict the educational /
and occupational opportunities of over one-half of our tuition. /

30
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WEER IN ACTION

On the Cutting Edge

In its short life, the Women's Educational Equity Act program has beep
responsible for many .bindmark projects in women's educational equity.

WEEA has been a leader in funding programs to open math, science
and technology courses and careers to women and girls and has en-
couraged their participation by supporting important programs to
overcome past stereotyping.

WEEA took the lead in opening doors to girls and women in nontradi-
tional vocational education; funded projects to eliminate bias and
discrimination against women and girls in the trades, apprenticeship,
and vocational programs.

WE FA has funded major programs to improve educational opportunities
and career choices for law-income womento help break the cycle of
poverty, unemployment, and underemployment of women.

WEEA has supported numerous projects to increase the access of wom-
en to positions in educational administration. Some projects trained
aspiring women educators, while others influenced superintendents,
university presidents, 'and local school boards to encourage their active
support for Title IX and sex equity.
Vi'EEA has led the way in supporting programs on double discrimitut-
tion based on both sex and race'ethnicity. WEEA has made minority
women's Loncet , a national priority by strengthening significant net-
works of Chinese- and Japanese-Amerfean women, Hispanic-American,
Native American and Black women, educators and grwlsroots networks
of parentiteacher advocates for equity.

WEEA was the first (and to date the only) Federal program to target re-
sources on the educational needs of disahkd womenthe most
invisible and underserved women in the country.

WEEA supported projects to help rum/ women and girls understand
the importance of nonstereotyped education to their future lives.

WEEA projects have assisted faculty and students adjust to new physi-
cal education and athletics patterns under Title IX.

WEEA pioneered in demonstrating comprehensive approaches to edu.
eational equity by funding projects to 'implement locally selected equity
programs in five diverse school districts.

WEEA has funded programs meeting needs rj women and girls from
preschool to postgraduate. from dentaimudical engineering students to
women in Jail. from non-English speaking immigrants to univt 'ty ad-
mstiistratorr. from athletes to researchers.

31
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Now the Dollars Work

Congress took a significant step when it passed the Women t Educational
Equity Act, the sole Federal program dedicated to improving the educational
experience of women and girls. WEEA supports projects which develop curric-
ulum and training materials for educational institutions from pre-elementary
to postsecondary levels, as well as others for use by the private sector and
community groups. WEEA grantees develop modelswhich can be shared and
used throughout the country. Chart I illustrates the diversity of target groups
addressed by WEEA projects.

than 1.Distlihtitiou of giunts Ar cduattiottal Ictel al hancliciarica
IVY 1"76 = FY 140431

Omar& are wonted more than once when
projects foetal on mote than one keel 1

Preschool
30 Grants

All level*
33 Grants

;rant, recipients are highly diversified, including major universities, local
school districts, and a wide range of private sector groups.

Chart 2.Distributlan 4ranb In type of applicant
IVY 1976 - FY 19831

State education agencies

IS Grants

OthOr nonprofit organitation,
105 414nte

32
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31 Went.
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Case Histories of WEEA Projects

I. NAM AND NNW,

lb meet the country's needs for eseellence, creativity and innovation in .

its scientific work, we mina develop and utilise the talents of all Amen-
cans, particularly women and minorities, now currently underrepresented
in the science and engineering professions.

ihday's Problems, Thmorrowli Cris'es,
The Nutemal Saenee Boort

Problem: Math Anxiety. Many women are returning to school to gain .

skills needed to be competitive in todayk rapidly changing job market. How-
ever, many of these reentry women students leek basic math baeltground to
enable them to study the math and science courses required for the high de-
mand occupations. Victims-of sex discrimination in education, they often
suffer froM math-anxiety and need remedial assistance.

WI!Zi Project: moor .T WOMEN IN MATIIEMATICS AND SCIENCE:
AN ANXIETY AVOIDANCE REDUCTION PROGRAM

Bronx Community College
"Helping reentry minority women gain mathematics skills"

A four - session counseling program was developed to help math anxious
studentsprimarily older, urban, minority women whose occupations arc be-
coming obsolets..--confront and combat their fear of mathematics and enable
them to learn thf required course fnaterials. The WEER program helped them
learn the basics and allowed them us move on to higher level courses.

Results;

students' self-confidence increased, thus lessening the stigma associ-
ated with failure in math.

Greater likelihood of students remaining in their math class until they
pasiss.si the course.

The story of one participant:
is it very bright woman in her late Wk who quit learning math in

the third grade after being humiliated by her teacher, a fact she sue-
cessfully concealed from everyone. She left school at lb . Despite
the repeated urgings of her supervisor. she shrugged off the
need to acquire any academic credentials New regulations led to
her dismissal after 10 years on the job. At the time JO participated
in the WV.I.:A program, she had reached the point where continued
failure hi math was more painful than the risk of humiliation. At the
center we diagnosed rifer weakness and set up a tutoring schedule.
A/ was able to pass the first half of the course by the end of the se-
mester.

Inclusion of aspects of the WEKA program in the mathematics curricu-
lum at Bronx Community College. The Project Directors report that
this institutionalization "is a recognition that the program may he an
improvement in the teaching of math to a sizable number of students."

3 433 0 -10 3 .33
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Problem Iligh School (Nab Ati;oid Math. Many girls preclude (little ed-
ucational and occupational opportunities by..n,ot studying basic math concepts
in junior high school. Girls are underrepreseAted in advanced high school
math and science classes. Girls rationalize their math avoidance by believing
that math is irrelevant to their own lives. 4joint study by the National Science
Foundation and the Department of Education concludes that "women still re-

. main the la "pool of talent vailable for increasing the size and quality of
the sciettc r and engineering fo " but without basic skills, girls cannot pursue
these grow:ng occupational and tional opportunities.

WEIL% Project: MULTIPLYING IONS AND SUBTRACTING BIASES
University 'of Wisconsin, Madison
*Videotapes to increase girls' pooh:illation in high school Math"

Four videcitapes inform math teachers, students, parents, and counselors
of the importance of math to educational and occupational opportunities and
address specific biases which lirhit females' interest and success in math. Each
tape offers suggestions for eliminating these biases and for expanding oppor-
tunities.

Windt*:

Increased awareness by teachers, parents, and students of the subtle, yet
pervasive, forms of disciimination which inhibit girls) study of niath. One
videotape depicts the problem of different teacher expectations for male and
female students:

(Math class with the teacher mooing around to help
idividual students)

'leacher: Have you figured out tho answer. Marcia?
Marcia: Uh-no. Not yet.
'leacher: Eric. how about you?
Eric: I can't get it!
Teacher: Come on, Eric. You can do it.

What the exponent?
Eric: Oh yeah. x to the fifth. I get it now.

;. By depicting this frequent student-teacher interaction of lowered ex-
pectations of females and the perception that math is more important
for males, the tape helps its audience move toward elimit, 'int these
biases.

Increased female inr011ment in mathematics classes increased *deer
high school students viewed the WEEA tape.

An article in the Journal of Research in Asthmatics reporting that
those females who participated in this WEEA program increased their
knowledge about sex related differences in mathematics, and also indi-
cating that they were going to study more mathematics both during and
after high school.

Test data showing that male peers, math teachers, and counselors who
viewed the WE EA tapes demonstrated dimples in their knowledge and
attitudes toward sex related biases in math.

6
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I swarms smermas v atom
think this Idiscriminstory and biased portrayal d women in classroom

materiabl is one d the things we are going to have to deal with if we are
ever going to get our society to accept women as equal In employment.

/hp Wham Lehman (D.-PL)

Problem: ?hackers %Abut on Bea Bosky Need to Slime Information.
Many individual teachers interested in developing and teaching nonsexist ma-
terials feel isolated. Frequently, they would like to share their ideas or receive
other nonsexist teaching ideas, but the lack of colleagues committed to equity
practices cant leave teachers feeling isolated and in need of fresh materials to
aid their efforts to promise educational equity.

WEEA Irroject: PRQJBCT SHARE
Organisation for Equal Education el the Noses. Brooklyn. NY
"Linking elmerooes teachers together and sharing ideas"

Project Share'reduced the sense of isolation of sex equity teachers by
linking them with other teachers nationwide. They were linked through TABS:
Adds Ar'Ending Sexism in the School(the quarterly magazine published by
OBEN). They were encouraged to send in their own nonsexist materialsanec-
dotes or reports of successful activities; lesson plans; feature articles on
innovative local firojects; quizzes or puzzles. The WEEA project staff ted
and published the best of these ideas. Thachers were also encouraged x-
pand the network by becoming "idea scouts." Both the idea scouts and the
project staff did extensive outreach to locate the best sex-equity materials
produced by classroom teachers.

Results:

Increased opportunities for classroom teachers to learn about
classroom- tested sex equity materials.

Development of Project Share Handbook, featuring tips on developing
ideas into lesson plans, examples of successful project materials, and a
resource list, all submitted by teachers.

Continuation of Project Share through each TABS edition, although the
WEEA grant has ended. The network for exchanging nonsexist teaching
ideas continues to expand.

Other educational periodicals enlisted as copublishers of these nonsex-
ist materials, increasing the number of teachers reached by the WEEA
Project.

Success in locating people who have tried educational equity ideas in
the classroom, and putting these individuals in contact with one an-
other.

7
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In my study of the problem sex discriminatam in education, I have been
shocked at the pervasiveness et this discrimination. Education has tradi.:
tomally been regarded as a swornenli field.' lbt . . . it is mostly men who
ilWe had the opportunities, and men who have had the power.

Sen. *her Month* (D. -MN)

Problem: kw Niemen Administrators. Although education is considerhd
"a womenli field", women are seriously underrepresented in public school ail-
ministration. In 1982 there were 4% women superintendents, and only 16%.,(f
principals were women. Equal employment legislation has not overcome stub-
born harriers. Understanding and attitudes of policy makers (predominant
male) must be broadened and women must be actively assisted up The

WEEA Project: AEQUPS UIT

Commission for Sex Equity, Los Angeles Unified School District
"Activities to enhance sex equity in a major school system."

The Los AngelesSchool Hoard appointed a Commission to advise t on
Title IX and other sex equity issues. With WEEA funding, the Comm ion
played a major role in implementing an important court decree settin 'targets
for promotions, of women to administrative positions, as well as nuine us
other equity activities throughout the school system. I .

Results:

Conferences and workshops for students, staff, aspiring ad Mistratois,
and policy makers on such topics as nonsexist career 'opt , math .

and science, and women in sports.
I .

A masters degree/administrative credentials program 'Uninspiring wom-
en administratom

Analysis of District policies and practices relating to wpenli employ-
ment opportunities.

Management training and a manual for the Superintendentt Council.

An options analysis on equal pay for jobs of comparable worth for the
Hoard of Education and the Superintendent.

Ten newsletters on educational equity issues sent 45.000 readers; fre-
quent press releases.

Testimony on sex equity concerns before Congreste and the California
Assembly.

Commendations awarded by the California Statil8enate and Assembly,
the Los Angeles City Council, the Mayor, and a Parent-Thacher Aiso-
elation.

I!

I.

Concrete progress:

o Between 1980 and 1983 the number of women elementary school
principals increased from 151 to 175, high school principals from 4
to 12, assistant superintendents from 2 to 7;
Every school has a copy of the women); history curriculum;
California now has a law comparable to Title IX.

8
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,

Despite much controversy with the Board of Education nd others, the
Commission concluded, at the end of the UM grant, that:

. . . friends of educational equity can take heart in knowing t at the cur-
rent momentum will continue. In one form or another,
educational equity is here to stay.****

Probleal: Stets ty and Adminietrators Need About Equity.
Programs have not available to support woment; equ Jr needs among stu-
dents, staff and f Ity in higher education.

WEEA Project: LEADEithiHIP AND EDUCATI try PROJECT
University at Mane at-Orono
"Enlisting institutional leaden in promoting KM equity"

A model program was designed to broaden faculty < nd administrators'
understanding of altd-supporefor the equity needs of wo .n students, staff,
and faculty. The project is intended to engage the visible support of key "opin-
ion leaders" to move the University toward equity in its rricula, policies, and
procedures. Materials were field tested at UMO and other regional colleges and
universities, which now function as an equity network in Northern New Eng-
land.

Results:

Models and materials developed to help education I aers to analyze
and eliminate inequities in curriculum content.

At LIMO a budget to fund faculty and departmental r roposak; to inte-
grate scholarship on women into the curriculum. Th s badgetary
commitment demonstrates the success of the WEEA rojeet in obtain-
ing the commitment of the Universityb leaders to sex equity. .

Equity networks at eight other colleges and universiti' in New Eng- ::.>

land. .

Institutional support for a mentoring system to help f ale assistant
professors understand the administrative structure of th university, and
help them obtain tenure and other benefits. .

.
increased understanding by the faculty of the importance the schOl-
arship by and about women and the unique values of wom nk studies
training.

A two day regional symposium on "Moving Toward a Hahn ml Curd:A:-
1nm." --

. Training workshop for equity leaders in Northern New Engl nd to pro-
mote equitable adminkfirative policies and practices, Ps wel as a gender
balanced curriculum.

s. The University of New liampchirek new course on educat onal equity in
the School of Health Studies curriculum. ,

Texts written by and about women Incorporated into tlfe LIMO liberal
arts curriculum, including political science, Pren h,- iology, grid his:
tory.

9
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Our educational and community Institutions will need substantial assis-
tance if they are to help women gain their place as equal participants and.
beneficiaries et our society. . . . Unless Institutions receive help of this
sort. they will be vulnerable to continued charges of discrimination. as
well as being unable to adequately fulfill their responsibilities to women.

&ink* &MUM Airaiwkition EfAsiainean 041egea

Problem: Pkvdcal Education Jbauky Need Help toAtifust to Title IX.
Because of Title IX, women and girls now have more opportunities to partici- ,
pate in competitive athletic programs at all levels of education. Equally
important it the-Instruction students receive in their physical education class-
et. Physical education teachers historically taught single sex classes, so under
Title 1X.there is a need for new techniques and materials.

WEEA Project: PROW11 -Its.

University of Massachusetts. Ambush
Ibeohiog physical educators. to be lair*

Physical education teachers were instructed in how to become aware of
and identify bias in their teaching which reduced the participation of students
in the classroom. The intervention/inservice training program helps teachers in
developing new methods of instruction and new class activities to implement
race and sex equity Concepts.

Results:

Development of a useful and needed model which has been validated
through held tests in Massachusetts.

One participantb reaction:
Having taught physical education for over 21) years, it sometimes... becomes very hard to change your techniques. But after the first
day, and the realisation that I had been picking teams Improperly
for over two decades. I became a little-shook, and determined to
straighten othinequities whtch have existed in my classes. On re-
turning to school, many other equity issues Game to light. . . . I am
still dealing with each and every one.

Another response:
Being the only Woman left on the staff in physical education at the
high school. I was a little afraid that the workshop would do more
harm than good . . .1 was wrong . . you have made us more enthu-
siastic about what we can achieve in our coed physical education
classes and you have renewed our dedication to physically educate
all dour young people.

Workshop participants' use of their new skills in th;ir own school sys-
tems. They have also been disseminating these teaching techniques to
others at regional nd state conventions and writing about them in
professional journals. .***** 5 0

Problem: Many &rents and Students Lack information about Title IX.
Some communities might not be mire of the harmful effects of inequitable
educational opportunities, or might not be aware of the scope and usefulness of

10
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Title IX. In order for Title IX to be effective, it imust be understood and sup-
ported by community, members, and by its beneficiaries the students.

. .

WEEA Projects CHILDREN DESERVE EQUITY
Rural Akernatives Institute, Huron, Routh Dakota
"Explaining Title IX to kids and their parents"

Puppets, activity cams, cassette scripts, and student and parenffiand-
books were developed to explain to kindergarten and early elementary students
and their parents what Title IX is and how it affects their lives and futures.
This model is designed to assist rural and other communities in the full imple-
mentation of Title IX.

Results:

Student? response that they had learned about greater educational and
or:Impatiensl opportunities through the WEEA curriculum materials.

A male superintendentli comments:
Pnor.io this MEM project, we, like many of our peers, made.it di-
rect ceaTelation between equity, womanly rights, and the ERA.-
Equity was that; but it was much more. The slogan for Children De-
serve Equity is "Helping Kids Be All They Can Be!" As we learned,
the concept of equity applied to both sects and all races of children.
It was not limited except by our own preoonceptlons.

High rating of the products by teachers who found them easy to incor-
porate into the classroom.

A teacherk reiction; "I highly recommend the package for any school.
We enjoyed it, our students enjoyed it, and we know.you will enjoy it."

Problem: Legal 'Ruining &tout Title LX is Needed. Attorneys, school
lawyers, and administrators of Title IX need to know about the scope of
Title IX from a legal standpoint, and know of case law as it 'develops. Legal
training for these practitioners is essential if Title IX is to be effective in pro-
hibiting sex discrimination in educational programs or activities receiving
Federal financial. assistance.

WEEA Project: TITLE LX LEGAL TRAINING WORKSHOPS
The National Vomenli Law Center, Washington, D.C.
"Training practitioners about Title IX."

Lawyers, law students, and Title IX administrators were taught about the
problems of sex discrimination In schools, the requirements of Title IX, and
the way in which Title IX can be used to tfmedy problems of discrimination.
Model workshops were held throughout tht nation.

Results:

comprehensive materials on Title IX, including case law, available for
lawYers, law students,. school counsel, and professionals involved with
the implementation of Title IX.

Continuation of the training financed through grants from private
foundations.

11
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1. 1111011TA1111 AND nsimorritio maws

As teachers we must become aware of our expectations for children and
realise the influence our attitudes and practices lgove on the ehildrenis
expectations of themselves and others.

Diane McDonald. National Xducation Association

Proble_ FlIcalateriuktonlicxEatityurs Available. for Teacher

\ WEEA Projects ABCI4 FOR SEX EQUITY
New York City School System
"To increase teachers understanding and awareness of the role that sexism and sex role

ereotYping play in individual lives"

A 11 (Attitudinal Behavioral Changes) for Sex Equity 4eveloped an in
service t 'her training workshop designed to increase teachers understanding
of sipxism nd sex role stereotyping. The activities were field tested l e. group
of New Yor City teachers.

Result*

Increased teacher awareness of sex bias in classroom practices such as
sex bias in hooks and curriculum materials, sex stereotyping In assign-
ment of classroom tasks, and biased reactions to the same behavior in
boys and girls. According to the evaluation, "there was clearly an in-
creased awareness cm the part of teachers to sexism as it manifests
itself in-their lives and in their classrooms."

Mighty per cent of the WEEA workshhp participants reporting changes i
in their classroom, such as nonsexist lineups and behavior and lan-
guage changes related to the more subtle forms of bias.

New curriculum materials or activities utilized by 95 per cent of the
teachers as a result of the WEEAmorlishop. Most frequently mentioned
was a classroom discussion of sex bias and sex role- stereotyping fouitd .

in the classroom, in television, and within society. .

Classroom use of curriculum materials that-portrayed wOmenk past anti
future. One teacher explored math anxiety; others modified their use of
biased books and modified their career education curriculum to include
nontraditional careers.

Modifications made by teachers in both school sports and music. One
teacher organized a girls' baseball team after the girls expressed inter- 41

est. Another integrated the gymnastic team to include both -boys and
girls.

All of these activities provide substantial evidence that participating
teachers of the IWEEAI project did, in fact, initiate classroom activities
and materials that reflected the concepts of sex equity." according to
the project evaluator. lnservice teacher training using these WEEA ma-
terials is a successful method to increase educational equity in the
classroom.

e o

. .
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WEKA Projects TIM WINNER INT TEACHER EDUCATION PROJECT

(NSTEP)
The Mid- Adanue Center he Sex Equity, The American University
'lb develop teacher training materials on Not equity in the classroom"

Student booklets and teacher guides were written by different authors for
use in three courses common to teacher training programs. Ten diverse uni-
versities acros4 the United States used the materials in a one year field trial.

Results;

Conclusion of an independent NSTEP evaluation that producing infor-
mation on sex. equity increases student teachers' awareness of, and
sensitivity to, this basic issue.

Third annual Women Educatorli Award given to the Nonsexist Tbacher
Education Project.

A physical education student:
I read it cover to cover. I agreed with it . . so many times while I
was reading It a light went on, and I said 'Yeah. Yeah, that what
happens . It was like a slap across the face . .1 was very glad
that I had the opportunity to read the materialsj. Next semester, I'll
he student-teaching and I know I'll have that as a top priority,
something to conquer.

According to a teacherk aide, now a student,
The main strength of this material is that they discussed male die-

'urination that we practice in elementary schools. As a female, I'm
very aware of discrimination towards women, but not towards men.
It made me think, 'Now, wait a minute, when I was a teacher, did I
do any of thaw things?'

A Houston womank words:
always (eh I was against womenk lib and yet I always found things I

agreed with . . Now I know my stand. I want people to have the
freedom to do what they choose, men or women.

"My daughter is good in math and I wouldn't want her stifled," anther
project participantb view.

13
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RISMMED IMMO ANS WU

The plight of a disabled woman striving to realise her maximum potential
as a productive, sell-sufficient individual results in large part from a
widespread attitude that ahhough the disabled man must become self-
supporting, the disabled woman will somehow be cared for and protected.

Conned ri/ Chief State Selma Celicers Resource eCiersZt;

Problem: Barriers to Equitable Education. Disabled women and girls
face serious, and often unacknowledged, barriers to equitable educationbar-
riers which are products of stereotyping and bias based on both sex and
handicapping condition. Like ethnic and minority women and girls, disabled
women and girls are victims of "double jeopardy."

WEEA Project: DIMMED MAVENS EDUCitTlONALWNITY
PROJECT

Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund, nralseley;CA
*Activities to increase educational equity for din. bled women and girls*

The project gathered data on disabled women and girls to assess their
needs. Materials were developed for educators and counselors. A major, na-
tional conference Was held to bring together people interested in educational
equity and the special educational needs of disabled persons, particularly of
racial and ethnic minorities. The project alio developed model curricula and
approaches to training disabled teenage girls and young women in their civil
rights, educational and career opportunities, and how to secure them.

Results:

Publication of No More Stares, a. role model book for disabled girls
which has been highly praised by users:

The book has been helpful to me, increasing my sensitivity to an
area where I have been ignorant._. I appreciate the service you
are providing women and dissiblea persons in the community.

a counselor of disabkd monk

The booki No More Stares, Is beautiful. Reading about each person
is like making a new friend. One special person is Lois Dadsie. I feel
Lots is a great example of a beautiful, Black, disabled. independent
woman to be admired. I am glad I had a chance to meet her

Am really high on No More Stares, and hope you can get national
distribution. , . It certainly belontb in every school library. It is not
only a tine Was, but a handsome one too

Access to Equality: The First National Conference on Educational
Equity for Disabled Women and Girls, attended by over 100 people, a
third of whom were disabled. The conference focused national attention
on the educational needs of disabled women and girls, particularly ra-
cial and ethnic minority disabled women and girls.

lt-chnical assistance on disability and women In education to over 40
national, regional, and local organisations; over 2000 requests for in-
formation, materials, speakers, and articles, in one year.

A network of disabled women concerned with educational equity issues
established.

14
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'Training of disabled women who were previously without training,
Which started some on the road toward economic seU-sukicienoy.

Problem: Curricula Omit Disabled !brims. Elementary school Curricu-
lum materials generally exclude images of children and adults with dipabilities.
Without this early exposure a opportunity to discuss disability and sex-role
stereotyping, children may p attitudes which perpetuate the exclusion of
the disabled from the malnstre

WEEA Projects PRO, RD
Womenb Action Mance, New York, NY
Images of the disabled in school cuniculum"

Ntinsexist, multicultural Is designed for easy incorporation into
the elementary schoolieurriculum i ude: hand puppets showing adults and
children with the same disabilities (d igned to help children understand that
disobled children often grow up to be isabled adults), wooden nuzzles, block
aueessoties (ant eight figure community set depicting disablCd people and peo-
plc in nontraditional careers), and photos. The project also developed
a trainintguide to help teachers and pa ents understand and combat ster-
eotyping on the basis of sex, race, and d

Results:

Evaluation data showing that WEE materials stimulate discussion
about disabilities and sex roles and mate an opportunity for the
teacher to clarify and expand you childrenk understanding concern-
ing these issues.

Discussions occurring both between t her and students and between
Milide only, which shows that WEF4 materials are not totally depen-
dent on teachers to stimulate discussion.
An example reported by an elementari school guidance counselor w
used the WEEA materials in his work th a disabled child:

The child, who would not talk about his
odor, noticed the WEEA puppets during
together. The child began to talk to the
told them how scared he (eh and haw he
dren would reject him because of his dim
puppets for a while, 'the child began
as a tnajor breakthrough for the child, who
asked to see the puppets Win, and retnem
them during the previous session.

A parentis appreciation for these WEEA materials;
My daughter is in a witeelohen She is eighteen yeses old and It tools
* long Ome so get my younger children to understand why their sis-
ter used the cloak,. They needed this Mind el petals lone el the
WEEA products depicting a female athlete in a wheelchair) long ago
In the hearoom.

isabikty with the owm
et their seas

as it VAN veal,
that other chill-

Alter talking to the
he counselor saw this

rned on another dot
the names he gave

15
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7. 11111A1TRY WINO

Women entering or returning to 4ollege after years away from formal Wu-
canon have psychological and =Manic needs which differ from those of
girls just out of high school. The* women and their familial need sup-
port services from academe and the community.

1

Mary Pima, Arsident,
Anierkun Association q rniversity Itbmen

Problem: Colleges Are ti re d for Increasing Numbers 9f( er
Rbmen Students. The traditional loge and university age (18-22) ula-
lion is dwindling. Older 'reentry' wo en are returning to college, but Degas
must meet their different needs. lIn ke the post World War 11 male terans
who entered higher education institiitions,.the current reentry st ents do not
have the societal and institutional snpports which helped the r try men
cope with their new academic progyams,

WEKA Piojeet: REENTRY WOMAN SERIES
Project on the Status and Education of Women

1. U.C.Association of American Col . Washington, .,

"A comprehensive car tra' of pas to show college administrators the harriers facing re-
turning women students." /. ,

The fifteen papers dgecribe potential problem areas and offer detailed
pragmatic suggestions foi change and additional ref:lot:roes. The topics include:
recruitment and retentifm, part time enrollment; student support services, fi-
nancial aid, child carp: minority women returning students, and an annotated
bibliography. /

,

Results:

Distribution of the papers'to some 15,000 administrators, faculty, edu-
cational, and professional organisations.

Reports from hundreds of administrators, teachers, and students who .

reviewed the papers that virtually all found the papers useful in helping
them to evaluate or chanie policies, start new programs, identify new
resources, improve recruitment, and train and educate staff and others
on the issues.

The reaction of one studentat a large public Colorado university:
This paper was very interesting to me because it made me more
aware of how difficult it is for older women to go to graduate school
Many tintype mentioned In this paper Iliecatry Women and Graduate
School/ I've never considered. I think this paper should he made
available for all undergraduate women.

A career counselorb comment:
Ibur paper was useful as a catalyst to developing specific programs
for more effective recruitment. retention. and mental health. . . . I
plan to bring tip your 'What the Institution Can Do suggestions
when we discuss Mill plans in the Counseling and Advisory Center
and I sent the paper on Child Care on Campus to the Director of
our Child Creative Education Center.

f)
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&wording to the Man ti Student Services in a two year college in Kan-
itaa;

Interestitsi mmeriels, with great ideas. Paw proAtions in thie part of
the country. WI oval more inforawileu like dm.

The response of an employee at another two year institutioti in Blaine:
A tali *wee nontraditional students ostensively utilised
thaw materials in preftwite r000mmendations to sem spank pop'
claim groups, pertioularly reentry. women.

The 414V/I1 of a college personnel Auer:
The paper provided some eseollent kiosk .1 em sure that many ohm
dadh* with education do not think Wain{ the lines mentionqd. . I

am certain that all institinions could gain from rewiring this paper,
stove it twin. are problinns and newts that should be taken into
ourtsiderstion.

mall

IllustlHleal 1.1,40 refit

Visombin topaslawat of fatal* taillguetios
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S. WNW MN MEM 1007102

How well would the resources and strategies for educational equity which
WEEA grantees had developedlactually work in to schools and classrooms?
To find answers to this key question, the WEEA program awarded four-year
contracts to five institutions (universities, research centers) to carry out com-
prehensive demonstrations of educational equity in five diverse school
districts. They were:

Reidsville, N.C.a rural area with small, declining school enrollment,
almost half Black;

Lincoln County, Oregon--a largely rural area with diversified schools,
mostly white, stable enrollment;

Quincy, Maksachusettsan old, small city with white, declining school
population;

Tucson, Arizonaa large, rapidly growing city with almost half Mex-
ican-American schoOl enrollment;

Hroward County, Floridafast-growing, with the nationli 10th largest
school system, one-fourth Black.

Each district assessed its own needs and developed its own action plans.
to meet locally defined equity goals. But all of them were designed to:

showcase WERA and other resources and strategies intended to pro-
mote educational equity;

train and assist educators in theuse of equity concepts and practices;

collect information to use in judging how well the program achieves its
aims.

Within each district, the project was active in elementary, middle/junior
high, and senior high schools. "Core groups" of faculty and administrators were
the leaders. Teachers were involved in extensive reviews of equity materials
and selected those considered most useful. They generally preferred class-
room-ready resources and those which could be adapted to fit existing
curricula. Fewer resources were available for early childhood classrooms than
for higher sirade levels. The low -cost of most items was.appreciated. Collections
of lesson plans and other equity activities were prepared by sonie of the sites
and shared with others.

Training was the major component of the five projects. As their Joint
evaluation report stated:

We some develop a cadre of educators committed to sex equity, car-
He of identifying discriminatory practices and knowledgeable about
procedures aimed toward reducing sexism in the schools. . . . We hoped
to reach many of those key influences, educate and train them to balance
educational opportunities for all students, and contribute to youngpeo-
ples knowledge and understanding about realistic occupational choices.'

' Schubert lane Fete Autuatul lkuiroultrattutpt iff P;4Iuvationul Equity. &yaw.
(um Stuntrusw, 11114.1 p
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The training focused on teachers, librarians, counselors, and administra-
tors, but occasionally included aides, clerical, and mrintenance: staff. Parents
and other community groups were also involved. In the first year the emphasis
was on faculty awareness of discriminatory attitudes and practices; in the sou-
ond and third years training stressed skills in analyzing resources for bias,

practices to combat bias, and creativity in providing equitable learning oppor-
tunities for all. Peer group sessions were common and core faculty shared their
knowledge and resources widely with colleagues.

All five projects hosted visitors' days and ran intern programs for educa-

tors from other schools and districts. In the third year, a total of 517 interns
participated in two to eight day programs. Their home districts shared the cost
and made commitments to follow up on the equity training. While differing in
specifics, all the intern programs included classroom observations, formal and
informal exchanges between interns and their counterparts, and the develop-
ment of action plans by individual interns. All interns were exposed to the
WEEA and other resources and given information about sources and availabili-
ty of such materials. Follow-up a few months after the internships revealed a.
variety of activities underway or planned by the interns.

The demonstration projects conducted extensive community outreach,
making presentations at local meetings, presenting workshops and exhibits,
sparking Women's History Week displays and programs. Newsletters and media

exposure spread the word about educational. equity. Work with parents was in-
tended, as the 'Meson report stated: ". . . to help parents help their children
explore all of lifck opportunities and to give them confidence to choose from
traditional and nontraditional roles in adult activities."

%Mut were the accomplishotents of these complex demonstrations?

Student outcomes differed significantly by age level. The "before and
after" attitude measures showed more movement toward equity by elementary
students than secondary students, although the latter also showed less stereo-
typed attitudes and behavior after involvement in theproject. Enrollment by
females in nontraditional vocational courses and in math and scienceclasses

increased. Students showed awareness of sex bias and stereotyping in class-
mom practices. The greater change by younger students may be due to the

fact that:
elementary school children spend most of the day with one teacher,

while secondary students are exposed many influences and teachers;

secondary teachers tend to be more subject-matter oriented;

older students are more influenced by their peers, who may be less
supportive of sex equity than the teachers.

Faculty surveys revealed extensive changes in awareness of sex equity is-
sues, on attitudes, and in classroom behavior. Nonproject teachers showed
changes. although not as marked as those of project activists. The fact that
sionproject teachers also changed reflects dispersal of project faculty, sharing
and discussion of equity resources, and an increased "equity climate" resulting
from the demonstration projects. Evidence.of this includes reports that:

teachers use and adapt equity resources in their classrooms (especially

elementary faculty),

47
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teachers alter segregated practices such as grouping or assignments;

faculty identify obstacles to equity in their districts and take steps to-
ward reducing such barriers;

teachers adopt nonsexist language and assist others to do the same.

Perhaps most important of all, teachers report both personal and profes-
sional changes in their lives. Such feelings will not disappear when the projects
end.2

Classrooms and schools in the demonstration projectsand, to a lesser
extent, in districts which had interns visit the projectshave gained valuable
sex equity resources and improved environments. Many of their staffs and stu-
dents have broadened perspectives and skills. The infusion of equity principles and
attitudes in a school or district an and should continue without further ex-
penditure of earmarked Federal funds. In the words of the demonstration
projects' evaluation summary, 'Our overall goal was to institutionalize educa-
tional equity in our host districts. We believe the principles of equity have
been incorporated throughout the systems and that continuation of these ef-
forts is not linked to district financial resources."

The lluaion project expressed three fundamentals which undergirded all
of the demonstrations:

Equity is not a womank issue; it applies to all students who are treated
differently for any reasonlace, handicap, ability, sex.

Quality teaching cannot be'separated from eqpity, so the educator must
enhance opportunities for all students to learn.

Educational equity should he an integral part of the educational pro-
cess; it is not an add-on to the curiiculum.4

'Mut . p 10)

'iglu/ p 711

Schithprt. kiln. t. %tstimuti ihMePrintr ltItrhn trf histtutinnui Equity. .1i9itlfteti
aria .1e( WA r k ,ber POO p
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WEEA'S MANDATE

-Through contracts and competitive grants, WEEA funds support activities
designed to achieve educational equity for Women and girls at all levels of edit-
cation \ Such activities may include:

development, evaluation, and dissemination of educational materials,
including curricula, training for educational personnel, guidance and
counseling tests;

programs to increase opportunities for adult women, such tut continuing -
education and projects for under- and unemployed women;

expansion of programs for women in vocational education, career edu-
cation, physical education, and educational administration.

WEEA funds (14.765 million in fiscal year 1984) may be awarded to:

public agencies, such as state and local education agencies;

nonprofit organisations, including colleges, womeitib and community
firouPs;

individuals.

The Act has several other significant provisions:

In addition to grants for model projects which have broad applicability
and can be replicated for use in many places, WEEA will suppomproj-
ects to assist local educational agencies and institutions to implement
Title IX and achieve equity; this second competitive grant program
(known as "tier two") is not to be initiated until appropriations exceed
SIS million, which has not yet occurred.

Men may not be prohibited from participating in WEEA-supported ac-
tivities.

In addition to the program of general grants described, small grants of
up to $25,000 are awarded annually

The Aet established a National Advisory Council on Womenb Educational
Programs of 17 citizens appointed by the President and confirmed by the
Senate, plus two ex qfflein members; the Council is mandated to advise the
Secretary.of Education concerning educational equity for women and the
operation of the WEEA program.

21
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HOW WEEA OPERATES

How are grantees selected for fundiag? The major steps are:

1. The Secretary of Education publishes a regulation setting forth pri-
ority areas of greatest need which are to be supported each year; the
regulation also specifies extensive requirements which grant applicants
must meet. .

2. A -Notice of Closing," giving dates and other ieformatiim, is published
in the &demi Register.

3. Applicants submit proposals to the Education Department.

4. 'Proposals are reviewed and rated against the evaluation criteria pub-
lished in the regulation by panels of three readers, formerly from
outside but more recently largely Federal employees.

S. The WEEA program office prepares a recommended slate of grantees,
weighing not only the numerical ratings. but also the need for geo-
graphic diversity, for-funding diverse types of applicants and education
levels. and for not duplicating similar projects previously funded by
WEEA.

(, The grants office negotiates budget details with the grantee in order to
spend Federal dollars as.monomically as'pnssible.

7. Grants arc usually awarded in August or September, to be spent in the
following fiscal year.

What is the WEEA priority system? The program regulation lists the following
areas of need. from which each year the Secretary selects the priorities to be
funded and the per cent of available money expected to he awarded to each:

Priority I. Title IX compliance by educational institutions. These mod-
els would be especially useful if "tier two" were funded to help
individual institutions comply with this crucial law.

IWority 2. Educational equity for racial and ethnic minority women
and girls. These models seek to remedy douhlc discrimination, bias,
and stereotyping.

Priority 3. Educational equity for disabled women and girls. WEEA is
the only Federal program which addresses the special educational needs
of this group.

Priority 4. Influence on leaders in educatioaal policy and administra-
tion. Aducational equity will only be realized if the leaders and policy
makers (predominantly men) are committed to equity.

Priority 5. Elimination of persistent harriers to educational equity for
women
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1)o grantees receive help or supetvision? Yes, both.

Each grantee is assigned a program Ater in the WEFA program office,
who provides information and technical assiatance as required.

When travel budgets perinit, program officers and memberS of the Na-.
tional Advisory Council visit grantees. Program officers conduct
monitoringend technical assistance through these visits.

One or more conferences of project directors are held in Washingion to
provide information, problem sharing, and networking benefits.

a Final reports, fiscal4ocounting, and appropriate products are required
of all grantees. 7

Fa what period of time are grartts awarded?

Formerly grants were awarded for one, two, and three yeir periods.

In 1983 the Departmentstatein preference for one year proposals.

One year may be too short a period to awry out, validate, and evaluate
...quity project, but there is some risk in committing most of the

funds to multiyear prqiects, thus limiting the money available for new
proposals.

What happens to the grantees' products?

Although some grantees have money to publish their materials, most
are required to submit their final product (see WEEA in Action above
and appendix 13 for examples of these materials) to the WEEA Publish-
ing Center at the Education Development Corporation, Newton,
Massachusetts.

As a subcontractor of the Publishing Center, the Center for Research on
Women at Wellesley College arranges for intensive peer reviews of the
materials. This leads to recommendations as to whether the items are
marketable is," need minor revisions, or contain major weaknesses.

Various Education Department officials then make the decision con-
cerning publication.

The Publishing Center (through the Government Milting Office, as re-
quired) publishes print materials and prepares audiovisual materials for
sale.

The WEEA lublishing Center markets the products, using catalogues,
brochures, attendance at conferences, and other dissemination meth-

' ods.

Items are sold at cost: the majority are under $10, which increases
their appeal.
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HISTORICAL IIIGIIIIGHTS

Several landmark events affecting sex discrimination in education pre-
ceded the passage of the Womenk Educational Equity Act in 1974,' notably:

1. The 1954 SupreMe Court decision in'Brourn v. Board of Education,
which outlawed racial segregation in public education.

2. Title VII, Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discrimination in
employment on grounds of race, 00.104-religion, national origin, or sex.
(The Act was amended in 1972 to cover previously excluded employ-,
ment in educational institutions.)

3. Title VI of that law, which prohibits discrimination in programs re-
eeivinig Federil financial assistance, but not on grounds of sex.

4. Execudve Order 11246 (later modified and extended to cover sex)
which prohibits discrimination in employment under Federal con-
tracts, including those hekirby educational imidtutions.

5. Tide IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, which was patterned
after Title VI and prohibits sex discrimination in education programs
and activities receiving Federal financial assistance.

6 A 1972 report by the Commissioner of Education lash libree on the
Impact tif Education Programs on llizmen, which documented perva-
sive sex discrimination and sex role stereotyping at all levels of
education. It stressed the need for action to overcome the problem
within the Office of Education and in the programa receiving Waal
funds.

Thus, when the House of Representatives and the Senate held hearings
on WEEA in 1973 and 1974, there was already much information available
concerning the problems faced by girls and women. in education. In fact, the
Task Force Report stated that: "mounting evidence makes it clear that unequal
treatment of the sexes is the rule in education, not the exception."

The numerous witnesses included members of Congress of both parties,
educators, womenk organisations, women athletes, and concerned citizens.
The wide-ranging testimony covered many aspects of sex bias, including:

discrimination in educational administration

sex rtik stereotyping in curricula and textbooks

discriilhuition in career counseling and testing

inequities in athletics and physical education

inequitable ancFlitereotyped attitudes facing females in classrooms

u widespilead need for assistance and know-how in overcoming these
problems
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Representative Patsy Mink (U.-Hawaii) and Senator Walter Mondale
(I).- Minnesota) were the chief sponsors of WEEA, which became part of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1974.

When WEEA expired in 1978, Congress reauthorized it with several
changes. The mosteimportant was the addition of tier two," a program of as-
sistance to local school districts and institutions in implementing Title IX. The
authorization level was raised from $30 to StR) million. Rep. John Buchanan
(R.-Alabama) and Senator Donald Riegle (1).- Michigan) were the chief apon-SON.

Financial Frustrations. Appropriationsfor the WEEA program began at
$6.25 million in FY 1976 and rose gradually to a "peak" of $10 million in FY
1980. In 1981 the new administration proposed no funds for FY 1982, a 25%
rescission of FY 1981 funds, and asked_that WEEA be included with many
other education programs in a block grant to the states. Program supporters
feared the loss of Federal leadership and the inefficiency of developing sex
equity projects within each state (reinventing the wheel). With bipartisan
backing, Congress chose to maintain WEEA as a separate Federal program, al-though the authorization was reduced to $6 million.

In the next two fiscal years, the administration proposed no money for
WEEA, but each time Congress $5.76 million.

Administration. The program is administered by a small career staff in
the Departthent of Education. In 1981 and 1982 the staff and program came
under attack by the Heritage Faundation and the Conservative Digest. Alle4
gations were made that the program was a "feminist network" and that the
director was ". . . a monarch . . . imperiously guarding her fiefdom" who
should be swiftly "dethroned." In 1982, the director was temporarily removed
from her position at a critical time in the grant cycle. In September 1983, de:
spite the objections raised in two joint Congressional committee hearings, the
Department carried out a reorganization with drastic impact on the WEEA
program:

downgrading the office by four levels to the lowest bureaucratic level
(called "Siberia" by a member of Congress);

reducing the staff from eight to five:

replacing specialists in sex equity with generalists lacking expertise in
the sex equity field;

tiring the experienced, nationally recognized program director.
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THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMM ON

WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

As part of the Womenk Educational Equity Act, passed in 1974, Congress
established the National Advisory Council on Womenk Educational Programs
(NACWEP) with a mandate to:

advise the Secretary of Education about equal educational oppor-
tunities for women and girls;

make recommendations concerning the administration of WEEA;

evaluate WEEA programs;

report to the President and Congress and disseminate information
about the Councilk activities.

The Council is composed of seventeen persons appointed by the Presi-
dent and confirmed by the Senate who are described as ". .. broadly
representative of the general public who, by virtue of their knowledge or expe-
rience. are versed-in the role and status of women in American society."11vo
Federal officials also serve on the Council. Members serve for three-year over-
lapping terms and elect their own chair. The Departinent of Education provides
finaivial and administrative support for NACWEP, but also imposes a variety of
constraints on the Couneilk operations, including personnel. travel, and pub-
lications.

From President Gerald Ford's initial appointees in 197S through 1981,
NACWEP members were laigely persons I national stature and experience in
education and equity Winks. They included,. for example:

the chancellor of a state university system

a state superintendent of schools

the president of a Catholic women's college

two directors of national projects on women's education

The Council always included three or four men and several minority
nienibers

During those years the Council met frequently in various places. The
meetings always included public hearings and participation by local citizens
.ind eiltanitors In addition, the Council:

visited many WEEA grantees' projects:

participated in WEEA project directors conferences;

testified. on request, at Congressional hearings on issues relating to sex
equity in education:
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consulted with Education Department staff about program regulations. affecting women;

made many recommendations to the Secretary of Education about
WEEA and other education laws and programs;

maintained liaison with advocates of educational equity throughout the
country, serving as a link between them and the educational public
policy establishment in V ashington:

prepared an annual eva°4zation of the WEEA program operation.
In *1'977 review of numerous advisory groups, the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare accepted the recommendation of the Commissioner of
Education which summarized the contributions of NACWEP:

propose that the National Advisory Council on %web Educational
Programs he continued unaltanikit Without question, this is one al the
most productive and tar-reaching councils m /the Office al Education.'
The Council has a nearly unlimited charge, to advise as on the specifics
at the Wrangell Educational Equity Act and in general on aU matters at-
lasing the educational equity of women. Moreover, it is unique in
speaking for over halt of the population of our country. . .

. . the Council has more than Mined its mandated functions, 'provid-
ing national leadership in an area of great concert. In every area the
Council has enteredregulations, legislation, policy issues, surveys and
to onit has made its impact upon the polinytnakers in a profound man-
ner. As the evaluation concludes, were this council not in existence. it
ought to be.'

The Reagan Years. In mid-1982 a full slate of new members was appoint-
ed to NACWEP They included several businesswomen, some teachers, and a
number of political activists associated with such organizations as the Eagle
Forum. There are no men and only two minority women on the Council. Their
biographies reveal little or no background in educational equity or related is-
sues.

During the turbulent events of 1982-8:1 affecting womenk educational
equity (lawsuits threatening Tide IX, repeated attacks on WEEA and its staff,
the development of math-science education legiilation, and appropriations
battles), the Advisory Council was not seen or heard from. See appendix C for
a summary of the current NACWEP activities.

The law directs the Council to advise and repon on educational oppor-
tunities for women and girls without reference by administnukin's
philosophy or legislative program. The Reagan appointed Council, however, has
made clear its partisan viewpoint. Rr example, the chair stated: "We always
have to maintain the Reagan philosophy . . ." The Council's negative approach
toward WEEA projects was illustrated by a member who reported enthusiasti-
cally on her visit to a WEEA grantee, and then said, "I'm sorry, but I couldn't
find anything to criticize!"

Nettitrandurti (rum t Aentnientoner Ahteatues, throit0i the Assistant Secretary to the Sectetatv of IIEW,Ayttl /, 1411
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NEW DIRECTIONS FOR WEEA
(.learly. the Women's Educational Equity Act has contributed significantly

to progress toward the national goal of a quality education for women as well
as men. But it is equally clearand fully understandable, in view of the enor-

, nuty of the problems of sex bias in educationthat much more remains to be
done The Federal role of providing leadership in this long term effort remains
as crucial today as when Congress held the%173 hearings which led to the
passage of WEEA. The etpotience and the tools derived from the eight years of
the WEEA program will serve to shape a revised statute, designed to meet the
current need of the educational system, our society, and especially the girls
and women who comprise a majority of our population.

On the basis of these eight years of experience, what do we recommend
for a revised Womenii Educational Equity Act?

An additional purfiose should be included: "to provide educational
equity for racial and ethnic minority women and disabled women and
to overcome the additional discrimination which they encounter in ed-
ucation."

Elie current WEEA regulation recognizes this problem of "double jeopar-
dy" and two of the five priority areas for the grant program relate to these
groups: however. regulations can be changed by executive action. A matter as
important as this requires the force of law.

A number of WEEA grants have produced valuable products for and by
minority and disabled women. In fact, one of the program's greatest strengths
and contributions has been its focus on the multiple impact of nice, sex, and
disability bias. We must build on the experience of these grantees and make
further progress toward meeting the needs of the women who see, "double
jeopardy" in our society

The Act must be detailed and prescriptive to carry out the will of
Congress.

In recent years members of Congressin both parties and both houses
have expressed deep interest in many aspects of the WEEA program. Through
oversight hearings, special General Accounting Office and Congressional Re-
search Service retains, correspondence and meetings with department
officials. and extensive constituent contacts, Congress has become well in-
formed about this small but sensitive program. Congress has 'repeatedly
rejected administration proposals and objected to executive actions affecting
WEE.A Therefore. it is both feasible and necessary for Congress to prescribe in
detailed language the nature of the WEEA program. Among the issues which
the statute should specify are the following:

Development of tools and strategies to achieve educational equity
must continue to he supported.

New and changing equity needs emerge. Just as the special needs of rural
tr,men and disabled women were not foreseen during the original WEEA hear-
ings in 173, so we can expect other problems to arise. For example. serious
problems of equity in computer access and training are coming to our inten-
tion If )411v New research findings shouli be translated into classroom
materials

2')
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Flarthermore, Just as a commercial publisher continually produces new
editions of existing books along with new publications, WEEA needs to update
some of its products and replace others with up to date models.

Dissemination qf equity materials must be emphasized in the statute.

Congress will undoubtedly want to see increased "payoff" from the seed
money invested by MBA since 1976. Both the existing and new equity prod-
ucts must get into local communities and institutionsto the school boards,
teachers, parents, counselors, community colleges, displaced, homemaker cell-
tett, community based organisations,etc., who can use libdendly-fundeduse

to meet their locally determined needs. The WE Publishing Center
has made a good start on a distribution program; the n statute should pro-
vide for even greater emphasis on dissemination throughout the country.

Continuation of the low-oost policy for equity' products is necessary.

By selling WEEA products at cost, the Publishing Center has kept most
prices under 110. This has greatly helped the marketing effort and shouki be
continued as a means of facilitating dissemination to local schools and com-
munity groups.

The authorisation level for WEEA must be restored to the previoui
level of $50 million.

The expanded program of distribution and assistance to local education
agencies will require that funding be increased if the benefits of WEEA are to
he widely shared. That the several recent studies of American education rarely
mention the special needs of over half of the student population shows how far
we have to go to achieve equity.

Eligible applicants should include student and Community groups,
among them those with expertise in the needs of racial and ethnic mi-
norities and of disabled persons.

Even though these groups are now eligible, it is desirable to specify them
because of the added purpose of WEEA. Eligibility should continue to be lim- .

ited to public and nonprofit agencies and individuals.

Administration: The Act should require that the program be ad-
ministered by an Office responsible directly to the Assistant Secretary
for Educational Research and Improvement: that the Director of the
Office be an expert in educational equity and in the career Senior Ex-
ecutive Service; and that an adequate staff. composed of persons with
expertise in wonseni educational equity. be assigned to the Office.

Congress has detailed knowledge of the downgrading of the WEEA pro-
gram and its staff. There is precedent for this type of specificity in the
Vobational Education Act.

3U
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The National Advisory Council on illinnenk Educational Programa .

section ol the Act needs revision.
Membership should specify several categories, as does the Vo-

cational Education Mt for its Council, in order to assure expertise
and diversity:

a. Persons with experience in sex equity activities in elemen-

t wry,. secondary, postsecondary, vocational, and adult

I education;
b. Pomona representative of and sensitive to the educational

needs of minority and disabled women;

c. Students;
d. Persons of both sexes;
Demonstrated commitment to the purposes of the Act should

be required of all appointees.

*rots of members should continue to be for three years and
overlapping to provide for continuity and stability in Council func-

tioning.
Mandate should specify the following duties:

a. Advise the President and Congress about educational
needs and opportunities for girls and women.The present
requirement that the Council merely "report" to them is
inadequate. Advice would include legislative recommenda-
tions when appropriate.

b. Oversee the evaluation of the WEEA program. The present
directive that the Council evaluate WEEA projects is not
appropriate or feasible for an advisory council.

ce. Advise the Secretary of Education about the administra-
tion of WEEA, including broad allocation of funds and the
selection of program priorities. This would not involve the
Council in the awarding of grants and contracts, but would
go beyond the present weak directive to "recommend crite-
ria for the establishment of program priorities."

d. Advise all libderal agencies which have education pro-
grams concerning aspects of those programs which qffect,
women aria' girls' needs and opportunities, Federal sup-
port of education is not limited to the Department of
Education, so it is important for the Council to advise
other agencies about sex equity in their education pro-
grams.

v. Disseminate information concerning the Council' work.
The continuation of this directive in the statute authorises
an important public education function by the Council.

The reauthorisadon of WEEA is t ,portunity for Congress to improve
the composition and directives of the Aavaory Council on the basis of eight
years of experience, so that future Councils can be of greater service to Con-

gress, the public, and the cause of women' educational equity.

31
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Appendix A

THE ACT

The Women's Educational Equity Act (PL. 95-561)

MORT TITUS: IPURFOOE

Sec. 931 (a) This part may be cited as the "Women's Educational Equity Act of
197$."

/(b)(1) The Compete finds end declaim that educational programs in the United
States, as presendy conducted, are *unsay inequitable as arch programs relate to
women and flequendy limit the NI pedicipation of i>I individuals. in American
society.

(2) It is the purpose of this part to provide educational equity for women btha
United Slates and to provide financial amishince to enable educational agencies and
institutions to meet the requirements of this IX of the Education Amendments of
1972.

(e) As used in this part, the tam "Council" means the National Advhory Council
on Women's Educational Programs.

GRANT AND CONTRACT AUTHORITY

Sec. 932 (a) The Commissioner is authorized to make grants to, and enter into
Jntracts with, public agencies, private nonirrofit agencies, °limitations, and

institutions, including student and community Imams, and individuals, for activities
designed to achieve the pwpant of this pert at an Weis of education, including
preschool, elementary and secondary education, hiOter education, and adult
education. The activities may include

(1) demonstration, developmental, and dissemination activities of national, state.
wide, or goad simdficance, including

(A) the development and evaluation of cassiculs, textbooks, and other educe-
nonel materials related to educational equity:

(9) model prefer*e and inservice training program for educational personnel
with special emphasis on rooms and activities designed to provide educational
aluitY;

(C) research and development activities designed to advance educational equity:
(D) guidance and counseling activities, includino the development of nondiscrim-

inatory tests, designed to insure education! equity;
(E) educationsl activities to incense opporhudties for adult women, including

continuing educational activities and programs for undereciploy ed and unemployed
women; and

60
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(F) the expansion and improvement of educational programs and activities for
women in vocational education; career *Nation, physical education, and educa-
tional administration; and

(2) assistance to eligible entitles to pay a portion of the costs of the
establishment and operation, for a period of not to exceed two years, of special
programs and projects of local significance to provide equal opportunities for both
sexes, including activities listed in paragraph (1), activities incident to achieving
compliance with title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, and other special
tctivities designed to achieve the purposes of this part.

Not less than 75 per centum of flinds used to support activities cowed by
paragraph (2) shall be used for awards to loaf educational agencies.

(b) For each fiscal year, the Commissioner shall use $ 15,000,000 from the fUnds
available under this part to support activities described in paragraph (1) of
subsection (a). Any funds in excess of 315,000,000 available under this part shall be
used to support activities described in paragraph (2) of subsection (a).

APPLICATION; PARTICIPATION

Sec. 933. (a) A arant may be made, and a contract may be entered into, under
this part only upon application to the Commissioner, at such time, in such form, and
containing or accompanied by such information as the Commissioner may prescribe.
Each such application shall

(1) provide that the program or activity for which guidance is sought will be
administered by or under the supervision of the applicant;

(2) describe a program for carrying out one or more of the purposes set forth in
section 932(a) which holds promise of making a substantial cinstribution toward
attaining such purposes; and

(3) set forth policies and . procedures which hums adequate evaluation of the
activities intended to be carried Out under the application;

(b) Nothing in this part shall be construed as prohibiting men and boys from
participating in any programs or activities assisted-under this part.

SMALL GRANTS

Sec. 934. In addition to the authority of the Commissioner under section 932,
the Commissioner shall carry out a program of small grants (as part of the VIM
program administered under section 932 (01)). not to exceed $25,000, each, in
order to support innovative approaches to achieving the purposes of this part; and
for that purpose the Commissioner is authorized to make grants to public and private
nonprofit agencies and to individuals.

3 1
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CRITERIA AND PRIORITIES

Sec. 93S. The Commissioner dist eitablhh criteria and priorities for awards
under this put to insure that available funds are* tied for programs that most
effectively will achieve the purposes of this part. These criteria and priorities shall be
promulgated in accordance with section 431 of the Gaud Education Provision
Act.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON
WOMEN'S EDUATIONAL PROGRAMS

Sec. 936 (a) There is established in the Office of Education a National Advisory
Council on Women's Educational Programs. The Council shall be composed of

(1) seventeen individuals, some of whom shall be students, and who shall be
appointed by the President, by and with the adviceand consent of the Senate, from
among individuals, broadly representative of the general public who, by virtue of
their knowledge or experience, are versed in the role and status of women in
American society;

(2) the staff Director of the 0,11 Rights Commission;
(3) the Director of the Women's Bureau of the Department of Lbw; and
(4) the Director of the Women's Action Program of the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare.

The Council shall elect ib own Chairmen from among the members described in
paragraph (1).

(b) The term of office of such member of the Council appointed under paragraph
(1) of subsection (a) shall be three years, except that

( I ) the members tint appointed under such clause shell serve as designated by the
President, six for a tans of one year, live for a term of two years, and six for a term
of three years, and

(2) any member appointed to 1111 a vacancy oc curring prior to the expiration of
the term for which his or her predecessor was appointed shall be appointed for the
remainder of such term.

(c) The Council shall
( I ) advise the Sontag. Assistant Secretary. and the Commissioner on matters

relating to equal educational opportunities for women and policy matters relating to
the administration of this part;

(2) make recommendations to the Commissioner with respect to the allocation of
any funds pursuant to this part, including criteria developed to insure an appropriate
geographical distribution of approved programs and projects throughout the Nation;

(3) recommend criteria for the establishment of program priorities;
(4) make such reports as the Council determines appropriate to the President and

the Congress on the activities of the Council; and
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(5) disseminate information concerning the activities of the Council under this
pad.

(d) The provisions of part D of the General Education Provisions Act shall apply
with respect to the Council established under this subsection.

REPORT

Sec. 937. The Commissioner is directed, not later than September 30, 1980,
1982, and 1984. to submit to the President and the Cowen and to the Council a
report amine forth the programs and activities assisted under this past. and to
provide for the distribution of this report to all interest,* *cups and individuals,
including the Congress, from fends authorized under this After receiving the
report from the Commissioner, the Council shall evaluate the program and projects
assisted under this part and include such evaluation in its snood 'report.

AUTHORIZATION OR APPROPRIATIONS ,

Sec. 938. For the papaw of carrying out this pert there are authorized to be
appropriated 880,000,000 for fiscal year 1980, and each of the three a
fiscal years.

. 0191/808 BUDGET SE00NCILIAT2ON ACT 0? 1981 (PL 97-35)

Ike. 313(1)(3) The total mount of appropriations to carry out...
such Mt shall not exceed 96400.000 for each of thi fiscal years
1982, 1983, and 1984.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

To obtain further information or obtain WEEA products, contact the
WEEA Publishing Center, Educational Development Center, Inc., 55
Chapel St., Newton. MA 02160 or S00-2254088.
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Appendix B

ADDITIONAL SUMMARIES OIP WEEA
PROJECI'S

NATIONAL TITLE IX GRASSROOTS ACTION - operating in Calffornia, Cort'
navticut, Illinois, Maryland, Ohio, Renneylvania, and Wisconsin
KOSet on Equal Education Rights (PEER), Washington,. DC

The project was organised in two largo urban centers, in four small to
medium-sited cities, and in one rural county. The objective of the proj-
ect was to encourage or expand educational opportunities for both girls
and boys, through the efforts of community groups, composed mainly of
parents with children in Thalami public schools.

PEER first developed a manual outlining the steps for creating a viable .

community group. It offared advice on strategy, publicity, outreach and
research. The community groups field tested the manual and received
additional technical assistance from the PEER staff.

Each community group defined its'own objective and strategy, but the
primary goal of all groups was to increase parental involvement in local
education.

The project demonstrated that parents all over the country can effect
change in their local school systems. The products developed by PEER
provided the instruction and resources parents need to secure equal edu-
cational opportunities for their children.

WOMEN'S STUDIES IN POSTSECONDARY (INSTITUTIONS
Georgia State University
Montana State University

Tvo WEEA projects developed strategies to bring womenli studiesthe
rapidly growing new scholarship on women in many academic disci-
plines--into the mainstream university curriculum.

Georgia State University (G8U) was funded to design and host a highly
successful conference titled "A Plibric of Our Own Making: Southern
Scholars on Women." The objective was to create a network of people in-
terested in integrating research on women in six broad categories into
the curriculum at their institutions. The papers are being published to
widen the "ripple effect" of the conference, which received two awards for
excellence. Participants reported that they gained valuable new knowl-
edge along with increased awareness of the needs for women% studies and
balanced curricula. kw example; one faculty member said: "I was forced
to consider and to reconsider how I was teaching my courses. I was stim-
ulated to speak out forcefully within the department to encourage others
to begin to integrate women into their courses." Another stated: "I re-
turned to my home institution more determined than ever to work
toward gender-balancing in my own courses first and then in the curric-
ulum as a whole."

Montana State University (MSU), after losing a class action sex discrimi-
nation suit, obtained a two-year WEEA grant for its project, "Seeking
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Women's Equity Through Curriculum Mrin." Iiirty.faculty members
from seven colleges received stipends for their participation in training
and development of research and materials for curriculum reform. The
field testing of new and revised courses met some negative us well as
positive responses from 2,0(K) students. Faculty approaches were ana-
lyzed to improve the acceptability of the sex equity emphasis. Male and
female sex roles were both explored

Most of the participating faculty reported behavioral changes such as
greater attention to nontraditional students, inclusion of nontraditional
role models, and modification of language.

A ripple effect of the WEEA project was the receipt of funds from the
Kind fur the Improvement of Postsecondary Education to disseminate the
SISit model to ten regional colleges and universities which undertook
their own projects tai integrate content on women into their curricula.

MINORITY GIRLS AM) WOMEN
St. Paul Public Schools
St Paul, MN

'11Vo WEEA grants were received to develop multimedia curriculum ;mu,
reds for elementary and secondary levels and the strategies to enable
teachers to integrate information on minority women into their" regular
classroom curriculum

The project director worked with local school district teachers and edu-
valor% and education majors at a local university to develop five slide .

tape sound film strips on America's women of color -- American Indians,
Asian-Americans, Hispanics, and Blacksalong with a teacher inservice
workshop guide, a resource guide, curriculum packets, and an annotated
bibliography.

Materials were tested and evaluated by workshop participants and by
testing cognitive and attitude changes in the students. lbachers rated the
hamlet: workshop highly in terms of usefulness and interest. A one -year
follow-up evaluation on the teachers who participated indicated they had
experienced it change in their perspective on the history and social con-
ditions of minority women.

CHINESE AMERICAN WOMEN
Chinese Cultural Foundation
San Francisco. CA

Nearly 150 years of Chinese-American women's history was chronicled. A.
major exhibition was held in San Francisco. August through October
I98.1. The exhibition and catalogue of photographs and illustrations de-
tailed the lives, struggles, and achievements of Chinese American women
smee lAi.14 with special emphasis on the pioneers throughout the years
who, amidst hardships and discrimination, made important contributions
to their communities and society at large.

The previously undocumented and unknown history of Chinese American
women is now available for the public at large and for incorporation into
classroom curricula. Chinese-American girls, mid all minority girls, now .

have role models

69
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MATH, SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Tv° projects were funded to help 8th grade girls understand the impor-
tance* studying math and science in order to have wide career options
id .the future. This is a crucial time to help girls avoid "math anxiety."

The University of Oklahoma developed MATHCO to increase students'
understanding of the releVance of math to their lives. It consists of a
teacher inservice guide, pre and post tests, five curriculum units, six ca-
reer wall charts depicting math related careers, and five audio cassette
presentations. These arc among the best sellers at the WEEA Publishing
Center. Pre and post test scores show significant improvement, especially
for girls. Schools in ten states participated in the testing and validation of
the MATHCO products.

The American Association for the Advancement of Science was funded to
prepare three career information booklets in English and Spanish. Titled
"Scientific and lechnical Careers: Information and Inspiration for Minor-
ity Girls," the booklets include photographs of and interviews with
minority women scientists, as well as material on prerequisite high
school courses, iiollege and graduate education, employment oppor-
tunities and a reference list.

Purdue University developed a program titled "Putting It All Together" to
help women engineering students overcome their limited preparation, in
comparison with men background. The program includes hands-on ex-
perience in a special laboratory, counseling, and role model lectures to
broaden career planning. The program was successful in closing the gap
in information and in improving the retention rate for the women: who
participated. .

Major elements of the program have been institutionalized at Purdue.
Some parts have been updated and expanded. It has been widely dissem-
inated, not only through the WEEA Publishing Center, but through
lectures by the Purdue staff, articles, and a slide tape show.

WOMEN'S INFORMATION SERVICE FOR EDUCATION NEEDS
Middle Tennessee State University
Murfreesboro, TN

'Awn six-week workshops for adults to improve their basic skills in read-
ing, writing, math, how to study and assertiveness were designed to help
the community. Participants were 75.5% female, 24.5% male, 26.4% Black,
5% foreign and 2% handicapped.

The success of the program is apparent from both statistics and reactions
of enthusiastic participants. Eighty-five per cent of those who took the
high school equivalency test passed it on the first try. Fifty-two per cent
of those who finished the workshop entered college. There were dramatic
gains in reading and vocabulary. Students commented on their increased
self confidence, improved study habits, and skills in math and writing.
The project director developed. such good rapport with local industries
that personnel directors of several companies continued to call her about
11)h openings
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Appendix C

WHAT IS THE 1982-1983 RECORD OF THE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON WOMEN'S

. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

The Council is directed to advise the Secretary of Education and Con-

gress about equal educational opportunities for women and girls. (Sec page 21

for more details on the Council's mandate.)

. What 'have been the activities and accomplishments of the Advisory
Council since appointment of new members in mid-1982 and their selection of

new stliff?

I. The Advisory Council has failed to monitor the Federal (iovernmenth
policies and actions in the crucially important area of Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972. Executive Orders 11246 and 11250, Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act, and the Equal Pay Act.

The AdvisomCouncil took no action concerning the Grove City law-
suit which is crucial to Title IX, despite equity advocates' strong
pressure on the administration to maintain a broad interpretation in its
Supreme Court brief.
The AdvisoryCouncil took no action in relation to the .Justice 11e-.
partmcnes inaction in the Richt/tom/ ease which severely limits the
scope of Title IX coverage.

rite Advist, Council took no action concerning the Vice President's
Task Force on Regulatory Reform, which targeted the Title IXregulation
on intercollegiate athletics and the sexual harassment guidelines of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Comniission.

The ,Isiisory Council no action on proposed Department of Edu-
cation moves to exempt student loans from Title IX coverage.

The Moistny Council has not examined current enforcement proce-
duresfor Title IX, procedures which have been criticized by supporters
of women's educational equity and which are also the subject of court
lux weediti0:.

In previous years, the Advisory Council actively monitored all Federal

utivitie% and policies which would affect educational equity, met with
appropriate officials and advocates, and made many formal reeommen-

.dmions concerning these issues. (See Annual Reports. 1975-1982).

2. The Advisory Council has failed to support WEER against several

nu cs to weaken it. although %%EA is cential to the Councilk mission.

The council teas not consulted and slid not become involved in the
reorganiaation asset reduction infrArce which led to the reduction of
the staff frvin eight to five, the replacement of expert staff by general-
ists lacking experience in equity. and the firing of the career
klireetor a
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The Council did ntltystiteat either of the two Congressional joint
subcommittee hearinps on the reorganisation and RIF.
The Council did not oppose the administrationk request for sem
fowling of WEEA or the rescission ofexisting appropriations.

3. The Advisory Council has failed to advise on other legislation of im-portance to educational equity for women and girls.
The Advisory Council has not examined or taken a stand on impend-
ing vocational education legislationeWch would seriously affect
opportunities for women and girls.

The Administration has proposed eliminating provisions of the voca-
tional education law which would require state action to meet the
special needs of women, but the Advisory Council has never had thisitem on its atenda.

Previour the Advisory Council monitored vocational education, held
hearings, published extensive reports, and made numerous recom-mendations on the subject to the Secretary.
preview*, the Advisory Council monitored vocational education, heldsearisis, published extensive reports, and made numerous recom-mendations on the subject to the Secretary.
Despite its alleged interest in improving opportunities for girls and
women in mathematics and science, the Advisory Council failed tocommunk to to the Administration any recommendations concerningspecial tette on to females in currently pending legislation.

4. The Advisory Council views itself primarily as a supporter of the Pres-ident and is reluctant to take any stand that would oppose the Administration.
The Advisory Council claims that the administrationS proposed budgetfor upgrading math and science instruction was in response to the Ad-visory CouncilS recommendation, even though the proposal had nohew on women and Akin
The Advisory CouncilS annual report quoted the Presidents words onequity for women as being responsive to the Council although hisspeech_faikd to mention education.

Previous Advisory Councils had often opposed the policies and actionsof the administrations which had appointed them, when these policiesand actions were viewed as harmful to educational equity for womenand girls.

S. The Advisory Council has held no hearings whatsoever to receive in-put from the public concerning educational equity issues. Previous Councils
held numerous hearings around the country and in Washington to obtain in-
formation about vocational education, rural women. dihplaccd homemakers,
intercollegiate athletics, ethnic and minority women,counseling, etc:.

I
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6. The Advisory Counuillt staff has limited or no expertise on women's
educational equity or with legislation, resulting in inappropriate Council ac-
tual.

Staff made a recommendation which was approved by the Council and
transmitted to the President and Secretary which was in violation ft
several statutes. They recom mended that WEEA funds be used for
scholarships for girls to study 'math in ignorance of the fact that WEEA
prohibits exclusion of men and boys.

The Council voted to eliminate all indirect costs for WEEA grants.
They and the staff did not understand that the regulation on such costs
covers all Education Department programs, and in any event, is not
within the scope of,the Council's mar '.ate. ednuatitmatequity...

The Executive Director had testified in Congress. prior to her appoint-
ment to the staff, gikiinst on appropriation br 111411.
No nirgg was given to members before they visited WEEA grant and
contract sites for evaluation purposes. In contrast, the farmer Advisory
I:4 amell provided specialized training prior to all site visits.

7. Publications:

The sole publication of the Advisory Council in 15 months, apart from
a combined mandatory annual and. WEEA evaluation report, is a short
list of Federal offices that deal with women's opportunities. Although
useful, this publication does not contribute to educational equity, the
Council', mandate.

Previoweiy. the Advisory Council averaged three special reports a year,
based on extensive research and hearings. They were widely dissemi-
nated and contributed to significant areas of educational equity for
women and girls In addition, the Council published separate annual
and WEEA evaluation reports.

K. liyeetimony:

Because of its inaction and lack of expertise: the National Advisory
1:+niticil on Women's Educational Programs is no longer sought out for
testimony, .1,y. Congressional committees.

11
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Appendix D

CHARACTERISTICS OF WEEA PRODUCTS

Oetegurs
POW Year

6 77 79 79 NO NI 412

170113119

mudcnts 7 10 A 9 23 II A

Teacher, . 37 35 26 30 301 10' 2
IA 23 II 19 23 5 I

Athitinietniturs 14 16 14 12 12 N 1

Pment. :commit' Iv . . . . . . . ....... 13 20 17 9 IA II) A

LEVRL OW 6lWC.%T10r4

Preschool 2 2 3 3 3 .1 1

Ykmomatr . 13 IA II II 19 4 2

Aiminsl.wr 20 24 17 17 29 II A

Pimemsinderr 19 16 16 22 21 6 3

Adult Mucstion. 13 10 10 9 9 N 4

9P134:1A1. POWCIATIONS

%weft, WININ01 3 I I 6 N 21 17 A

Mural Women 7 2 3 1 1 2
Reentry Wixom
Iiittettlest Wistum

2% 4 4 4 1

.1

3

100(119/11411111,CT

Aies, emote 33 35 24 39 49 MI 12

curriculum Ilesclopment 1 4 21 I I 10 19 4
title IX. (91wr Lev. 4 6 3 14 13 2

tAluestinted .1dstrinistretion 3 A 2 4

Physical Kiluestion. Athletics . ...... . . 4 3 I 2 A 2

(;erect Ilemlumstuut. 22 21 16 17 14 A

Science. Mathemettes 4 6 1 2 6 4 2

lem. IMMO' 4 1 2 2

*mud *lanes. . . A 7 2 4 N 3

Cumputer

PROIMIXT OR PROGRAM

Manual, . .12 .16 19 34 37 13 3
1166k Itoscervh Kerley' 9 10 In II 6

cr.. I mule. 2 2
14e6churs. Pamphlet. 2 A 3/
itesuurce Gateritill IS 19 A N

ti! .1Trenspetemies .1 3 3 6 t 1

Filmstrips 3 A I 2

Wet/tapes .. ..... A 5 3 6 4

Imliotapes 2 2 5 . ,

011m, 3 1 1

&MUNI %Pk r. 6 6 4 A I
1:ottktvirot Metititurt 4 9 2

,lrIvehtip, N 9 11 7 13 7

16:volfwv I :vnts9,1 ... I I A i 4
2 1 6 i4 1

.armlet **wiry . ...2 .... .

--/Tutala

25
24
16
16
12

4
19
27
11

97
192
116
'93

'04
149:
114:

761

28
7
2

13
17
14
A

3
20

2'
3

7

N
I I
3

IN

3

12
19
2
.2

24

2

438
196

-I-

56

112

116
34
13
33
6

192
68
19

13
211

13
36
19
14
39
MI

20

42
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TIN NATIONAL COALITION MN 1111111111 AND GNUS IN EDUCATION

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education and Recreation
American Association Of Community & Junior Colleges
American Association of School Administrators
American Association of University Professors
American Association of University Women
American Civil Liberties Union
American Council on' Education
American Educational Research Association
American Federation of State, County & Municipal Employees
American Home Economics Association
American Personnel and Guidance Association
American Psychological Association
American Sociological Association
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
Association for Women in Science
Council of Chief State 4phool Officers
The Displaced Homemakers Network,filtic.
The Federal Education Project,. Lawyer Committee for Civil Rights
Federation of Organisations for Professional Women

. -Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.
Girls Clubs of America,
League of Women Voters of the U.S.
',lilac National Education Service Centers
Nations Aisiviation for Girls and Women in Sports
Nations Association for Women Deans, Administrators and Counselors
Nations Association of Commissions for Women
Nationa Association of State Universities and Land-Giant Colleges
.Nationa Association of Student Petsonnel Administrators, Inc.
Nationa Coalition of Independent College and University Students
Nations Commission on Working Women
Nationa Council of Jewish Women
Nationa Council of Negro Women
Nationa Education Association
Nations Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs. Inc.
Nationa Organisation for Women
Nations Women's Law Center
Nationa Womenh Political Caucus
Nations Women's Studies Association
Project on Equal Education Rights of the NOW Lincr
Project on the Status and Education of Women. Association of American Colleges
Southern Coalition for Educational Equity
hilted Church Board for Homeland Ministries
United States Student Association National Student Educational hind
WtottlCIA College Coalition .
WorneiA Equity Action League
Wonien Legal Defense Pond
Wider Opportunities for Women. Inc.
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STATEMENT OP BARBARA STEIN, CHAIR, NATIONAL COALITION
FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS IN EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
JOY SIMONSON, COUNCIL. COORDINATOR, CITIZENS' COUNCIL
ON WOMEN'S EDUCATION

opportunity. I am Barbara Stein of the National Education
Ms. STEIN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for this'

tion. I am here today presenting the testimony of the National
lition for Women and Girls in Education, which I chair. The li-
tion is a broad-based constituency that includes women's, ivil
rights and education groups. The groups work together tow the
common goal of protecting and strengthening the opportu ies of
women and girls in education.

The reauthorization of the Women's Education Equity Act, as
you would expect, is a top priority for this coalition. We rfigare this
program, though minuscule in dollar amount, as critical to toster-
mg educational equality for the women and girls in th Nation.

Therefore, we are pleased to have this opportunit to give you
our recommendations on the reauthorization of th WEEA Pro-
gram. Our aim is to maintain those provisions whi have worked
to strengthen those that are weak and to recommend some minor
changes in order to most thoroughly utilize the law's potential to
assist in the implementation of sex equity in education.

The Women's Educational Equity Act was enacted 10 years ago
because Congress found that education in this Country __s,.-rgfire---
quently inequitable," for women and girls and that-OM-actor-Um--
ited* their full participation in American society; The act estab-
lished a program of grants to fund projects, promote quality educa-
tion for women and girls at all school levels.

With the WEEA Program due to expire on September 30, 1984,
the National Coalition for Women and Girls in Education conduct-
ed a special study to examine WEEA and to report to Congress and
the public on what Kas been accomplished with this program. The
report is attached to this testimony to be included in the record.

The report entitled, "Catching Up: A Review of the Women's
Educational Equity Act Program," prepared by the Citizens' Coun-
cil on Women's Education finds that WEEA has made significant
contributions toward attainment of the national goal of equal edu-
cational opportunity. Further the report concludes that, "The fed-
eral role of providing leadership in this long-term effort remains as
crucial today as when Congress held the 1973 hearings which led to
passage of the act."

I want to read some examples of the progress and the accom-
plishments of the program that this survey found. For instance,
WEEA has been a leader in funding programs that encourage
women and girls to take math, science and technology courses. One
project ,i41 Bronx, NY was a four-session counseling program de-
signed to help minority women reentering the work force overcome
their fear of mathematics by helping them to learn the basics.
WEEA has funded several projects that encourage women and girls
to enter nontraditional vocational education programs that will
lead to lqigher paying jobs in the future.

WEEA has supported programs to assist low-income women
enter the work force. The Transitional Black Women's project is
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aimed at making poorly (Iiicated, unskilled single mothers employ-
able by providing training and skills development. WEEA is the
only Federal program that specifically reserves funds for programs
that address the needs of disabled women and girls. For instance,
one project in Berkeley, CA, collected data on the special needs of
disabled women and girls and produced a role model book called
"No More Stares," and held a national conference to focus national
attention on the educational needs of disabled women and girls.

WEEA projects have' focused on ways to increase women s access
to positions in educational administration, an areaI just did some
research where there is still a very, very minute percentage of
women despite their large percentage in the teaching force. A com-
mission established by the Los Angelbs School Board used WEEA
furiding to help women educators enter administrative positions
and to encourage superintendents arid university presidents to pro-
mote these women.

WEEA has had as a special priority addressing the special needs
of those women facing double bias and double jeopardywomen
who are eitht minority or disabled. We have attacked that multi-
ple problem. WEEA has been a great help in promoting voluntary
compliance. with title IX in schools and colleges throughout the
country.

The WEEA program is a rather small program when you look at
the figures concerning the Federal budget. But as you can see, it
has really been used terribly effectively and, I think, cost effective-
ly in helping women, in helping them in an economic sphere, in
making them capable of earning livings and of being productive
members of society. That's why we feel it's so important that it be
reauthorized.

I think, as this committee has heard before, there have been re-
pouted attempts in the last 3 or 4 years by this administration to
destroy WEEA. The attempts have been either to block grant the
program and thereby basically block granting it into oblivion. With
bipartisan backing, Congress elected to maintain the program as a
separate Federal program.

The administration has continued since 1982 when they could
not block grant it to request zero funding, which would, of course,
have the same effect of dissolving the program. Congress should be
commended for its wisdom in not following the administration's
recommendations.

When the administration was unsuccessful in clearly dissolving
the program, it attempted to undermine and subvert the program
via various administrative irregularities and manipulations. I
won't go through them now. I think you have heard some of them
before and they are in the record.

In light of these attacks over the last 4 year on the WEEA pro-
gram, the coalition--

Mr. IlAvits. I should have made it clear in the beginning. Any-
thing that you don't present as oral testimony that we already
have copies of will be made a part of the record.

Ms. STRIN, Thank you.
The benefit of 10 years ofiexperience has shown the value of the

program and has given those of us concerned about educational
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equity time to evaluate how it has been working and we, therefore,
make the following recommoidations.

First, an additional finding in the act should state that, "Con-
gress finds and declares that excellence in education cannot be
achieved without equity for women and girls." We were very con-
cerned last year when there was a plethora of studies coming out
on educational excellence which never mentioned the over 50 per-
cent of the student population, the women and girls, and how this
figured into equity for all students and we think this should be rec-
ognized in the Women's Educational Equity Act.

An additional purpose should be included in the act stating, "It
is also the purpose of this part to provide educational equity for
women and girls who suffer multiple discrimination, bias and/or
stereotyping based on sex plus race, ethnic origin, age and/or dis-
ability.' This has been a regulatory priority over the last few
years. We think that it should be institutionalized and established
by mandate of the law.

We suggest that the small grant programs be raised to $40:000.
The purpose of these grants should be clarified to include projects
to develop comprehensive plans for implementation of equity pro-
grams in State and local education institutions and institutions of
higher education, innovative approaches to school/community part-
nerships, dissemination and replication strategies and developmen-
tal models. We suggest that dissemination of equity products must
be emphasized in the statutes. We are discovering that a lot of good
materials are being produced and now it is essential that they
reach the people who need them and who will be affected by
themthe teachers and students of the country.

We also recommend that the Secretary of Education establish a
mechanism to evaluate, produce, and disseminate these WEEA
products.

Congress will undoubtedly want to see the fruits of the seed
money invested by WEEA and we think this dissemination can
show the effect of the products. We suggest the continuation of the
low-cost policy for equity products.By selling WEEA products, the
WEEA Publishing Center has kept most prices under $10. This has
helped the marketing effort and helped schools have the ability to
purchase the products.

The act should require that the program be administered by an
Office of Women's Educational Equity who is responsible to the As-
sistant Secretary for Educational Reseenh and Improvement, that
the director of.the office be an expert in educational equity, that he
or she be a career senior executive service employee selected
through a nationwide competition and that an adequate staff com-
posed of persons with expertise in women's educational equity be
assigned to that office.

We make this recommendation because we believe that how the

Fprogram
is administered is the only way we can assure that that

ederal money is used effectively and we want to see that money
used as effectively as possible.

We suggest that the authorization level for WEEA be restored t4
what it previously had been, $80 million. The expanded program
dis:tribution and assistance to local education agencies will requir
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that funding be increased if the benefits of WEEA are to be widely
shared.

Then we have also made a number of recommendations concern-
ing the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Pro-
grams. There have been also some problems in the administration
of that council and we are concerned that the council be made up
of people who are both knowledgeable and committed to education-
al equity.

We have also made recommendations concerning the mandates
of that council so that that council, having had some years to ex-
amine it, certain suggestions to assure that that council can more
effectively meet its role. One of those suggestions is that that coun-
cil advise the President and Congress, not merely report to them.
The present requirement that the council merely report is inad-
equate. Advice would include legislative recommendations when
deemed appropriate.

The reauthorization of WEEA is an opportunity for Congress to
improve the composition and directives of the council on the basis
of 8 years of experience so that future councils can be of greater
service to Congress, the public and the cause of educational equity.

In conclusion, we urge the committee to carefully consider our
recommendations for improVin* the Women's Educational Equity
Act. This program has a small npact on the budget, but it has an
immense impact on t lives of its beneficiaries. We are truly a
nation at risk if we trict the educational opportunities of over
one-half of our Nation.

Thank you.
Mr. HAYES. Our procedure will be to hear testimony from all

four witnesses of this panel and upon the conclusion of their testi-
mony, you will be asked to remain for questions.
/For the moment now, we have had a call for a vote and we have

to run over and vote. We'll recess here for about 10 minutes.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. HAYES. We will resume our hearing with the next witness.

Robert Funk, go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT FUNK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
DISABILITY RIGHTS EDUCATION AND DEFENSE FUND

Mr. FUNK. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my
name is Robert Funk. I am Executive Director of the Disability
Rights Education and Defense Fund and we commonly call it
DRRDF. I am pleased to appear today to present testimony on the
reauthorization of the Women's Educational Equity Act. I have
submitted the testimony I am presenting today and I have other
materials that I would like included in the record of the hearing.

The Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund is a nonprofit
corporation with offices in Berkeley, CA, and Washington, DC.
DIMDF was established in 1979 by disabled adults and parents of
disabled children. Our goal is to promote the integration of dis-
abled people into the economic, educational, and social main-
stream. We undertake broad-based legislation, research, and advo-
cacy projects that further the civil rig

i
hta of all disabled people. In

other words, we focus upon the specific goal of fostering institional
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change that promotes the integration of disabled adults and chil-
dren into s(m.iety and integration to the fullest extent appropriate
to the individual skills, abilities and potential and regardlei
their race, sex, age and nature and severity of their disability.

I am here today in support of the reauthorization and extension
of the Women's Educational Equity Act. I am not here as a Repub,!lean or a Democrat or a Conservative or a Liberal nor do I repre-sent women's groups. I am here as director of an organization
working on the expansion of equal opportunity for disabled people.
Like racial minorities and women, disabled people are subject to
widespread discrimation in employment, health, social services,and education. However, many disabled people are subject to
double and even triple disadvantage because they are women and/or racial minorities.

Early in our work we recognized the impact of discrimination in
education on disabled woman and We recognized that the problems
must be addressed as dual issues of disability and sex bias, if wewere to see the institutional change that is necessary for full inte-
gration of disabled women. We recognized the major role that edu-cation plays in promoting integration and equal opportunity and
thus, we were determined to secure support for the long-term re-
search in education that is paramount to promoting this institu-
tional change.

We approached several funding sources, but we were unsuccess-
ful until the fall of MO when the Women's Educational Equity Act
program awarded DREDF a 1-year grant. This was the single
source of funds available for tffs project. Because the issue had notbeen researched, it was necessary to survey the educational equity
needs of the disabled women and girls, the impact of past educa-
tional policies and to develop new educational materials and under-
take related activities that would enable educational institutions
and policymakers to understand and identify and meet these needs.

In the first year of the project, we developed and distributed over
100° survey forms throughout the country. This form was specif-
ically designed to survey both males and females for comparative
data. It included versions, for the deaf community, where, in many
cases, American sign language is the first language and English isthe second language. It was provided in Spanish and Cantonese.

fine :else no organization had identified the population, we,had to
undertake a massive outreach campaign and train local-based dis-
abled people to conduct interviews. Each step was necessary for us
to clearly understand the problems and substantiate their exist-ene for further work. In the second year, we continued followup
on the surveys, collected further information from educational pro-fessionals, held the first national conference for professionals on
equity issues affecting disabled women and girls and published a
role model and awareness book, "No More Stares."

I have a copy of it that I gave to one of the staff, not for the offi-
cial record. but so you could read it.

Mr IIAvie.s. It will be entered in the record.
\- Mr. Et-Ns. Well, you don't have to. It will still be interesting to
look at.

-In the third year, we completed the report on the survey data wecollected, disseminated handbooks, published papers and dissemi-
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nated "No More Stares" by mail and by staff attendance at educa-
tion conferences.

This bras a unique, complex, and necessary project. It was unique
becadge:.york of national significance had never been attempted to
adatesissues of disability and sex equity. There was no data, few
resources and little understanding of the problems and potential
solutions.

It was complex because disabled people are largely poor, many
are racial minorities and they are hidden. We had to design mate-
rials appropriate to persons with various disabilities and ensure
that our outreach efforts found this hidden population so we could
identify these needs.

It was necessary because as disabled people, we know that inte-
gration is the only goal that will ensure that disabled people will
become positive and contributing members of our society and edu-
cation.is the key to this social process.

The project was and is important. The materials are being used
nationally and the findings from the survey substantiate for the
first time that the earlier and more fully disabled individuals are
integrated into conventional classrooms with nondisabled peers,
the higher the level of education these individuals will attain. This
is true regardless of the severity of the individual's disability. I
have enclosed an executive summary of this report for the record.

In 1983, DREbF was awarded a second grant from WEEA. This
2-yetir project is focusing upon high. schools within a specific county
school system. We are surveying sex/disability issues within the
high schools and developing curricula and handbooks for educators.
The project will also develop model materials for use nationally.
This project grew out of the issues we identified in the first WEEA
grant. It focuses upon high school because this is the last opportu-
nity to alter the impact of sex/disability bias on disabled women
students. It utilizes the experience we have gained and is being un-
dertaken with the cooperation of the county school officials.

I am a strong supporter of the Women's Educational Equity Act.
I believe that the Federal Government has a positive role in imple-
menting Federal policy to end discrimination by supporting innova-
tive and creative research in education programs. You can make
the policy through enacting laws, but to adequately implement
them, you must provide education and support to ensure the in-
tended impact.

As I noted at the beginning of my testimony, I am here repre-
senting my organization and disabled people. My organization does
not take standspartisan standson political issues. First, it is
clearly illegal for my corporation. Second, disability rights, integra-
tion and equal opportunity are social goals and not conservative or
liberal goals. My organization receives support from and works
with members of all major parties, because our goal is to ensure
the implementation of a congressional policy of integration and
equal opportunity.

The Women's Educational Equity Act supports this goal of inte-
,4ration and equal opportunity and it should be reauthorized, ex-
tended, and structured so it can continue to carry out this end for
all individuals who are limited by institutional bias and prejudice.
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To further this end, I have specific comments and recommenda-
tions fir the subcommittee. First I would like to join in support of
the National Coalition for Women and Girls in Education and rec-
ommend that Congress restore the authorization of appropriations
to $80 million, the 1978 level. Budgetary constraints may well limit
the actual appropriations, however, I would question whether or
not $80 million is really an extravagant amount when we know
that educationa meaningful and equal educationpays back to
our society by increasing opportunities in the Nation S. work force
and it promotes our Nation's growth.

Second, I support the creation of an Office of Women's Educa-
tional Equity, headed by a career senior executive service employer
who is an expert in educational equity. This recommendation is
based upon my experience of being a grantee of WEEA over the
past 4 years, under both the Carter and the Reagan administra-
tions. I believe the creation of an office with appropriate staff and
resources will reduce the tensions and lack of leadership I saw
during the change of administrations.

This had impact on our ability to carry out our activities because
we weren't sure of the direction and goals of WEEA.

Last, I believe the purpose of the statutory mandate should be
expanded to include an emphasis on equity needs of women and
girls who are also racial minorities and disabled. I believe that sex
bias exists throughout society and this results in limited opportuni-
ties for all women and girls.

However, the problem of women and girls who are racial minori-
ties and/or disabled are the least understood and the most restrict-
ed.

Now, again, these recommendations and focus come from one
who is a director of a civil rights organization. We confront the'dis-
crimination each day on a personal level and in our work. We
know the impact of the bias and the stereotypes on disabled women
and girls in education and we .know that the Women's Educational
Equity Act has, in its existence, fostered change and can, if sup-
ported, promote more positive change that we all desire.

That will conclude my testimony. I would like to thank you, Mr.
Chairman, and the rest Alf the committee for this opportunity.

I Information submitted\by Robert Funk follows:1

7S
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In the autumn of 1900 the Disabled Women's Education lorojat

at the Disability Rights
Education i alines rind undertook a

nationwide airway of the ideational status of disabled women in

the naiad States, the project was mad* possible by funds granted

under the auspices of the Women's Educational
Equity Act of 1074.

A questionable* soliciting information on age, sex, rure and

severity of disability, racial/ethnic identification, educational

plecenat and attainment, employant, and income was distributed

via the membership of alf-belp service organisations and 'imit-

ates. Approximately 0,000 questionsaire'forms was returned' by

disabled male and finale
respondents, from which a stratified

sample of 1,500 respondents was dean.

The 'lost significant
finding of the survey was 'that, con-

trolling for the severity of a disabled woman as son's disabling

condition, the earlier and sore fully such individuals were

--intograted into conventional classroom settings

tivitlIMIntabled peers -.041 hi her the level of education such

individuals will attain. 'In addition, respondent groups with

varying degrees of disability but who were mainstreamed through-

out grades R-12 on sari,* alio attained higher levels of educa-

tion than groups with similarly varying degrees of disability but

who were not fully mainstreamed during, that period tosocutive

summary, pp. 10-221.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund (DREDP)

initiated its Disabled Women's Education Project in October of

1980. Financial support was provided by the O.E. Department of

Education, through a grant program mandated by the Women', Educa-

tional Equity Act INBEA1 of 1974.1 One objective coltthi act is

'to promote educational equity for women through program of

discretionary grants and contractse.2 However, until DREDP sub-

mitted its pret,oal to establish the Disabled Soma' Education

Project, the MESA program had paid relatively little attention to

the unique educational needs and experiences of disabled women

and girls. With the founding of the Disabled Women's Education

Project, WSW and DREDP set aboutto remedy this situation.

WEEAP administrators and DREDP staff already knew tha one

of the most striking issues concerning the educational sta us of

disabled females was near-absence of reliable data on the

subject. Therefore, one of the principal goals of the isabled

Women's Education Project (hereinafter, "project") w improve-
--

sent of the information base on which future educti policy for

disabled girls will be developed. One of the met d chosen to

achieve this goal was a relatively large-scale Ivey research

program. The intent was to gather enough information on the

disabled female population to enable us to begin to understand

the relationship between the educational status and experience of

disabled females (i.e., highest grade achieved and degree of

integration with non-disabled students) and other identifying

characteristics of their lives, such as age, ethnicity, nature

and severity of disability, employment; and income. Initially,

project steff were primarily interested in the development of a

simple descriptive profile of disabled women and gitl, and

secondarily in Lege strength of any correlation's which might be

discovered between the educational status variables and the other

identifying rharacteristic,mentioned above. This Executive

Summary briefly deact:ten. ifl Oneral terms and with relatively

little emphasis on technical detail, how this. survey was conduct-

ed and what some of Its rifting' are.

.

I.. 121 0 41
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II. DMA GaTWIMa IMMO

A. posetiesseise Design

Given the intent of project staff to conduct a nationwide

survey covetIng-illiOad array of disability types, age groups,

and ethnic backgrounds, staffand research consultants determined

that a broadly disseminated written questionnaire which respon-

dents could complete indepen/ent of staff supervision would be

the most effective and appropriate means of gathering the requi-

site information. A single sheet, four-page foldout form was Ii

designed, with an outer page containing return postage imprint
. .

and project mailing address. The interior of the form contained

all questionnaire items in large print (to aid vision-impaired

respondents), arranged to permit direct-entry coding by data

irocessor s. To further aid communication with respondents,

brailled and tape-recorded versions of the questionnaire were

developed, as well as translations into Spanish and Chinese.

The survey instrument requested either checked or 'mitte

responses to the following items, in the following ord

1. whether the questionnaire was being couplet the dis-1
abled respondent or on her or his behalf ( by a Patents\
guardian, or caretaker):

2. the nature of the.respondent's disability or disabilities
(physical, learning, visual,. speech, emotional, hearing,
mental retardation, health or "hidden!):

3. age at onset of the disabling condition,

4. self-evaluation of the degree to which the respondent's
disability affects major life activities,

S. year of birth;

6. ethnic group identification (American Indian, Asian or Paci-
fic Islander, Hispanic, Caucasian, Black, or other),

7. educational placement and mode of instruction in grades S-3,

82
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9. (1-8,' 9-12, vocational training, college, and graduate school
(placement and mode choices being full time regular classes
in regular school, full-time speclel classes in regular
school, special day school, liveri'n institution, hospital
school, home tutors, or no schooling);

9. highest grade completed;

10. nature anb extent of vocational training, if any;

11. principal work now (student, unpaid homemaker9 unemployed,
volunteer, full-time paid job, pert-time paid job, retired,
or other); and

12. money income from working, exclusive of public bonefits.

These same items were designed into questionnaire format for

three different groups of respondents; (1) disabled women and

girls generally, (2) disabled men and boys generally, and (3)

hearing-impaired persons of both sexes( who are trained in

patterned communication. Staff and consultants decided to per-

sonalise questionnaire formats to this extent in the hope that it

would encourage higher response rate than might be obtained

otherwise. Men and boys were included in the survey for the

purposes of comparative evaluation of the experiences of both

sexes. controlling for certain variables.

D. Dissemination and Meturl.

Another principal coal of the Disabled Women's Education

Project in addition to information gathering was the development

of network of organisations of disabled persons throughout the

United States, for the purpose of sharing information generated

by the project and also for sharing strategies developed by

various groups for the achievement of educational equity for

disabled women and girls. Project staff set about this network

development process by establishing regional outreach sites in
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the northeastern, southeastern, southwestern and midwestern Unit-

ed States, through contracting for outreach services with an

existing well-established self-help services organisation in

each of those regions. Each regional contractor then assumed

responsibility for questionnaire distribution to organisations of

disabled persons and to disabled individuals in their respective

regions. Additional outreach contracts were signed with organi-

rations hating particular expertisein contacting disabled minor-

ity and bearing-impaired individuals, who are frequently under-

represented in such surveys.

Based on regional outreach center staff estimates of the

number of disabled individuals to whom they could deliver glass/.

tionnaires, project staff had printed and shipped to the regional

outreach sites a total of approximately 150,000 questionnaires.

The regional centers then divided and snipped these question-

naires to each of the local organizations of disabled persons

with which they were in contact, the number of questionnaires

shipped based roughly on the size of the membership of each

recipient organization. The local organisations then assumed

responsibility for distributing the survey instrument tc their

members, Questionna\ires were distributed to the regional out-

reach centers beginning in April of 1981, and were received by

project staff for data processing purposes until December of that

year. within this period, a total of 8,153 completed question-

naires were returned; they were sequentially numbered in the

order of their receipt for future identification.

r
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III. comacrourrzcs or ellePONDOITO

A. Drawing the Bapple

As they monitored the content of returned questionnaires,

project staff and redearch consultants soon realised that, des-

pite outreach efforts to the contrary, certain groups were vastly

over-represented in the respondent population, and other groups

were correspondingly almost absent, relative to their numbers in

the national disabled population. Pot example, about 75% of

respondents were women, well over 90% were white, and nearly a

third were bearing - impaired.

Project researchers knew from the outset that it would never

be possible to portray their survey results as broadly represen-

tative of the entire national disabled population. Instrument

dissemination was through organisational affiliation and respon-

dents were self-selected, unlike government surveys such as the

Censuses and the NCNB Health Interview Survey, in which respon-

dents are selected at random, the respondent population is bal-

anced geographically, and interviewers can standardise respondent

answers. Nevertheless, staff researchers felt that survey re-

sults would be of greater relevance in addressing national policy

needs it a reasonable and well-defined, if only partial, rela-

tionship could be made apparent between the data provided in the

DREW survey and the national disabled population.

Researchers therefore decided to draw a etastajled AANSIR

from the 0,000 questionnaires returned--a sample which would be

more nearly representative of the total national disabled popula-

tion in terse of gender, ethnic characteristics, and nature of

85
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disability than was the respondent population as a whole.

Since responsible stratified sampling depends on the ability

to quantify the stratification variables 4n relative terms,3 it

was first necessary to put together a composite profile of the

national disabled population. Prom a variety of sources, te-

/Zrchers compiled the following description of this population,

using the definition of disability set forth in federal civil

rights legislation.4

1. Profiling the National Disabled Population.

a. Disability and Gender. the 1979 Supplement to the

National Center for Health Statistics' Health Interview Survey

found that females are more likely than males to develop a chron-

ic medical condition (which may or may not be cured) resulting in

some limitation of activity, but that males are much more likely I/

to have some permanent physical impairment.5 In terms of either

a chronic medical condition or a physical impairment causing a

work disability, the 1978 Survey of Disability and Work6 found

that among the working-age (16-64) population, 160 of the men and

18.3% of the women were work-disabled. Viewing the work-disabled

population as a whole, then, the relationship is 53% female 'to

47% male. For reasons explained below, the stratified sample was

drawn with an eye towards adjusting the 311 female/male ratio in

the respondent population downward toward the 33147 reletianship

discovered in the work Disability Survey.

b. Ethnicity. The Survey of Disability and Work also

found racial and ethnic minority groups/to be over-represented in

the work-disabled population. While,tlack people comprise 1111 of

811
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the national workforce, they represent 10 of the work-disabled

population. Likewise, hispanic-origin individuals account for

CS% of the vottforce, but S.S$ of the work-disabled.7 Thus, in

drawing the stratified sample, researchers sought traciaLAMbwic

minority representation in that sample at a level slightly ex-

ceeding 20% (as no government data were available on work-disabi-

lity rates among other minority populations, their representation

rate in the work-disabled population was simply extrapolated from

their representation in the overall national population).

cr. haters of Disability. Researchers were aware that

the hearing-impaired were vastly over-represented in the respon-

dent population (nearly 334), so a final step preparatory'to

drawing the sa4141 was some assessment of the prevalence of

various disabilities, in the national disabled population. At

this point, disabilities were broadly categorised as to whether

they were bealth/pbsicalpmental, or both.

(1). eoltb-disabled and Physically Impaired.

According to the 1977 NOS Health Interview Survey Supplement.

approximately 10.9 of the total U.S. population--about 24.S

millioh peisons.:-bad either.a chronic medical conditiON-07 othei

physical impairment which caused a significant limitation of one

or more major life activities.° Of these, approximately S.S

million are bearing-impaired.

(2) Rectally Retarded. Using figures supplied by

state governments in 1979 as to the number of mentally, retarded

residents eligible for government services under the federal

Developmental Disabilities Act (aAnLA note 3), it was estimated

7
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that the national mentally retarded population totalled approxi-

mately 5.7 million persons.'

(3) Mentally Ill. Although National Institute of

Mental Health statistics indicate that approximately 6.6 million

U.S. citizens maybe classified as mentally ill (as measured by

inpatient and outpatient censuses in mental hospitals and commun-

ity care facilities)," the DROP study's primary focus was on

educational placement and experience, and therefore included from

the mentally ill population.only those respondents who had been

classified by educational service providers as emotionally disabled.

d. The Profile. Prom the sources cited above, a compos-

ite'profile of the nation's disabled population began to emerge,

for use in estimating the relative size of ,cells to be filled

when drawing the stratified sample for the DREDP survey's data

analysis. Table 1, below, summarizes this profile by nature of

disability.

Table 1.

Motional Disabled Population by Mature of Disability

HAW* al =Lability fiumpertolhil 1 2X Total

Physical/Health 24.5 66.6
Mental Retardation 5.7 15.4
Mentally Ill 6.6 18.0

Total 36.8 100.0

Regarding gender ratio, the work-disabled population is 53%

female, 47% male; and lust over 20% of that population is com-

prised of members of racial/ethnic minority groups. Approxi-

mately 15% of the disabled population (5.5 of 36.8 million) is
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mede up of bearing-impaired persons.

2. Drawing and ProcessingIthe 640,146

i A
a. Age Parameters. In 'addition to drawing a sample popola-

. tioe whose aggregate identifying characteristics would bear some,

resemblance to those of the national disabled population de-

scribed above, project researchers also decided to impose age

limitations on cases chosen. Singe one of the primary functions

of this research was to study relationships between disability

and educational experience, in drawing the sample researchers

chose onAy those iespondents who had become disabled prior to the

age of 8, and who were 22 years of age or older at the time they

completed the questionnaire. Thus, the sample population was

,comprised entirely of respondents who were disabled throughout

their period of enrollment in educational institutions, and who

had in most cases completed their education by the time they

responded to the survey. It was the judgment of the research

staff that the nature and strength of disability/educational

experience relationships could be most accurately delineated

among this group.

b. Data Promising. Once the stratified sample bad been

drawn from the 8,000 forms returned, the questionnaires were

coded and entered and the computations performed by consultants

at the Computer Center of the University of California, Berkeley.

Processing was done on the Center's Inn 4341, with descriptive

Statistics and ,Jrosstabulations generated using the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences cspss).



III. CIAAACTIMISWICS Cr IMIPOSINNTII

A. Ago. .

The age distribution of respondents is shown in Table 2,

below. The relative youth of the sample is demonstrated by the

fact that about 75% of respondents are under 40 .years of age- -

this in a sample population including no respondents loss than 22

years old.

Table 2.

Age of Assgendlents

Mange Absolute Adjusted
trequemsy frequency tilt t)

22-31 666 45
32-41 , 450 30
42-51 199 13
S2-61 ' 111 3
62-71 51 3
72 a over 13 1

S. r.

. Table 3, (p.12a) indicates, total of 1,460 respondents in

the saaols population, consisting of 693 women (60%) sod 596 men

(40%). This relationship is within 7 percentage points of the

gender ratio of the national work-disabled population, with this

survey sample containing a slightly higher proportion of women

than the national population.

C. Macial/Ittbmic Identification

As noted earlier, respondents were asked to select one of

sin racial/ethnic groups for the purpose of self-identification.

Table 4 (p 12b3 shows the responses to this questionaire item.

S
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About 18% of the sample population is non7white, compared with

approximately 20% of the national disabled population. In con-

trast with that group, however, black respondenti comprise only

6t of the survey sample population, as opposed to 14% of the

national disabled population. Hispanics comprise 5.5% of the

national disabled population, aid 5.1% of the DROP survey sample

population. Also of yiluirest isthe fact that while the overall

sample population Onderbalancle is 40% male, 60% female, 21/1

than 601 of respoAdents in each non-white ethnic groups were

women, while slightly under 60$ 4 white respondents were women.

(The gender ray, of the black trot-disabled population national-

ly is not i cord with this fi,ding4 For instance, 77.6% of

black reapon ents were vositen, Od 22.4% were men (Table 4, cell

tier 2). for most otiber groups, however, the gender

cat,/ was ithi'n 2 or 3 pereintage points of the entire sample

latio . \

D. Mature and'Severity of Disability.

1. Type of Disability. Respondents were asked to choose

among 8 categories of disabling conditions in detcribing the

nature of their disability. Approximately 68% of the sample

population (1.013 persons) listed one condition, while 20% (301

persons) listed two, and 12% (174 persons) listed three. Table S

(pp. 13a,b) shows the first or principal disablity listed by all

respondents. It indicates that about 52% of respondents are

physically disabled (exclusive of the vision and hearingimpait-

ed), that close to 10% are vision impaired, and just over 23% are

hearing impaired. Thus, about 85% of the sample population lists

91
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a physical or health condition as a primary disability, in con-

trast with approximately. 07% of the national disabled population

(Table 1, line 1).

2. Ago at onset. Table 6 indicates that over 80% .of re-

spondents in the sample were disabled by age 1, and that 70% were

disabled at birth.

3. Effect on Everyday Life. Respondents were asked to

indicate whether their disability affected the activities of

their everyday life "not 'it all,' "a little," "quite a bit," or

'in every way.' Sy this seine, clients self-identified as to the

relative severity of their disabling condition. Table 6 (p. 14a)

lists these responses. Relative to their representation in the

survey sample population, slightly more men than women indicated

that their disability affected them 'not at all," and slightly

more women than men indicated that their disability affected

everyday activities 'in every way." However, this deviation is

slight enough (about 3%) that for the purposes of this survey the

male and female respondents were on average considered to have

comparable levels of severity of disability.

B. Educational Status and Experience

'1. Mainstreaming. An issue of over-riding concern to

educational policy makers, educators, the parents-of disabled

children, and disabled students themselves is the degree to which

these students are affordid the opportunity to be educated with

their non-disabled peers in conventional classroom settings.

Just as equal rights advocates for racial and ethnic minorities

knew that the public schoolroom is where equal opportunity and

94
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meaningful social integration begin, scrookoo have disability

rights advocates sought integrated educational settings for dis-

abled children as an important means of assuring them access to

the social and economic mainstream of American society.

The most explicit federal statement of this goal is in the

SclecatiOn for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975e which pro-

vides for the public education of disabled, children with non-

disabled children to the maximum feasible extent,,,,in the environ-

ment least restrictive of the disabled student's abilities. Some

school districts had already adopted this policy prior to passage

of tbq 1975 statute, while others made a practice of segiegqing

All physically and mentally disabled students into totally sepatr..

ate aciliVes, allowing no contact with the non-disabled student

pope atiod.

Since the act was not fully implemented until 1978; by

which time all respondents to this survey were 19 years of age or

older, few if any respondents were educated under provisions of

the act. However, as noted above, many respondents were educated

in fully or partially integrated settings (i.e., with non-disab-

led students in conventional classroom settings) simply as a

matter of local school district policy. Tables 7, 8, and 9 show

responses to the questionnaire item* inquiring about educational

placement during elementary and secondary school.

Table 7 indicates that 1,171 of 1,490 respondents (79% of

the sample 'population) received some kind of education during the

age range of attendance in grades H-3, and that of those who were

educated then, nearly half (464%) were full-tipe students with

non - disabled peers in conventional Classroom settings. About

1

1.1'.I I) MI

.
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that sans percentage were segregated into full-tine special clas-

ses in conventional school settings, into special day scbdols, or

into residential institutions (Table?, variable tiers 3,4, and

5, row totals, added).

At the grade 4 -8 range, the total number of students receiv-

ing some fora of education rose to 1,221 respondents (as depicted

in Table 8, column total liner this represents 20 of the sample

population). About the same percentage of students were fully

4 osinstreame--edgcated full-tine with non - disabled students--as

in grades B.4 (Tablet'', variable tier 1, row totalt compare with

Table 7, variable tier 1).

By grades 9-12, 1,232 respondents (83% of the sample popula-

tion) were receiving some education but the percenthe of these

'students being fully mainstreamed had 'risen to over 600 (Table 9,

variable tier 1, row total). Thus, it would appear that as these

respondents grew older there was a gradual tendency toward MOT'

ing them from more segregated settings and fully integrating them

into conventional classroom situations with non-disabled students.

About 20% of respondents (303 of 1,490) attended vocational

school, as'depicted in Table 10. Of these, 460 were in inte-

grated settings, 15% were institutionalised, and the remainder

were in other specialised settings.

2. Ugliest Grade Completed. Table'll shows the highest

grade completed by all respoddents in the sample population.. A

review of the adjusted and cumulative frequency columns reveals

that (a) about 40% of respondents received a high school educa-

tion or less (Table 11, code line 14, cumulative frequency col-

1 0 5
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umn), (b? 160 atatted college but didn't finish; cc) 20 earned a

bachelor's degree; (el 15 a master's: and (f) 4% a doctorate.

Relative to the national population, the sample population

in the DREW survey is a well-educated group. In 1960, among all
, .

persons 25 years of age or older in the United States, (a) 680 of

this populatiOr had a 'high school education or le8s, (b) 150

started college but didn't finish, &Rd (c) 170.had a bachelor's

degree or more formal education 11 The national median school

years completed was 12.5. as contrasted with 16.1 in the DROP

.survey sample.

3. Highest grade Completed, bp, Sender. Table 12*(below)

,shows.the percentage of all maIe"and all female respondents'

receiving various levels of education. The most striking feature

of this table is the disparity between disabled men and women

attaining graduate degrees beyfond the Master's. The percentage

of male aespondents in this category is more than three times

that of the female respondents.

Highest Grade

'Anal

Table 12.

leted, by Gender (lag)

*Ala . Wale

High School o
Started coil

didn't fins

less
e,

h

38

22

41

20

SA 19 21

MA 14 16

Ph.D. 7

TOTAL 100 100

ts
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F. Reis work saw
.

Commensurate Wrth the relatively longer periods of time
AP

spent in%schoolby male respondents to this survey (noted above),

answers to the questionnaire item on respondents' **in work now

'Table 13) indicates that.14t of the men are still student's.

while 1/4 Of the women are. The unemployment rate (those

actively seeking but not obtaining work) is almost. identical for

both sexes--Just over llt. Nearly half the sample population was

fully employed, but the men are over-represented in this category

relative to their sample population sixes 40% of tint men end 4a;

of the women surveyed have full-time paid jobs (variable tier 5).'

As with the non-disabled national population, this situation i;

.reversed in the part -time employment category, 14.54 of the women

and10t of the,oen have part-time paid jobs.

46 income from Working.

Given the relatively iligh levels of education obtainedby both

women and men in the 3Agio survey and the employment rates in

both groups, income levels in the sample level verge on the

appalling (see Table 14). Almost 0%ot this population earns,

less than 42,500 per year (this figure is exclusive of cash and

non-cash public benefits), ilicludin47% of the women and 424 of

the men. In each of the income categories from 42,300 to $15,000

there is a higher percentage of feiSle resPondentst and then,

paralleling the national working popuiation overall, the person-.

tage of male respondents earning over 415,000 is exactly double

that of the women ( variable tier 4, line 3).
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IV. VISAMILITT AMD SSOCAVICOMW.ANTAIMESMT.

A. Method

Subsequent to describing the sample population came the more

complex task of searching for and assessing the' significance of

relationships among the variables described in .the previous sec-

tion of this report. Several standard methods of multi-variate

analysis were applied to the sample popuXation data base, the

findings of which are more appropriately included in an extended

technical repot' on the DREW survey, rather than in the non-

technical executive summary which this report is intended'to be.

Consequwatly, this concluding section describes only the proce-
.

MUI, followed and results obtained in deriving what project data

analysts consider to be the single most signficant finding of

this research -- concerning the relationship between degree of

mainstreaming, severity of dixability, and level of educational

attainment.

The first step in this particular procedure was to donvert

the values of responses to the questionnaire item on educational

placement in grades X=3, 4-8, and 9-12 into a single degree 121

mainsia.saming variable. This was done by simply counting the

number of times respondents indicated full-time placement in

conventibnaliclaseroom settings with non-disabled peers. Thus,

an individual who was fully mainstreamed in all three grade

ranges was assigned a value of 3. If a respondent was

mainstreamed in two grade ranges (e.g., 4-8 and 9-12, but not K-

3), the value would be 2, etc.

Table IS (p.190) depicts the distribution of respondents

10
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according to this value scale. It shows that about 40% of female

and 431 of pale respondents were never mainstreamed; and that.

about eguO percentages of wdmen and men were mainstreamed in one

grade range (ce. 201), in kwo grade ranges (ea. 10%). and

throughout, grades X-12 (about 204 of; the sample population).

Once these va4ues had been obtained, the next step was to

undertake a two-way analysis of variance using gum al WW1:

=mama and 'limn al disability, an ivervdaw lift as indepen-

dent variables, and highitak =di completed as a ftendent var-

iable. A two-way interaction was found between the two indepen-

dent variables. This means that degree of Mainstreaming and

effect of disability on eVeryday life have a joint effect on

highest grade completed. The Newman-Xeuls post hoc procedurel2

was used to explore this interaction. The procedure looks at the

means in all the cells, and determines which ones are, by

statistical criteria, significantly different from eachother.

Once we know this, we can makeisense of the relationship between

the variables.

B. Jesuits

The outcome of this procedure is depicted in Table 16 (p.

19b). To make sense of this admittedly Confusing array of data,

remember that (1) the vertical scale (value tiers 0 through 3)

regresents Amu at aimitaliM11121 (2) the horisontal axis

(value cdlump; 2. 2. end .4) represent glint an vervdav

and that the top number in each of the twelve cells is the

average, or mean, number of years of schooling completed by
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respondents in that cell. Cells have also been rank-ordered in

descending order by averagi number of years of schooling com-

pleted. The circled number in rho upper left-hand corner of each

cell represents the cell's location in that order.

As an example of how to interpret these data, consider the

middle cell in the bottom tow of the table. Its placement in the

table indicates that this cell is comprised of respondents who

were mainstreamed throughout grades 8-12 (vertical axis value3),

and whose everyday lives are affected quite a bit* by their

disab ities (horizontal axis value 3). The top number in the

18.10, indicates the average number of years of.schooling

completed by the respondents in this cell. The circled number,

1, shows that respondents.in this cell on average completed more

' years of schooling than respondents in any other/cell in the

table. The second number down in the cell, 134, indicates-the

population size of the cell; while the bottom number, 3.01, is a

measure of, how far the number of years of schooling completed by

each respondent in the cell deviates from the average depicted at

the top of the cell. Compared to other cells, the standard

deviation in cell 11 is relatiVely low, indicating that there

were not a great many values either much higher or much lower

than 18.10.

Conversely, review the contents of cell 112, in the upper

right-had corner of the table. Respondents in this cell report

that their disability affects their everyday lives in every way,

and they received no education in a conventional setting with

non-diasbled peers (i.e., were never mainstreamed). Unders'tand-

ably, respondents in this cell on average completed fewer years

114



of schooling than any others i the sample population.

However, the most strik ng feature of Table 16 is not its

extremes: rather, it is the/arrangement of values in the cells

between there extremes. Note, for instance, the strong,

consistent correlation between degree of mainstreaming and

highest grade completed:throughout the tables cells 1, 2, and 3

are all ',elated by respondents who were mainstreamed throughout

their el mentary and secondary education. These three groups

include m idly, moderately, and severely disabled persona: the

two chars teristics shared by these three grouts are that they

were all f lly mainstreamed throughout gradescbool and on average

they ettai ed higher levels. of education than respondent)) in the

other nine cells of the table. Likewise, the tier comprised of

cells 4, 5, and' 6 contains mildy, moderately, and severely

disabled respondents; the two features they have in common arf

that they were all mainstreamed for two-thirds of their primary

and secondary education and that on average they achieved higher

levels of 'education than respondents who were mainstreamed for

only one 'third of that time or not at all.

This relationship between degree of mainstreaming and

highest grade completed maintains strong linearity when

controlling for severity of disability. Consider, for example,

the cells in the left-hand column of the table, ishich are all

populated; by respondents reporting that their disability affected

their everyday lives only a little". Those who were fully

mainstreamed throughout their pre-collegiate education (cell 2)

attained on average 'nearly 16 years of education tgreduate

"4
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school), while those with progressively less history of

mainstreamed educational placement attained progressively lower

levels of edutation (cells S, 6, and.1.0, eespectively). The some

holds true for the respondents in the right-hand column of Table

16, who as a group are the most severely disabled individuals in

the sample population. Again, with remarkable consistency, those

severely disabled respondents who were most fully mainstreamed

have uniformly demonstrated higher- levels of educational

achievement (cells 3, 6, 11, and 12, respectively).

.
In summary, the results in Table 16 provide the strongest

evidence now available that, controlling for the severity of a

disabled woman al Ian's disabling condition, the earlier and more

fully such individuals are integrated into conventional classroom

settings with non-disabled peers, the higher they will go in

terms of level of education completed. The results of this

research therefore tend to confirm the wisdom and the effective-

ness of the mainstreaming policy embodied in the Education for

All Handicapped Children Act, insofar as that policy is intended

to ensure equal educational opportunity for disabled children.

Given the significance of this research finding and its implica-

tions for future policy implementation, we (the research staff)

urge additional research by other investigators for the purpose

of further studying the nature of the relationsip we have fOUnd.
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Mr. HAYES. Ms. Jensen.

STATEMENT OF PATRICIA A. JENSEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR-
DESIGNATE, NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON WOMEN'S EDU-
CATIONAL PROGRAMS,'APPEARING ON BEHALF OF MARCILYN
LINER, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON
WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Ms. JENsEN. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
am Patricia Jensen, the executive director-designate of the Nation-
al Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs. I am de-
lighted to have this opportunity to speak with you about our
mutual concerneducational equity for women.

The chairman of the council, Marcilyn Leier of Roseville, MN,
had hoped to be here this morning to speak with you. However, she
has been called back. to Minnesota and asked me to read her state-
ment for you. The following is that statement.

The National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Pro-
grams is a 19- member council, 17 of whom are nominated by the
President and confirmed-by the Senate. Our ex-officio members are
the Director of the Women's Bureau of the U.S. Department of
Labor and the staff director 9f the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights.

The Council works through its three standing committeescivil
rights; Federal policies, practices and programs; and Women's Edu-
cational Equity Act.

Beginning with the first council appointed in May 1975, members
have had extensive experience in education and women's concerns.
In fiscal year 1983, the council initiated its ambassadorship project
which produced a videotape entitled, "Countdown to Success." This
videotape is used to inform the public, educational administrators
and students of the unlimited career choices available to them
under existing legislation. "Countdown to Success" features Dr.
Sally Ride and other successful women in the fields of mathemat-
ics. science and sports to encourage women and girls to pursue
these disciplines.

Also during fiscal year 1983, council members made several visits
to WEEA grant projects. Several excellent projects surfaced. I
would like to highlight a few of them for you this morning, the
first one being Gallaudet College in Washington, DC. This project
focuses on the need to provide broader occupational options to
adult deaf' women. Deaf women are still concentrated in a relative-
ly narrow range of occupations, are underemployed relative to edu-
cational level and suffer in comparison to both hearing women and
deaf men in terms of occupational attainment.

This project developed and disseminated occupational choice
training materials for use with school and vocational rehabilitation
counselors. These materials provided an awareness of the occupa-
t lonal needs of deaf women.

Another project that we felt was quite outstanding was one from
tivrgetoWn University. Washington. (Xl. George Washington Uni-
veity developed a model program of interinstitutional collabora-
tion.in order to prepare dun eremployed women for professional ad-
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vancement. A local school district here in Washington, a communi-
ty college and the university worked together to arrange schedules.
They also arranged release time for practice teaching. University
professors taught in community college classrooms offeiing classes
in the evenings and on the weekends.

As a result, 21 minority women graduated with certification for
both elementary and special education teaching. This highly repli-
cable model is described in detail in a how to workbook called,
Equity Through Access; and is available from the George Washing-
ton University.

The final project that I would like to highlight for you this morn-
ing is the one that Mr, Robert Funk has described to you. We, too,
feel that his project is a model project. It is the disability rights
education and defense fund disabled women education equity
project from Berkeley, CA. This 3-year grant went to the disabled
women's equity project to improve counseling programs for dis-
abled girls` and young women. This grant developed curricula and
approaches to training disabled women in civil rights, education
and career oppo, tunities.

The project conducted a series of conferences for disabled women,
aged 11 through 25, focusing on education and work issues. A role
model book that you now have called No More Stares was produced
and has been enthusiastically received by educators around the
country.

Further signifiCant private sector involvement and partnerships
haye been developed through community interest in support of this
prOject.

As you can see, over the years, WEEA has produced a quantity
of exemplary models and products, such as those I have mentioned
this morning to assist in promoting sex equity. It is time for these
models to be replicated and products to be utilized by educational
institutions and private groups.

The major weakness of the WEEA line of products, as has been
noted by classroom teachers, administrators, demonstration site di-
rectors, annual WEEA project director conference 'participants,
former and current council members alike, is that there are too
few materials available for preschool and elementary school use.

Additionally, those on the market are often not readily adaptable
to classroom use. As a result, if WEEA is reauthdrized, the Council
recommends the following: That Congress amend the current stat-
ute to allow local and State educalion agencies to receive funds for
developing practical materials by triggering tier II of the Women's
Educational Equity Act at one-half of the WEEA appropriation.

This would allow classroom teachers and local communities,
those who best know elementary school needs, to develop usable
materials. In addition, the Council recommends that grants be
more equitably distributed on a geographic basis, as already re-
quired by statute.

Currently, three major areas receive the bulk of grant awards
each year. To sum up, today a variety of materials exist to aid and
influence educational opportunity for women and girls. However,
the Council feels that there is still a deficiency in completing the
intent of the Women's Educational Equity Act. That is the lack of
funding for titer II, which would provide assistance to local educa-
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tion agencies in implementing title IX. That is why we ave recom-
mended to you this morning that if you reauthorize WE A, half of
any appropriation be allocated for tier II.

Thank you so much for allowing me to appear before you this
morning.

. Mr. HAYES. I thank the both of you.
Just let me advise you that the House is in session at this time

and we may have to be interrupted to go vote because we are deal=
lug with the important matter of a budget,. which has relationship
to the issues which yo,u are bringing out here. So. I would like to
suggest that instead of reading the whole statement, if the next
witness could just summarize it, to some extent or highlight it, to
some extent, we may be .able to conclude this phase of the hearing
without being iuterrOpted.

Dr. Wolfe, go right ahead.
Dr. Wot.rx. I won't read the entire 3Q pages.
Mr. Chaimnan, I at 'Leslie Wolfe, director of the Project on

Equal Education Rig*. of. the NOW legal defense and education
fund. Until Septembe I01983, I was director of the Women's Edu-
cational Equity Alfa Program, it, position which I had held since
August 1979.

As you know, FT-eve prepared a lengthy statement which I have
submitted for the record, but I will summarize it as rapidly as I
can.

Mr. Ham. The complete statement will be entered into the
record. .

[Prepared statement of Dr. Leslie Wolfe follows:)
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PRIIPARED STATEMENT or Dk. LOUR R. WOLFS, DIRECTOR,, PROJECT ON EQUAL EDUCA-
TION RIGHTS Or THE NOW LEGAL DIMINO AND EDUCATION FUND

Good morning Chairman Perkins and members of -the

Subcommittee. I am Leslie R. Wolfe, Director of the Project

on Equal Education Rights (PEER) of.the NOW Legal Defense

and Education fund. Until September 16, 1983 I was Director

of the WOmen's Educational Equity Act (WEER) PrograM, a

position which I had held since August of 1979. t

believe this Committee is aware of the circumstances of my

unwilling departure from the Departmentof Education; a-copy

of my earlier statement regarding the reorganisation of the

Mine of Elementary and Secondary Education, and its relation -

;Ship to New Right attacks on the VORA Program 4u ring the

preceding two years, is attached to my testimony for inclusion

in the record of this heating.

.t am honored to appear before you again, this time as the

Director of one of the Nation's leading non-profit organisations

devoted to educational equity for women and gigle.P I am pleased

to have the opportunity to present testimony to this Committee

in preparation for reauthorization of the Women's Educational

Equity Act. I hope that my experience as Director of this

programIduring the most turbulent years in its short life will

s offer some valuable insights that will be of use to your

deliberations. As is my custom, I have prepared a lengthy state-

ment which I would Like to submit for the official record of

this hearing; at this time, I will summarise its major points.

a
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As Vice-Chair of the National Coalition for Women and

Girls in EduCation, I enthusiastically support the recommends-
",

.tions which our Chair, Barbara Stein, is pFesentingeo you

today. 'Further, she is presenting the report of the Coalition's

Cttizens Council on Woment Education, which describes the

findings of its carefule;:aluation.of WEIA-funded'projectst the

report, Catching Up: A Review of the Women's Educational Equity

Act Program, describes several of the'exemplary programs

developed with WEER support and shows how and why,they have been

effective.

V

s'

As a result of its extensive egaluation.of the MESA Program,

the Citizens Council concrUdell.that "clearly, thelitmen's

Educational Equity Act has contributed-significantly to progress

toward the national goal ofa quality education for women as

well as.men. Out it is equally clear -- and fully Understandable.
. .

in view of the enormity of the problems of sex bias in educe-

Lion -- that much more remain: to be done. The Federal role of .

-

Providing leadership in this long ter effovt remains as crucial

today as when Congress held the 1973 hearings whilh led to the *.

passage of AEA. The experience and the tools derived from the

eight years of the WEEA program will serve to.shape a revised

statute, designed to meet the current needs of the educational

system, our society, and especially the girls and woolen who

comprises majority of our population.

But you hwie all supported WEBA during 'the peat several

years: you are familiar with its accomplishments. Why,11you might
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ask, do we still need this program? The obvious answer is

the one provided by the Citizens Council report -- despite

USA's success, much remains to be done to ensure true equality

of educational opportunity for women and girls; and VESA is

the only federal program designed solely to provide programmatic

support for.positive efforts to ensure sex equity at every level

of education.

With a very tiny amount of money relative to the entire

federal education budge:, the WERA Program conducts a remarkably

cost-effective operation. Its statutory mandate requires that

its funds be used only to support development, demonstration,

and dissemination of model equity programs and materials. Although

each program is developed in a particular school and community

and thus provides its benefits to a particular locality, its

purpose is not simplt to improve the quality of education for

women and girls in that school or community. Rather, its purpose

is replication and dissemination.

The career development curriculum for rural high school

students developed by Dartmouth College, for instance, can be

used in Alabama, New Mexico, and Idaho as well as in New Namoihire.

The curriculum materials and teacher training guides on America's

women of Color developed by the St. Paul Minnesota Public Schools

can be used by teachers in elementary and secondary schools

throughout the country. The teacher trainiLg manuals developed

by Educational Testing Service to help teachers identify sex

stereotyping and bias in classroom interactions, and to eliminate
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it, can be used in prio-service and in-service training

programs for teachers in every school district and College

of Education.

As you can imagine, I could list dozens of others. Instead,

I will attach a copy of the WEEA Publishing Center's 1983

catalogue, which describes these and more than 200 other MBA

projects that are available to the public. I offer these few

examples to point out that WEIKA funds are not intended to provide

general., support for ongoing school programs, but rather are to

be used to create tools such-as these and to make them available

to schools.

In fact, these materiels and programs can be worth more than

cash to school districts and colleges seeking help in implementing

equity programs for their students and faculties. It would

,hardly be cost-effective to expect each of this Nation's 16,000

school districts and its hundreds of colleges and universities

to develop the same new training and curriculum materials. These

developmental and dissemination activities can only be funded .

through a federal program; it would be extravagant for each of

the states to duplicate these activities. Further, only with

federal support can the products developed by WIMA grantees be

published and disseminated at cost -- thus ensuring their widf

spread availability to parents, students, teachers, administrator's

and community activists in school districts and colleges across

the country.
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Further, MA's mandate covers the entire educational system

and its policies and procedures. Its programs promote educa-

tional equity at everitlevel -- from preschool to adult educa-

tion -- and develop a variety of mechanisms to achieve its goals.

Thus, in addition to funding projects that promote voluntary

compliance with Title IX, WICZA also supports projects which

foster an awareness of equity. ceeds among educational leaders and

show them how to implement, in practical ways, their commitment

to equality and fairness. WEBA also supports a wide range of

projects that tackle deep-rooted barriers -- both attitudinal and

institutional which prevent even well-intentioned administrators

from conducting equitable education programs.

In its recent report, A Growing Crisis; Disadvantaged Women

and Their Children, the Commission on Civil Rights analysed the

long term effects of sex stereotyped eduiation. and training on

women's economic status, and concluded;

When a woman's education has not adequately pr.oared
her for employment; she and her children may be
destined to live in poverty.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 90 pel ant of

today's girls will be employed outside the home for 25 to 45

years; 20 percent will be responsible for the survival of others

as sole heads of households and the remaining young women will, at

minimum, share responsibility for their families with a husband

or will be self-supporting for most of their adult lives. The

education of today's girls will affect their ability to provide

for themselves and their families when they are tomorrow's womel.
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Since 1980, WSSA has been the only source of federal funds

for projects that address double and often triple -- jeopardy

caused by discrimination, bias and stereotyping on the basis of

race and sex as well as disability and sex. Instead of focusing

on temporary, remedial efforts to "help" the victims of such

discrimination, MESA has supported projects that seek to eliminate

institutional barriers facing-women-of-color and disabledwonen:------

WEEA has funded projects that seek to empower women to take control

of their own lives and to develop new strategies to combat dual

bias, stereotyping and discrimination. In the process, I believe

that WEER has raised the consciousness of educators, admin-

istrators, parents, and employersto the particular concerns of

racial and ethnic minority women and disabled women.

In fact, prior to 1980, you could not finld'any programs or

activities focused specifically on the educational needs of

disabled women; base-line data on educational attainment and

career options did not exist. And disabled women and girls

continued to be educated for dependency and docility. In part .

-because of WSSA's support for disability rights projects and

for curriculum and training materials on disability and sex bias,

these issues now have entered the public consciousness.

I hope you will indulge me if I say that this i the achieve-.

ment of which I am moat proud -- that WEER has been in the

vanguard of efforts to ensure educational equity for women and

girls of color and disabled women and girls. Women who suffer
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the "double whammy" of race/ethnicity or disability discrimina-

tion -- coupled with sex discrimination -- are the members of

this society who are relegated to the bottom of the economic

ladder. To the extent that they are denied an equal educational

opportunity, they and their children are denied the opportunity

to lead economically productive lives and to reap the benefits

of oconamic.rocovery or .any American...dream:

RUA grantees have been leaders in the struggle to ensure

equality for women of color. The Organisation of Chinese American

Women, the Ohoyo Resource Center for Native American Women, the

Bay Area Bilingual Education League, the Blackfeet Community

College la tribal college whose President is a woman), Asian

Women United, the Atlanta University Center, and many many others

have conducted unique and highly successful projects. These

projects are described in the WEBA Annual Reoorts and several are

evaluated in the Citis is Council report mentioned earlier.

RENA grantees also have been in the forefront of efforts to

address sex and disability bias and discrimination. Robert Punk,

Director of the nationally-respected Disability Rights Education

and Defense Fund (DR8DP), will present testimony today about DREDP's

invaluable work. Other grantees have developed career education

materials, preschool curriculum materials, and audiovisual products

with WEE. support. These projects have broken new ground in

eliminating sex, race, and disability bias.

In its eight years of life, REZA has funded over 400 exemplary

programs. In fact, MIRA has been responsible for the initial
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funding of many of the country's most successful projects --

including,for example, the Math/Science Network. MESA Also has

shared responsibility for funding other projects -- such as the

American Association of School Administrators' Project AWARE,

which continues to provide training and inspiration for women

seeking to rise in the ranks of school administrators.

But it would be impossible to expect that eight years of WEER

could complete the work mandated by its statute -- "to provide

educational equity for women in the United States. Much remains

to be done. As attitudes change, as parents, teachers, admin

istrators and students become more aware of the negative effects

of sex, race, and disability bias, as they begin to implement

new equity programs, the demand for new materials increases.

In particular, we know that there is 'a great need for more

teacher guides, textbooks, and audiovisual materials for use in

the classroom, especially at the middle school level. The

National Women's History Week Project -- also funded by WEER --

has uncovered a tremendous demand for more curriculum materials

on the historical contributions of women, particularly women of

color, in the United States and the world. Materials promoting

voluntary compliance with both the letter and the spirit of

Title IX are in demand, as are programs designed to assist educa-

tional leaders to ensure that hiring, promotion, and compensation

of teachers and administrators are conducted in a non-discriminatory

manner. In addition, many materials developed in the early

1,28
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years of WEEA are -- as is the case with'igketucational

materials -- becoming obsolete; these must be revised or

replaced with new products appropriate for the 1980s and 1990s.

Finally, new issues are constantly emerging. For example,

MBA funded many pioneering projects aimed at expanding the

participation of young women in mathematics and science courses

and careers. These programs laid the foundation for current

WEEP. efforts twensure equitable access for-girls-to-cOmpUter

education. In fiscil year 1983, for the first time, WEER funded

eight projects on computer equity; once again, WEER apparently is

the only program devor ig substantial resources to this emerging

issue, and its work has just begun in'the important new area of

computer equity.

Why, then, does the Reagan Administration propose to abolish

the Women's Educational Equity Act?

Several reasons nave been provided by Administration officials

for their recommendation that MIA be terminated. First, the

Administration states that WEEP. has funded between $40 and $60

million dollars worth of materials,.and that is enough. However,

even the President's own National Advisory Council on Women's'

Educational, programs (NACWEWbglieves that more curriculum

materials for the classroom teacher need to be developed and that

gaps remain in NESA',.funding. The Council plans to conduct

hearings around the country -- at substantial cost to the govern-

ment -- in an attempt to determine what selected individuals believe
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the WSEA program should be funding in the coming years. TLeir

recommendations will be reporibgl back to the Department within

the next year, I presume.

Indeed, although the 'Wigan-appointed SWOP differs with

edueetionarequity tocates and the Congress about the real

Purpose the Act, they so far have not stated that the MESA

-Program Is-no-ionger-need64-. faCt hia Chair of the
National Advisory Council beseeched Secretary Sell to include

funds for IOSSA in the Administration's 1985 budget4 In a letter

to the Secretary last December, she stated *hats "I feel very t

strongly that in the 'Administration's budget this year the funding

for the MOmens' Equity in Education Act under Title 9 (sic) should

be continued and not listed at sero budget as had been done in

previous years.

However, her reasons for taking this position were political

rather than substantive, And I quotes "Congress has always

reinstated the funding and I think it very important for the

President in his commitment to equity for women in education to

be sending the right signals through his budget message. ma,
these funds would be tainstateebr conareittpavwava I think,At

ELIA.

igingl. (italics added). At least the agrees that the grants

and programs supported by WEBA are good enough that she wants

the Administration to take credit for them)

. The RAMP Vice Chair concludes her letter to Secretary Sell

with a massage that I would also wish to conveys "While I
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recognise the great problem facing us in the form of the

Federal Deficit, I still feel this is all amount of funding

with a significant message attached to it," (italics added).

But .the Reagan Administration ignored this plea, continuing

to claim that REZA has produced enough materials, and that its

focus should be primarily on dissemination of these materials.

Yet, during the past two years, the Administration has made

powerful efforts to prevent the publication of materials developed

by WEER grantees. For example, in 1983, eight out of 10 projects

submitted to the Department's newly - established Publications

and Audiov..sual Advisory Committee,(PAVAC) were rejected, despite

the fagg that the Committee reviewed only brief forms describing

the projects and never evaluated the materialS themselves.

The Committee rejected thew* products -- which already had

passed the rigorous peer review process established by the WRRA

Program through its Publication Center because they allegedly

lacked "essentiality," "cost effectiveness," and "approptiate-

nese of materials to achieve stated goals." I should note

that one of these eight projects was reviewed a second time

and approved a year later -- but only as a result of Congres-

sional inquiry. If Xt. Conte had not expressed interest in

his constituent's excellent materials, I can assure you they

would not have been approved. In fiscal year A84, 17 new

products have been awaiting PAVAC approval.. Thus, as a result
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of PAVAC's intervention, the VESA Publishing Center's work

has ground tda halt. In 1983, only three new products were

published -- one which had been approved prior to establishment

of PAVAC and the two which PAVAC approved. No products have

'been published during the first half of fiscal year 1984.. In

my view, to fund the development of materials and then forbid

their publication and dissemination to those who need them is

the Worst possible waste of the taxpayers' money. Yet it still is

questionable whether the Administration has ever truly intended to

publish and disseminate any VESA-developed materials. In 1983, the

Department refused to issue the request for propbsals-1819) for

the new contract to continue the VERA publiahin function. The

WEER Program had intended to conduct an open, liatiohal competi-

tion to establish a new publishing center, as/Xequired.by.

procurement rules. But the draft EPP that the VERA program,

submitted to the Assistant Secretary for BleMentary and Secondary

Education was simply held in his office for several months, until

all contracts office deadlines had been missed and the time had

run out for a competitive process.

Unless Mr. Conte had once again interened, the VELA

Publiihing Center would hive been closed last September (1983)

and would not have been replaced by anIther dissemination

mechanism. Instead, because of Mr. Conte's concern, the Depart-

ment reluctantly agreed to a one-year, non-competitive extension

of the old contract to the Education/Development Center! To date,
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the RI, for the n 1984 contract still has not been issued

by the Department although the current one -year extension

expires on Sept r 30, 1984. Are we to assume that the ROM

Publishing Cen ri will simply be permitted to expire and that

the 1984 funds 14tended for its continuation will be need for

other purpose

nut the istration's major argument for termination of

the MESA P rai reflects its lack of understanding or concern

for the sta tory mandates enacted by Congress. The Admin-

istration peatedly states that educational equity activities

currently pported by MBA can be carried out by the individual

states, u ing their' Chapter 2 (block grant) funds. lot only

does thi ignore the issue of cost-effectiveness, but it also

ignores action 561(a) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act

(the Ed cation Consolidation and Improvement Act) of 1981, which

explic ly excludes MESA from the block grant.

In addition, all evidence currently available indicates

that hools are not choosing to spend their limited Chapter 2

moni on equity activities. Per example, the American Associa-

tion of School Administrators (AASA) conducted a study of 2,500

sc 1 districts in 1983* only 5.7yercent spent money on

ac ivities previously authorised under the Emergency School Aid

(RSAA), with an average expenditure of $871. Only 4.7-

rcent spent money on desegregation training and advisory

ervices authorized under Title IV of the Civil Rights Act, for

an average expenditure of a mere $94. The report conciAdes that
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*ninety-four percent of the school districts surveyed are not

using Chapter II funds for desegregation purposes. The lack

of funds to promote equal educational opportunities for all

students is clear.*

In the introduction to this report, the AASA states its own

support for efforts to ensure *the reduction of paperwork

burdens and the maximizing of local control.* But they also

realise that if the federal government is serious about equal

educational opportunity, it must maintain specific mandates to

ensure that money is .spent and that programs'are implemented.

I would suggest to you that all of the Administration's

reasons for terminating MBA are simply rationalizations for its

real purpose -- to abolish strong federal support for educational

equity, for women and. girls -- whether it is through attacks on

Title IX or by elimination of the Women's Educational Equity Act.

At least the Administration is consistent. It has attempted

to abolish the WEER Program since 1981, when Mr. Eeatherly's

Heritage Foundation first recommended it. I need not repeat the

litany of attacks on the MESA Program -- from the Conservative

Caucus, Human Events, and Conservative Digest magazine, and the

former Deputy Undersecretary for Management in the Education

Department,'Charles.Seatherly. From its failed efforts to

incorporate WEER into the block grant and thus eliminate it,

through its annual proposals to zero fund the program, to the

reorganization which abolished the position of Director and placed
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he program in the bureaucratic basement, the Administration

*tas vigorously attacked the Nemen's Educational Equity Act and

its purposes. This latest attempt, despite pleas from such

staunch Administration supporters as the Vice Chair of the

National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs,

reveals the Administration's single-minded policy.

I should add that recent events in theDepartment have

revealed the hypocrisy of Nr. Heatherly's statements to this

coimittee last spring, that the reorganisation and downgrading of

the WEEA rogram were simply designed to improve "efficiency" and

that these actions were not, as he put it, part of an attempt-to

gut, absorb, or destroy any of the programs iX the Office of

Elementary and SeconOry Education." Although Mr. Heatherly

stated that "the current operations of those programs will not

be disrupted and program integrity will not be compromised by

the reorganisation," we have found that the MESA program's

operations have indeed been disrupted. Is it-in the name of

°efficiency" that the Department has refused to issue an Annual

Report describing the projects funded by WREA in 1983? As you

know, Annual Reports have been published in every year since

MA's inceptiOn, to provide members of Congress and the general

public with the opportunity to know how tax dollars were spent.

Unfortunately, noinformation now is available about the 68

projects funded by WREA in 1983.

The Administration has not been reticent to attack the

WEER Program, in the words of the Conservative Digest,

1 3 5
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as a "money machine for a network of openly radical feminist

groups." Mr. Heatherly told this committee, in a joint hearing

with the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service Subcommittee

on Investigations, that his belief that the WEEA Program is the

'feminist network feeding at the Federal trough" is, in last,

"consistent" with the Administration's policy for WEER which,.

as Mr. Heatherly also pointed out, has been to eliminate the

\program by including it in the block grant or zerollunding it, or

mventing its reauthorization.

\\In response to these unsubstantiated, flamboyant attacks,

the Zeport of the Citizens Council on Women's Education provides

data on the distribution of WEER funds from 1976 through1983.

Tar from being a "money machine' for radical feminist groups,

MA has awarded 39 percent of its funds to institutions of higher

education, 3.5 percent to State Educatidn Agencies, 13.7 percent

to local educational agencies ifor a total of 56.2 percent -- more

than half -- to educational institutions), 6 percent to individuals

and 20.8 percent to non-profit organizations -- ranging from

the Educational Testing Service to the AmericSn Association for

the Advancement of Science. Women's non-profit organizations

received 17.1 percent of WSEA's grants. And, between 1980 and

1983, WEBA grants were awarded in 43 states, the District of

Columbia and Puerto Rico.

But I know that all of you are familiar with the recent

history of the WIZA Program. What few people realize, however,

is that the Administration's position in mm apparently unrelated
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case, the ninitidailtuLamizali,Ast_nai
the City of Chicano is likely to'achieve its ultimate purpose

of eliminating the WREA program. The Chicago school district

sued the Department of Rducation for refusing to abide by the

consist decree, signed in 1980, in which the Department agreed,

to provide available funds, probably from the Emergency School

Aid Act (SSAA) to assist Chicago in desegregating its schools.

The Emergency School kid Act was abolished and incorporated into

the block grant in 1981, at the request of the Reagan Admin-

istration, which then indicated that ESAA funds no longer were

available fox Chicago. As a remedy, the federal district court

froze fiscal year 1983 Education Department discretionary funds

until an agreement could be reached Oat would ensure that the

Department met its financial obligations to Chicago. Among the

frosen funds were the total appropriations for WEEk and Title IV

of the Civil Rights Act. The problem lies not with Chicago WO.

which went to court as a last resort to force the government to

live up to its obligations. Rather, the problem lies in the

Reagan Administration's defense of the case.

AkOkrontly, the Administration's pronounced desire to defend

and dismantle the programs included in the court,order contributed

to its poor representation of the interests of these programs

and their grantees. Initially, for example, the Departments of

Education and Justice did not even bother to inquire, about the

impact of the lower court's ruling on these programs; this

omission lad to the court's erroneous finding that no current
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'Togram would cease its activities on account of the court's

ruling. When the Administration belatedly decided to bring to the

court s attention some idea of what was at stake, it completely

failed to mention MESA, thus making it impossible for the court

to evaluate the impact of its order on the OEM program,

clearly, providing the entire WEEA appropriation to Chicago would

result in the termination of all of WEEA's activities.' One must

wonder whether the Administration can provide representation

adequate to protect the future intercity of both Titla IV and

WEER -- programs it has consistently and repeatedly sought to

dismantle.

Although the Adiatration did appeal the court's order, it

did so only to protect its exclusive discretion to designate the

expenditure of Department of Education funds. What is at stake,

nowever, is not only a separation of powers principle. Under-

lying this controversy is the very real and immediate dilemma of

how to enforce the Department's obligations to the children of.

Chicago without sacrificing the Congressionally mandated programs

designed to ensure bias-free education to children throughout the

country.

An eleventh-hour solution -- a stay of the court's order --

enabled WE* and Title IV grants to be awarded at the end of fiscal

year 1983. This solution was made possible by a special appropria-

tion of funds ($20 million) for Chicago, thus, once again, the

Congress was required to intervene to ensure that Congressional

mandates are implemented by this Administration.

13b
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Because this solution was merely a stop-gap measure, the

problem returns with fiscal year 1984. And this year, the

Administration apparently will ,mgt appeal the court's order,

thus allowing BM and Title iv fund.; to be used to fulfill the

government's obligation to Chicago. If this occurs, the

Administration will have succeeded in abolishing MESA without

recourse to this Committee or to either the authorisation or

appropriations process of the Congress.

But I am here today assuming that you will not permit this

to happen. It is my purpoie to urge you to eauthorise the

Women's Educational Equity Act, and to make several changes

that will strengthen it.

Among the lessons we have learned from the events of the past

three years, perhaps the most impressive is that an Administration

that chooses to counteract the will of Congress can and will do

so unless statutory mandates forbid it. Thus, I believe that the

Congress must amend the Women's Educational Equity Act to ensure

that its intent is explicitly stated. Duly 'through the use of

prescriptive language can Congress guarantee that the integrity

of a program such as VERA will be maintained. Such language will

clarify the purpose of theAct, require that the Program continue

to support dissemination activities, require that individuals

selected to serve on the Advisory Council have some relevant

expertise, and insist that the Program be administered by the

Department in an appropriate manner.
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Purpose of the Acts The opening section of the statute stntes

that "the Congress finds!and declares that education progr

in the United States, asipresentit conducted, are freqien

inequitable as such programs relate to women and.frequeXtly

limit the full participation of all individuals in A'aiican

society." Unfortunately. thisefinding still is ade4rate

although not to the same extent as when it first/Was written ten

years ago, thanks to Tile IX, UREA, and local:advocates for

equity. To reflect current realities in public education, this

section now should include an additional statement that addresses

a national concerts/for the outcome of current and f4ture efforts

to improve the qrality of public education.

Since the spring of 1993, numerous reports have expressed

grave concese'over the apparent decline in the quality of the

American public education system. The achievement of "excellence"

in education has become the single fon of educational reforms but

the recommendations made in these reports, beginning with the

Education Department's A Nation At Sisk, have largely ignored the

educational needs of more than half the population -- women and

girls. Until very recently, the dialogue on achieving excellence

in education generated by these reports has failed to address the

importance of ensuring equity for women, minorities and disabled

students. I believe that it is important to express Congress'

belief that equality is an essential component of quality; there-

fore, I would recommend that the findings 'onion of the Act
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include the following statement: The Concress.finds and

daclares that excellence in education cannot be a ,eved without

equity for women and Arlo."

In addition, I would strongly suggest that a third purpose

be added to the opening section of the Act, to ensure that the

WIDWA Program will continue to specifically address issues of dou-

ble discrimination based on race and sex bias as well as disability

and sex bias. Since the 1980 funding cycle, the regulations

governing the WEER program have included fending priorities for

'model projects on educational equity for racial and ethnic

minority women and girls" and for "disabled women and girls."

The regulations also require that all funded projects address

the diverse educational equity needs of women and girls of color

and disabled women and girls, thus ensuring that these funding

priorities are not used as limited setasides or quotas. However,

these policies are established only by regulation and hence

are subject to change by an Administration that is not concerned

about these populations of women. The problems attendant on double

discrimination -- which is based on immutable factors such as race,

disability,_ sex -- are intransigent and serious enough for the

statute to require that they be addressed throughout the Program's

activities. In\addition, I join the Coalition for Women and

Girls in Zducadien in proposing that double discrimination based

onbothsexani4e also be included; women, whether they are

deemed "too young" or "too old," frequently find that sex discri-

mination is augmented -by discrimination and stereotyping based on

their age.
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The amended purposes section of the Act therefore should

include the following new languages It is also the purpose of

this part to provide. educational equity for women and girls who

suffer multiple discrimination, bias, and/or stereotyping based

On sex plus race, ethnic origin, disability, and/or age."

Grant and Contract authority: Under this section of the Act,

six authorised activities are established which address_a wide

range of educational programs and activities -- including text-

book and curriculum development, teacher training, research and

development, guidance and counseling, opportunities for adult

women, and programs for women in vocational education, physical

education, and educational administration. the current statute

allows these issues to be addressed through "demonstration,

developmental, and dissemination activities of national, state-

wide, or general significance."

In order to ensure that the Department does not eliminate

these types of activities and substitute others -- technical

assistance or conferences to promote Administration policies and

points of view, for example -- I would strongly recommend that

the language of this section be prescriptive rather than

permissive. The statute should read: "The activities shall

include" rather than "may include" --II) demonstration, develop-

mental and dissemination activities of national, statewide, or

general significance."

This may seem an insignificant point, but I would remind you

that in fiscal year 1982 the Office of the Secretary of Education
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took almost'S40,000 of WEER money away from the grants program to

fund tour small conferences designed to promote the Administra-

tion's concern for women in educational administration. To my

knowledge, these conferences have not produced any reports or

significant results; nor did they develop say new ideas or

models in the area of educational administration, at area in

which MBA had already landed numerous major projects. The

political purpose of these conferences was never denied and was

made clear in memoranda circulated in the Department. 1 would

propose that Such abuses of administrative discretion be prohibited

in the future through explicit statutory definitions of the

Secretary's grant and contract authority.

Oman Grants: The Women's Educational Equity Act of 1974

established a small grants program to fund projects that would

develop what the statute called "innovative approaches* to

educational equity for women; these small grants were to be limited

to 815,000 each and were designed to ensure that small organisa-

tions and individuals with big ideas would have the opportunity

to develop and test them._ Whez_the.Aot was reauthorized Th-1971-,

the purpose of the small grants program remained unchanged,

though the dollar amount was increased to 829,000.

After eight years of supporting these highly successful small

grants projects, 1 believe it is time to target our attention

more specifically on areas most in need of *innovative approaches.*

The statute should clarify the purposes for which these funds may be
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awarded, including: "Proiects to _develop. comprehensive plans

fissmlallypzs.nass11_Ammocal-
tional agencies, and institutions_of _higher educationt innovative

approaches to school- community partnerships' new dissemination

and replication strategies' and other innovative approaches'

to achieving the OurOorus of this Part." In additionionce again

the funding level should be raised. 4from a maximum of $25,000 to

$40,000 for each small grant.

Disseminations The MBA Publishing Center, conducted by the

Education Development Center in Newton, Massachusetts under

contract with the WEER Program, has been one of the most successful,

cost-effective activities of MEAL Until repently, when the

current Administration began to tamper with the product review

and publications process, the Publishing Center functioned

effectively and had produced over 200 WEER- generated products for

widespread dissemination. Although limitations in funding have

precluded a massive dissemination effort, new strategies for a

multi-faceted publishing and dissemination process were in

development prior to the Reagan Administration's efforts to elimi-

nate MM. During my tenure as Director, the WEER Program discussed

the need to diversify its publishing and dissemination activities

to include not only the publishing center but also dissemination.

by grantees and by other Department divisions such as the National

Institute of Education: we also had initiated plans to interest

commercial and academic publishing houses in REZA products, thus

spreading our wealth throughout the private sector. All of these

efforts have been halted, of course, during the past three years.
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To ensure that Congressional intent is implemented and

thlt effective dissemination mechanisms are developed for NNEA .

materials, I recommend that Congress add a new section to the

statute, entitled "Dissemination," stating that* the Secretary

shall establish a subWanisai_threugh the Office-of Nomon's

Educational amity, to evaluate. produce. and disseminate at low

cost. 411 Products developed under this part." This would

provide the Department with sufficient flexibility to determine

the most effective strategies for publishing and disseminating

WERA materials. At minimum, I would recommend that the Department

continue its support for a VSZA Publishing Center, under contract.

to the WESA Program.

Further, a statutory mandate such as this would reflect

Congressional intent that the WISEA Program must remain cost

effective -- that the hundreds of excellent products developed

and demonstrated by its grantees must be produced and distributed

to their target audiences. It is, I believe, the responsibility

of the Department to ensure that the model projects it funds are

shared as widely as possible and that they do not languish

unused on library shelves at 400 Maryland Avenue.

National Advisor,/ gpuncil on Nomen's Educational Programs:

I have worked closely with the National Advisory Council since

its first year. During the first half of my tenure as Director

of the WsNA Program, I found the advice and recommendations of

the Council to be invaluable. In large part because its members

A5 f2A 0 A4 10
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and Executive Director were kn ledgeable about educational

*pity issues from their diverse ackgrounds in the field, and

in large part because they took a erious professional interest

in the REZA Program, the Council was able to produce important

reports on new issues -- the educatio 1 needs of rural women,

for instance -- and to conduct sound eve nations of the WEEA

Program.

All of that changed with the current Adm istrition, which

terminated the existing members of the Council and appointed new

members whose credentials were primarily politi I rather than

educational and whose avowed purpose was to suppo the

Administration's policies rather than to implement a Council's

mandate. Had the Council retained a qualified, expo staff,

we might have felt reassured that the Council would not be

politicized. But, the new Council's first act in 1982 was to

fire the'longtime Executive Director (her staff foil-Ned shortly

thereafter) and employ as Executive Director a woman whose only

prior-experience had been her recent testimony in opposition to

the Women's Educational Equity Act.

Finally, the Council has issued only one report -- its

required Annual Report, which includes its minimal evaluation

of the WEER Program; the Council has not conducted hearings or

public meetings on important issues, nor has it attempted to work

cooperatively with the WEER Program in any way. Finally, among

the very few resolutions passed by this Council is one which
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educational equity for women -- whatsvei they maybe.

Substantive recommendations have been rare and usually have

reflected a vast ignorance of the statute, including, tom'

example, the recomiendation that half of'all NINA funds be used

for scholarships to talented high school girls seekipg to study

math and icience in college. Of course, MIA's statutory

guarantee that men and boys will have equal opportunity to parti-

cipate in funded projects would in itself make-such a proposal

unacceptable, further, Ma's authorised activities do; not include

provision of scholarships to individuals for their own courses

of study.

To ensure that the National 4dvisory Council on Women's

Educational Programs is able to carry out its mandate, the Congress

must guarantee that its members have some expertise in educational

equity for women. I would recommend, therefore, that require-

:mate for membership be added to the statute which should state

that members are ... indiettbaals.. broadly representative of the

general Public who* are expert. in &yid* VIA01 54 issues of

educational equity for women at all levels pf education, including

preschool. elossntary, And secondary education. higher education.

vocational and adult education, are representative of and exPgrt

Lathe educational-needs_ of racifl and ethnic minority women and

disabled women. The Council'. members shall include both women

men who have demonstrated oaeq_nitment to and expertise in the

purpose of this cart."
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I regret that it is even necessary to mention that the

Council's membership must include men; in prior years, this was

taken for granted end each slate of members for the Council

included men. In the Reagan Administration, however, the Council

is apparently seen as a %ladies auxiliary," and inclu4es only

female members.

Report: Under the current statute, the Secretary is required

to submit an annual report to the President, the Congress, and

the Council "setting forth the programs and activities assisted

under" the Act every two years, in fiscal years 1980, 1982, and

1984. Since 1976, the Department has also believed that its

oblig-.ion to the Congress and the public required it to prepare

an annual report each year -- even when it was not required by

statute. As I mentioned earlier, the current Administration has

chosen to end this policy and has not published a report of the

fiscal year 1983 MIA program's activities, thus depriving both

the Congress and the general public of information about new
- ;

projects. To prevent such secrecy -- or is it merely

efficiency? -- in the future, I would strongly recommend that

the Congress require that an annual report be produced every

year. The cost is minimal (a few thousand dollars), and its

value to constituents of the program is immeasurable. .

Authorisation s I join my colleagues in the

Rational Coalition for Women and Girls in Education in encouraging

the Congress to restore the authorisation to its 1978 level --

$80 million. Although I recognise the importance of belt-tightening
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and share the Nation's concern for the federal deficit, I

would suggest that $80 million is not-too much to spend to

promote educational equity for women and girls (who represent,

after all, more than half the population and can hardly be

considered a special interest group) and to support the unique

and cost-effective programs for which WEER has been responsible.

With an authorization level of $80 million, the Congress will

be able to decide how much the WEICA Program's appropriationi

should be in each fiscal year. rinally, increasing the authorisa-

tion level will make it possible for the Congress to provide funds

to initiate the "Tier 2" pfognam which it enacted in 1978.

Tier 2: In the 1978 reauthorization of the Women's Educa-

tional Equity Act, Congress added a new purpose to the Act -- to

provide financial assistance to enable educational agencies and

institutions to meet the requirements of Title IX of the

Education Amendments of 1972." To achieve this purpose. the

Act mandated a new competitive grants program for "special

programs and projects of local significance to provide equal

opportunities for both sexes." This new program can be funded only

with appropriations in excess of $15 million. And at least 75

percent of the funds authorized for this new program are to be .

earmarked for awards to lor...11 educational agencies who have chosen

to conduct programs to implement sex equity in their schools.

The Congn\ess, encouraged by a diverse coalition of women's groups

and educational associations, envisioned this second program as

149
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. the logical next step for WEER (hence its nickname - Tier 2).

In addition to continued development of new materials and

models, Congress believed it was time to provide funds-for

replication and implementation of these models in particular

school districts around the country.

We still believe that Congress was correct. Unfortuptely,

appropriations for WEEA since 1981 have not been high enough

to allow funding of this program of grants to school districts.

Although the Carter Administration's proposed 1981 budget included

820 million for WEER (of which 89 million would have been earmarked

for Tier 2), the Reagan Administration rescinded that proposal

and began its effort to "defund" WEER.

Although I have many thoughts about ways.to improve the

statutory mandate for Tier 2, I have no basis on which to '

recommend changes in the Act, because the program has not yet

been tried and tested: Therefore, I will not suggest new

legislative language for Tier 2 but instead will urge the members

of this Committee to Increase the authorisation level for WEER

and encourage your colleagues to ensure that appropriations

sufficient to trigger the Tier 2 program are made.

Administration: My final recommendations concern the

administration of the WEER Program and its orgapisational placement

in the Education Department's hierarchy. Following the reorganisa-

tion of September 16, 1983, the MESA ProgramAalong with the

Title II Civil Rights Act Program) was stripped of its G8-15 level
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Director, reduced in rise from eight to five employees,

transformed from an "Office," with direct reporting responsi-

bility to the Assistant Secretary, into a small "section" under

a branch under a division under an office that reports to the

Assistant Secretary. The leadership and expertise formerly

provided by the MA Program Office to grantees, applicants, and

the general public steno longer available, as.only two of the

current staff have expertise in educational equity issues. Further,

the competent career administrator who now serves as "section

chief" for the MESA section is not at a level or in a position to

actually "direct" the !WC-grams the duties and authority of the

"Director" now are in the hands of an assistant to the Assistant

Secretary.

Thus, as a member of the Souse Post Office and Civil Service

Committee suggested at its joint hearing with this Committee on

August 2, 1983, the AdSinistration has sought to achieve by

administrative means what it could not achieve through the

legislative proCess. Although WSSA and Title IV were not abolished

and folded into the Chapter 2 block grant, the two programs now

are administered by staff located at the lowest possible

bureaucratic level in the very office that has as its primary

responsibility administration of the Chapter 2 block grant, As

you know, this reorganisation was implemented over strong

Congressional objections. In response, Mr. Ford of Michigan

introduced legislation designed to restore the three programs
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that were most seriously affected to their rightful places

in the bureaucracy -- WEEA, Title IV, and Migrant Education. I

concur with Mr. Ford's proposal that the URA Program be returned

to its original location in the Department -- in the Office of

Educational Research and Tir/rovement.* Such a placement would

more appropriately reflect the fact that WEEA covers all levels

of education -- from preschool through adult education -- and

should not be defined as an Office of Elementary and Secondary

Education program alone.

Further, I support Mr. Ford's intention that the WEEA Program

should receive high priority in the Office of Educational Research

and Improvement, to reflect Congressional commitment to the only

federal program whose sole purpose is the promotion of educational

equity for women and girls. Thus, I recommend that the WEEA

Program be located in the immediate office of the Assistant

Secretary for Educational Research "Improvement, reporting

directly to the Assistant Secretary.

Finally, to prevent any future Administration from disrupting

program operations and damaging the integrity of the WEEA Program

through ideological attacks and reductions in expert staff and

management, I would propose that the statute explicitly require

that both the Program Director and staft recognized experts

in educational equity for women.

*A detailed discussion of the WEEA Program's organizational
placement in the Department of Education and in its predecessor,
the Office of Education, can be found on pages 41-46 of my
September 27, 1983 testimony (copy attached).
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Taking my cue from Mr. Ford's bill and from other

legislation which mandates administrative structures, I would

like to propose language to achieve these purposes for your

considerat4n. The new section of WEEA entitled "Administration"

could read: "For the purpose of carrying out this part there,.

shall be established within th Office of Educational Research

and Lmprpvement and directly under the suPervision of the

Assistant Secretary for Educational Research and Improvement,

an Office of Women's Educational Squint, which shall be responsible

for the administration of programs established by this part. The

Director of this Office shall be a career Senior Executive Service

employee selected through a nationwide competition: she or he

shall be a nationally recognized expert in educational equity for

women. The staff of this Office shall be of sufficient size to

carry out the prograps authorized by this part and 'hall be

composed of persons with expertise in educational equity for women

and girls."

I would like this Committee to know how much I and my
4

colleagues appreciate your continued attention to WEEA. Although

this year's legislative session is relatively brief and extremely

busy, I hope that the Congress will be able to enact a new Women's

Educational Equity Act. It will send a message of support and

crrtmit:dent from the Capitol that will encourage both advocates

for.educational equity for women and girls and the many educators

who struggle in classrooms across this country to make these brave

11,:.113 A r!ility f,r our Naf.ion's children.
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STATEMENT OF LESLIE WOLFE, DIRECTOR, PROJECT ON EQUAL
EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS

Dr. WOLFE. Thank you.
Before. I begin I would like to endorse the recommendations of

the National Coalition for Women and Girls in Education and the
report of its Citizens' Council which I would commend to you.

This committee has supported WEEA during the last several
years and you are familiar with its accomplishments. Why, you .

might ask, do we still need the program? The obvious answer is the
one provided by the Citizens' Council reportdespite,WEEA's suc-
cess, much remains to be done to ensure true equality of education-
al opportunity for women and girls.

With a very tiny amount of money relative to the entire Federal
education budget, the WEEA program has conducted a remarkably
cost-effective operation. It supports the development, demonstra-
tion, and dissemination of model programs and materials. Al-
though developed in a particular school or community, its purpose
is not simply to improve the quality of education for women and
girls in that school or community, but rather to share these materi-
als nationwide.

For example, the curriculum materials and teacher training
guide on America's Women of Color developed by the St. Paul, MN
Public. Schools can be used by teachers in elementary and second-
ary schools throughout the country.

WEEA is also unique in that it covers the entire educational
system from preschool through adult education. It also develops la
variety of mechanisms to achieve its goals. Since 1980, WEEA has
been the only source of Federal funds for projects that address
double and often triple discrimination on the basis of race and sex
as well as disability and sex. WEEA has supported projects that
seek to eliminate institutional barriers facing women of color and
disabled women and that seek to empower women to take control
of their own lives and to develop new strategies to combat dual
bias, stereotyping, and discrimination, In the process, I believe that
WEEA has raised the consciousness of educators, administrators,
parents and employers to the particular concerns of racial and
ethnic minority women and disabled women.

I hope that you will indulge me if I say that this is the achieve-
at of which I am the most proud, that WEEA has been in the

vanguard of efforts to ensure educational equity for women and
girls of color and disabled women and girls. Women who suffer the
"double whammy" of race/ethnicity and/or disability discrimina-
tion, coupled with sex discrimination, are the members of this soci-
ety who are relegated to the bottom of the economic ladder. To the
extent that they are denied an equal educational opportunity, they
and their children are denied the opportunity to economically pro-
ductive lives and to reap the benefits of any economic recovery or
any American dream.

In its 8 years of life, WEEA has funded over 400 exemplary
projects. It would be impossible, however, to expect that 8 years of
WEEA could complete the work mandated by its statute to provide
educational equity for women in the United States.
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As attitudes, as parents, teachers, administrators, and students
become more aware of the negative effects of sex, race, and disabil-
ity. bias, as they begin to implement new equity programs, the
demand for new materials increases. For example, we know that
theire is a great need for more teacher guides, textbooks, and audio-
vistiial materials for use in the classroom. The National Women's
History Week project, which was also funded by WEEA has uncov-
ered a tremendous demand for more curriculum materials on the
historical contributions of women, particularly women of color, in
the United States and in the world.

In addition, new issues are constantly emerging. As you well
know, WEEA was one of the first to fund projects aimed at expand-
ing the participation of young women in math and science courses
and careers. In fiscal year 1983 for the first time, WEEA funded
eight projects on computer equity. Once again, WEEA is apparent-
ly the only program devoting substantial resources to this new and
critical area.

Why then does'the Reagan administration propose to abolish the
Women's Educational Equity Act? Several reasons have been pro-
vided by administration officials for their recommendation that
WEEA be terminated. First, the administration has stated that
WEEA has funded between 40 and 60 million dollars' worth of ma-
terials. and that that is enough. However, as you have heard, even
the National Advisory Council appointed by the President believes
that more curriculum materials for the classroom teacher are
needed.

Although the Reagan-appointed Council differs with educational
equity advocates and many in the Congress about the real purpose
of the act, they so far have not stated that the WEEA program is
no longer needed. The Vice Chair of the Council beseeched Secre-
tary Be II4in a letter last December to continue funding for WEEA
in the 1985 budget request. I quote from her letter.. "I feel very
strongly that in the administration's budget this year the funding
for the Women's Equity in Education Act under Title IX"she
means to say WEEA- -"should be continued and not listed at zero
budget. as had been done in previous years," unquote. Her reasons
for taking this position, however, were political rather than sub-
stantive. Again, I am quoting:

Congrms has always reinstated the funding and I think it very important for the
President in his commitment to equity or women in education to be sending the
right signals through his budget message. Since these funds would be reinstated by
Congress anyway, I think it important that the President receive credit for the
grants and programs

I was at least grateful that she thought they were good enough
that she wanted the President to receive credit for them.

She concluded her letter to Secretary Bell with a message that I
certainly agree with. Quote, "While I recognise the great problem
facing us in the form of the Federal defic, , I still feel this is a
small amount of funding with a significant message attached to it,"
unquote. .1"

As this committee knows, the administration ignored this plea
continuing to claim that WEEA has produced enough materials
and that is should focus on dissemination.
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However, during the past 2 years, as my prepared statement de-
scribe 4 in detail, the administration has made powerful and suc-
cessfu efforts to prevent the publication of materials developed by
WEEA. The WEEA Publishing Center's work has ground almost to
a halt. In my view, to fund.the development of materials and then
forbid their publication and dissemination to those who need them
is the worst possible waste of the taxpayer's money.

The administration's major argument for termination of the
WEEA program, however, reflects its lack of understanding or con-
cern for the statutory mandate enacted by Congress. The adminis-
tration repeatedly States that educational equity activities current-
ly supported by WEEA can be carried cut under the block grant by
the individual States. Not only does this ignore the issue of cost ef-
fectiveness, but it also ignores the Education Consolidation and Im-
provement Act, which explicitly excludes WEEA from the block
grant. I would suggest t you that all of the administration's rea-
sons for terminating WEEA are simply rationalizations for its real
purpose to abolish strong Federal support for education equity for
women and girls. At least the administration has been consistent.
It has attempted to abolish the WEEA program since 1981. From
its failed efforts to incorporate WEEA into the block grant and
thus eliminate it through its annual proposals to zero fund the pro-
gram to the reorganization which placed the program in the bu-
reaucratic basement, the administration has vigorously attacked
the Women's Educational Equity Act and its purposes.

The administration has not been reticent to attack the WEEA
program in the words of the Conservative Digest as a, quote,
"Money machine for a network of openly radical feminist groups."
A administration witness responsible for some of that language,
Chuck Heatherly. stated to this committee last summer that his
belief that the WEEA proffram is the "feminist network feeding at
the Federal trough"that s a quotation, as you knowthat such a
belief is, in fact. consistent with the administration's policy.

In response, the Citizens' Council has provided data on the distri-
bution of WEEA grants. Far from being a money machine for radi-
cal feminist groups, WEEA has awarded over half of its fundsap-
proximately 56 percentto educational agencies and institutions; 6
percent went to individuals; almost 21 percent to nonprofit organi-
zations; and 17 percent to women's nonprofits. Between 1980 and
1983 alone WEEA grants were awarded in 43 States, the District of
Columbia, and Puerto Rico.

Among the lessons we have learned from the events of the past 3
years, perhaps the most impressive is that an administration that
chooses to counteract the will of Congress can and will do so unless
statutory mandates forbid it. Thus, I believe that Congress must
amend the Women's Educational Equity Act to ensure that . its
intent is explicitly stated. Only through the use of prescriptive lan-
guage can Congress guarantee that the integrity of a program such
as WEEA will be. maintained.

I will not read all my recommendations for reauthorization
MIIICP I don't want to keep you here until 5 o'clock. Let me just
highlight some major ones.

Mr. We certainly appreciate that.
1)r Wm.leK I didn't think you would stay anyway.
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First of all, as you know, this is an eras of educational reform.
The chic issue of the day is to improve the quality of public educa-
tion. Congress ought to ensure that its belief that equality is an es-
sential component of quality be incorporated into the Women's
Educational Equity Act. The statute's findings section should there-
fore include a new section that states that the Con finds and
declares that excellence in education cannot be acfie4sed without
equity for women and girls. In addition, I would strongly suggest
that the third purpose be added to the act to ensure that the
WEEA program will continue to specifically address issues of
double discrimination based on race and sex bias as well as disabil-
ity and sex bias. As you know, since 1980 this has been a major
focus of the act. However, this is a policy established in regulation
only and is subject to change by an administration that is not con-
cerned about these populations.

The problems attendant on double discrimination are intransi-
gent and serious enough for the, statute to require that they be ad-
dressed throughout the program's activities. In addition, I join the
coalition for women and girls in education in proposing that double
discrimination based on both sex and age also be included. Women,
whether they are deemed too old or too young, frequently find that
sex discrimination is compounded by age discrimination.

The small grants program fou are all familiar with was original-
ly designed to ensure the development of what the statute called
"innovative approaches." The small . grants were Intended to let
small organizations and individuals who had big ideas have the op-
portunity to develop and test them. After 8 years of supporting
these highly successful small grants, I believe it is time to target ,
our attention more specifically on areas most in need of innovative
approachesareas on the cutting edge of civil rights issues for
women.

The publishing center that WEEA has conducted under contract
has been one of its most successful activities. To ensure that con-
gressional intent is implemented and that materials continue to be
disseminated, I would also recommend that Congress add .a new
section to the statute entitled, "Dissemination" that requires the
Secretary to establish a mechanism to evaluate, produce and dis-
seminate at low cost all products developed by WEEA. A statutory
mandate such as this would reflect congressional intent that the
WEEA program must remain cost effective, that the hundreds
excellent products developed and demonstrated by its grantees
should be produced and distributed to their target audiences. It is, I
believe, the responsibility of the Department to ensure that the
model projects it funds are shared as widely as possible and that
they do not languish unused on library, ,shelves at 40 Maryland
Avenue.

I have worked very closely over the years with the National Ad-
visory Council in fact, Hiner its first year. During the first of my
tenure as director of the WEEA program, I found the advice and
recommendations of the council to be invaluablein large part, be-
cause its members and executive director were knowledgeable
about educational equity and, in large part, because they took a se-
rious, professional interest in the program, the council was able to
produce important reports on new issues and to conduct sound
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evaluations of the WEEA program. All of that changed with the
current administration, which appointed new members whose Fre-
dentials were primarily political rather than educational and
whose avowed purpose was to support the administration's policies
rather than to implement the council's mandate.

Among the very few resolutions passed by the council is one
which ensures its full support for the President's policies regarding
educational equity for women, whatever they may be.

To ensure that the advisory council is able to carry out its man-
date the ,Cong ii must guarantee that its members have some ex-
pertise in educational equity for women. I would recommend,
therefore, that such requirements for membership be added to the
statute, as is the case, for instance, with the Vocational Education
Advisory Council.

I regret that it is necessary to mention this, but I feel obliged to
mention that the Council's membership must include men. In prior
years, this was taken for granted. Each slate. of members for the
council included men. In the Reagan administration, the council
apparently js seen as a ladies' auxiliary and includes only female
members. The persons responsible for the appointments in the De-
partment o Education told me that this was their policy because
they did n t want men on this council.

I also j in my colleagues in the National Coalition for Women
and Girls in Education in encouraging the Congress to restore the
authorization to its 1978 level-$80 million. Although I recognize
the importance of belt-tightening and I share the nation's concern
for the Federal deficit, I would suggest that $80 Million is not too
much to spend to promote educational equity for women and girls
and to support the unique and cost-effective programs for which
WEEA has been responsible. We do represent, after all, more than
half of The population and can hardly be considered a special inter-
est group.

With an authorization level of $80 million, the Congress will be
able to decide how much WEEA's appropriation should be each
year. Finally, increasing the authorization level will make it possi-
ble for the Congress to provide funds to initiate the Tier II program
of local implementation grants, which it enacted in 1978 and
which, by the way, is not intended to develop new materials, but
rather to replicate and implement existing models.

My final recommendations, as you may have guessed, concern
the administration of the WEEA program and also its organization-
al placement in the Education Department's hierarchy. Following
the reorganization of September 16, 1983, the WEEA program was
stripped of its GS-15 level director, reduced in size from eight to
five employeess, transformed from an office with direct reporting
responsibility to the assistant secretary into a small section under
a branch under a division under an office.

The leadership and expertise formerly provided by the WEEA
program office to grantees, applicants and the general public are
no longer available as only two of the current staff have expertise
in educational equity issues. Further, the competent career admin-
istrator who now serves as section chief for the WEEA section, is
not at a level or in a position to actually direct the program.
Indeed, she does not direct the program. The duties and authority
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of director now are in the hands of an assistant to the assistant sec-
retary.

As you know, the reorganization was implemented over strong
congressional objections. In response, Representative Ford of Michi.
gan introduced legislation designed to restore the three prograina,
that were the most seriously damaged to their rightful places in .1.
the bureauCracyWEEA, title IV and migrant education. I concur `,
with Mr. Ford's proposal that the WEEA program should be re-
turned to its original location in the Department in the Office of \
Educational Research and Improvement. Such a placement would \

more appropriately reflect the fact that WEEA covers all levels of
education from preschool through adult and it should not be de-
fined as an elementary and secondary education program alone.
Further, I support Mr. Ford's intention that the WEEA program
should once again receive high priority in the Office of Educational
Research and Improvement to reflect congresiional commitment to
the only Federal program whose sole purpose 4 the promotion of
educational equity for women and girls.

Thus, I recommend that the WEEA program be located in the
immediate office of the Assistant Secretary reporting directly to
the Assistant Secretary.

Finally; to prevent any future administration from disrupting
program operations and damaging the integrity of the WEEA pro-
gram through ideological attacks and reductions in expert staff, I
would propose that the statute explicitly require that both the Pro-
gram Director and staff be recognized experts in educational equity
for women.

I would like this committee to know how much I and my col-
leagues appreciate your continued attention to WEEA. Although
this year's legislative session is relatively brief and extremely busy,
I hope that the Congress will be able to enact a new Women's Edu-
cational Equity Act. It will send a message of support and commit-
ment from the Capitol to advocates for educational equity for
women and girls and. it will encourage the many educators who
struggle in classrooms across this. country to make these brave
ideals a reality for our Nation's children.

Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. Did you say thank you very much, Mr...Goodling?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, period. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. Gooni.iNG. OK. First of all, Mr. Chairman, my colleague, Mr.

Bartlett, asked that I submit for the recordwell, when I get it in
my hand ---I believe Mr. Bartlett had asked for an indication a list
of where the grants are going and what they are for.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Without objection.
iThe information referred to follows:1
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NACWEP
National Advisory Council on
Women's Educational Programs
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WREN'S ISUCATIONAL EQUITY ACf PRDGRAW
1983-1984

Rintsville City Schools

P. O. Box 1256
Mintsville, Alabama 35807
Martha Beckett
(205) 539-2111

Arizona State University
Dean of Students Office
Tempe, Arizona BS040
JoAnne O'Donnell
(602) 965-9011

University of Arkansas
Board of Trustees
120 Ourk Hall
Fayetteville, Arkansas '72'01

Susan Gordon

(501) 575-3845

American Institutes for Research

Palo Alto Office
P.O. Box 1113
Palo Alto, California 94302
Jane G. Schubert
(41S) 326-5271

California Equity Council
1666 Veteran Avenue, Suite 1

Los Angeles, California 90024
Abby J. Leibmen /Phyllis W. Chong
(213) 625-4004; 665-3021; 473-8744

Disability Rights Education/Defense Fund .

2032 San Pablo Avenue
Berkeley, California 94'02
Mary Lou Breslin
(115) 644-2SS5

Korean Community Center of Fast Bay

MB Telegraph Avenue
Oakland, California 94609

Elaine Kim
(415) 348-236Z: 54'7-2662

lly /lap* MacGregor
1855 Cooper Drive
Santa Rosa, California 95404
Molly MUrph MacGregor
(707) S75-1yS60

Office of Los Angeles County
Sizperintentent of Schools

Project Reeling Managamedt
9300 East 'alpha Highway'
Downey, California 90242 .

Dolores Grayson
(213) 922.6910

San Diego Unified School District
Community Relations 8 Integration Ser.

4100 Normal Street
San Diego, California 9210
Yvonne Johnson/Francis X Xing

(619) 239 -1124

Santa Clara Unified School! District

Special Education
P.O. Box 397
Santa Clara .California 9S052

Barbara Senenoff

(408)985-6090

University of California/Berkeley
Sponsored Projects Office
M-11 Wheeler Hall
Berkeley, California 97420

Nancy Xreinberg
(41S) 642-1823

Woemnspace Unlimited
South Lake Tahoe Women's Center
P.O. Box 13111
South Lake Tahoe, California 95702

Patricia James
(916) 544-2118
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Womenldtrt Network
/ 232 A own Center
/ Santa Ross, lifornia 95401

Bette Morg an
(707) S26-5974

Association of American Colleges
Project on the Status/Education of Women
1818 R Street, Northmest

Wilt=, D.C. 20009
frit. Sandler

(202)387.1300

Associated Women Consultants
1280 21st Street, N.W. 5707
Washington, D.C. 20036

Bobbie J. Deister
(202) 338-2647

Council of Chief State School Officers
Resource Center on Sex Equity
400 North Capitol St., N.M. - Suite 379
Washington, D.C. 20001

Susan Bailey
(202) 624-7702

Council of Chief State School Officers
Resource Center on Sex Equity
400 North Capitol St., N.V. - Suite 379
washingtoa, D.C. 20001

Susan Bailey
(202) 624.7702

Equality Center
2233 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007
Margaret C. (W.mkle

(202) 298'7570

motional Women Law Center
1'51 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Margaret A. Kohn
(202) 812.0670
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Vivo. Paquita/Votmrorms D.
927 15th Street. N.M. l #512

, D.C. 2000$
to Vivo

(202) 347-6859

Indiana Universiti Foundation
Office for Women's Affairs
Post Office' lax 1847

Bloomington, Indiana 47405
D'Arai Campbell

(812) 33S-3849

National League CUM% American Community
Based Centers/Latin Amer. Edu. (Miters

P. O. Box 10538, 130 East Lewis
Ft. Wayne, Indiana 46802
Graciela Beecher
(219) 422-5539

Kansas State Department of Educat
gmids/Link
120 Bast 10th Stree-
lbpeka, Kansas 66612

(Linda McNeely

(316) 685-0171

Gramb1ing State University
College of Education
Post Office Box 46

amblsiana 71245
Darleninge ,

A4
Loui

Thurston
(318) 247 -6941

technical Education Research Centers
44 Brattle Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
June Foster
(617) 547-0430

Access Inc.

4340 Past West Highway - Suite 906
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
Marjorie Rosensweig
(301) 984-70SS
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Educational Sport Institute, Enc.
5454 Visamedahanum Suite 145$
Chevy 20814

Denthyllahl
(301) 6$2

Eq ity Institute Inc.
4401 Isst-Itest
fiethesda, 20614

Mary Mal erheydsm-itilliard
(301) 654-2504

St. Louis City Nubile Schools
Division of State/Pederal Program
4130 East Lexington
St. 2ais, Missouri 63115

Lynn Beckwith, Jr.
(314) 531.2000

NOtmork,. Inc.

290 South lain Street
Andover, Mossedusetts 01810

Leslie P.
(617) 470 -1080 n011

*dam
Post

Department
30008

of Education
Offia Box

LensJo
Jig,

Midtigan 48909
acobs

(517) 373-3497

University of Michigan
Center for Continuing Education of tea
350 S. Thayer Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
Barbara F. Slut
(313) 764.2382

Minneapolis Public Schools

Indian &location Section
807 N.B. Broader,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 58413
Rosemary Christiansen/Cloris Platens

(612) 348-6258; 348-6147

Pad School Muse
Instructional Materials Development
643 %%Wale
St. Pail, Minnesota 55103

Cheri* Naas
(612) 488-6626

Part Wawa Comasity Council
Port lielkomp Education Dept.
P. O. Box 3P
Harlon, Mauna 59526

MIMS Mak
(406) 353-2205

Albuquerque Public
Office

23 University S.E., P.O. Box25704
Albuquerque, New *dim 87123

Rosemarie 2. Espinosa .

(SOS) 842-3547

National Instituteftlticultural Edu.
3010 Monte Vista N.B. Suite 203
A1Dugvos 87106

(SOS) 262-1515

Simard lin*
606 Nest

C1o20th
Street

New York, Now York 10027
Julie V. Moistener
(212) 2$0-4634

Center/Public Advocacy Research,
12 Nest 37th Street
New York, New York 10018

r NAlT((a212cy

) 564-9ing 220

City of Syracuse
Office of federal 4 State Aid
225 City Hall
Syracuse, New York 13202

Louise Birkhead
(315) 473-5690
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Columbia thiiversity/Teadmers College
Institute for Urban 4 Penority Bduc.
52$ West 120th Street lox 7$
New York, New York 10027

Samuel D. Johnson, Jr.
(212) 678-3718

Educational Equity ConcePts, Inc.
440 Park Alfettie South
New York, Now York 10016
Merle Froschl
(212) 725-1803

Educational Equity Concepts, inc.
440 Park Avenue South

New York, New York 10016
Barham
(212) 72r-112

New York University - Metro Center
School of Edu.. Health, Nursing/Arts Promo.
Washingto Square Center
New York,

n
New YOrk 10003

Professor LaMar Miller
(212) worn

/ Feminist Press
Box 334
Old Westbury, Nit York 11568

Florence Howe
(516) 997-7661

Hacer, Inc. Hispanic *mans Canter
115 West 30 Street, Room 900
New York, New York 10001

Notes Stanton
(212) 868-0623

Monroe Board of Coop. Education Cl
41 O'Connor Road

Fairport, New York 14430.
John McCormick
(716) 377-4660
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New York City Board of Education
Community School District 3
300 Mest 96th Street
New York, New York 10025
Tessa R. Hervey
(212) 678-2918

New York City Board of Education
District 111
1250 Arnow Avenue
Bronx, NOW York 10469
Vincent P. Young
(212) $19 2640

New York City Public Schools
Office of Occupational /Career Ed.

li0 Livingston Street - Room 516
Brooklyn, New York 11201
Vera Nannenberg
(212) 596 -4061

Now York State Education Dept.
Civil Rights/Intercultural Rels.
Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12234

lariorie Rush
($18) 474-3934

New York University
Office of Community Service hogs.
3 Washington Square Village, S 114
New York, Now York 10012
Judity Rothschild
(212) 598 -2144

Research Foundation/SUNY College
at Old Westbury

P. O. Box 210
Old Westbury, New York 11568

John Allen
(518) 473 -0365

SUNY Research Foundation/Stony Brook
Post Office Box 9
Albany, New York 12201

Monica Roth
(516) 246.6051
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Woman's Action Alliance, Inc.
f Pian-Sexist Child Development Project

370 lanington Avenue, Room 603
New York, Ni'. York 10017
Sylvia Xremer
(212) 532-11330

North Carolina Commission of Indian Affairs
Post Office Box 27228
Raleigh, North Gaveling 27611
Janet Y. Jacobs

(919) 733-5998

University of North DahrotaiSchl. of Med.
Indians Into Medicine Program
Box 173 - University Station
Grand Forks, North Dakota 58202

Lois Steele, MD
(701) 777.3037

Working Nolen Education Fund'
1224 Huron Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Ellen Cassedy
(215) 842.2617

. -

Oregon Health Sciences University
C.C.D. - Box 574
Portland, Oregon 97207
Pearl A. Paulson

(503) 225 -7522

School District of Philadelphia
Office of Federal Programs
Parkway at 21st Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
Vera Dewherdx411tiomas C. Rosica

(2151 299-7842

Temple University
merit Center - 261 Queen Street

Broad St. 4 Montgomery Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19147
;lades Valcourt
:215, '8'-6258

(1 4.1 1",

Vocational ' 'whilitation Center
1323 Forbes Ay. we
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219
Mother lijowski
(412) 471.2600

Midlands Technical College
Women's Center
r. 0. Box 240t
Columbia, South Carolina 29202
Rea Drennan
(803) 738-1400 Ext. 3247

Utah State University
Student Services
Logan, Utah 84322
Sharon SmoCk-Hoffman
M. X. Jenson
(801) 750-1226

Westminster College of Salt Lake City
1840 South 1300 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 8410S

Patricia Whitfield
(801) 484.7651 Ext. 219

lempton Institute
School of Mining
Hampton, Virginia 23668

Patricia Sloan
(804) 727-S2S1

Educational Service District '121
Northwest Gifted Education Center
1410 South 200t1141treet
Seattle, Washington 98148
Wendy C. Roedell
(206) 242-9400

Northwest Women's Law Center
701 Northeast Northlake Way
Seattle, Washington 98105
Leslie Owen
(206) 632-8468

University of Wisconsin/Stout Education
4 Psychology Department

Menomonie, Wisconsin S47S1
Mary Hopkins-Best
(71S) 232-1409
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HUNTSVI41 TITtt IX ATIONAL EQUITY FOR WOMEN 10833h30005

Huntsville City Schools PRIORITY 0231
Huntsville, Alabama

CONTACT PERSON:

North' Beckett
(205) 539-2111

To develop a model project on Title IX compliance whisch Includes a

compendium of student involved activities used in the ninth grade
social studies curriculum that illustrates how Title IX and educational
equity for women affects 'students.

\

UNDERSTANDING THE UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE: A PROGRAM fiR HISPANIC MOTHERS
AND DAUGHTERS SOSO

1

Arizona State University PRIORITY I 24A
Tempe, Arizona

CONTACT PERSON:
JoAnne O'Donnell

(602) 96590i1

To encourage parental support for young hispanic women seeking non- traditional
careers. Twenty-five eighth graders and their mothers will attend oil- campus
workshops and counseling sessioni at the university site to familiarize
themselves with a variety of career fields, the associated acadephic
requirements and life style that could be anticipated with each/potential
discipline.

PROJECT EXPLORATION #1009

University of Arkansas PRIORITY /258
Fayetteville, Arkansas

CONTACT PERSON:
Susan Gordan

S1S-3816

To assist learning disabled women in adjusting to a male-oriented environment
the program will focus attention on the educational needs of learning
iisabled women who seek to overcome the barriers to their full participation
in educational and career programl, resulting from double discrimination.
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PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS TO OVIIIIC0MIN4 INIQUITIES IN COMPUTER USE f2016

American institutes for Research
Palo Alto. California PRIORITY /20A

CONTACT PERSON:
Jane C. Schubert
(415) 326-5271

A behaviorally oriented approach that Identifies obstacles to women and

minorities In computer use and knowledge. Product will be user - designed

solutions to increase equitable access to computers including a self-assessment
Instrument for use by educilmors In identifying inequitable access factors
operating In schools or districts.

MODEL STATE PROJECT ON COMPLIANCE
WITH STATE AND FEDERAL TITLE IX

MANDATES
000A1430030

California Equity Council
PRIORITY #25A

Los Angeles, California

CONTACT PERSON:
Abby J. Leibmon/Phyllie W. Chong

(213) 625-4004; 665-3021; 475-8744

The project is a program of support for assistance In regulatory

implementation of Sex Equity. It Is also a model State project on

compliance with State end Federal Title IX mandates. The program will

establish en advisory council comprised of representatives from business,

labor, government, education and
women's organizations, to offer

expertise and Input regarding reguletion development.

DISABLED GIRLS IN HIGH SCHOOL # 083AN31028

Disability Rights Education

and Defense Fund
Berkeley, CA.

CONTACT PERSON:
Mary Lou Breslin
(415) 644-2555

PRIORITY # 25A

To conduct on-site reviews of
three school systems and to conduct

mall and phone reviews of an edditional 20 districts throughout the

United States. The purpose is to determine the extent to which gender

sterotyping, coupled with disability bias IMO Viscrimination, preclude

full and equal access by disabled girls in'itIgh school programs.
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PROPOSAL FOR A PROJECT TO SLAVE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS Of ASIAN IMMIGRANT
yr4IN IN HOTEL, RESTAURANT. AND owe INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT /081AM315QV

Noreen Community Center
of the East Bay
Oakland, California

PRIORITY 927A

CONTACT PERSON:
Elaine Kim

(415) 84E-2362; 547-2662

To serve Asian immigrant women In hotel, restaurant, and garleent Industry
employment In the San Francisco Bay Area. The goal of the.project will
be to increase an awareness of their Job rights and responsibilities, their
understanding of paths to occupational advancement and knOwledge of
resources in employment and social services; to also Increase leadership
abilities, self-confidence, and to develop self -reliance' end independence.
Approximately 250 Asian immigrant women will benefit fVom the project.

TITLE IX STUDENT STUDY UNIT #0835H30003

Molly Murphy Mac Gregor
Santa Rosa, California

CONTACT PERSON:
Molly Murphy MacGregor

(707) 575-1560

PRIORITY #235

4

To develop a teacher's guide for previously materials under a MESA grant
(80 -81). Project will conduct a nation-wide field test of the materiels
and adapt the materials for elementary school as well as secondary schOol,
and implement a plan to facilitate wide spread use of the unit.

AN INFUSION MOOEL FOR EDUCATIONAL EQUITY

gfice of the Los Angeles County
Superintendent of Schools
Downey, California

CONTACT PERSON.
Dolores Grayson
(213) 922-6910

$003AMIIII0

PRIORITY #27A

To emonstrate an infusion
process model as a tool for implementing

and monitoring educational equity In the 95 school districts In LosAngeles County. To also develop a manual for replicating the processmodel elsewhere throughout the State.
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MODEL SDI Nutty coviva PRg4kct Il 083AH30031

San Diego Unified School District PRIORITY 0 23A

San Diego, CA

CONTACT PERSON:
Or. Yvonne Johnson
(619) 239-1124

To develop and implement a model program to determine-the extent
to which the district is in compliance with Title IX requirements

and to identify corrective mealsOmar

NEW DIMENSIONS IN EDUCATING HANDICAPPED WOMEN AND GIRLS 11031

Santa Clara Unified School District

Santa Clare, California

CONTACT PERSON:
Barbara Semenoff
(408) 935-6090

PRIORITY 125A

A diagnostic prescriptive program to assess unique learning styles In
mathematics and provide a asthmatics program tailored to the Individual
needs of handicapped women and girls (grades K-12). The program is

based on research on right/left brain learning and Davidson's work on

math Learning Styles.

FAMILY MATH: LINKING HOME AND SCHOOL 0 083AH32110

University of California
Berkeley, CA

CONTACT PERSON:
Nancy Kreinberg
(415) 642.1823

PRIORITY B 20A

to develop a film and guidebook to enable parents and teachers to

replicate the successful Family Math program, enabling parents and

their children to learn math together.
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NEW DIRECTIONS FOR WOORN 00830831522

Womenspece Unlimited
South Lek, Tahoe. Califtornie

CONTACT Plasm
'striate James
(916) 544.2118

PRIORITY 0278

The Womenswe Unlimited project Is a program designed to reduce
Internal barriers In women, In order to proMote educational eguitY,
offered conjointly by community action agency and community college.
The program Is further designed to reduce the attitudinel.barrier of
"1 uan't do It" to a specific group of warden canter clientele "battered"
women. It will provide interpersonal skills based on an Intensive
ten-week college certificated training program to provide Job skills.
and job search,

WIN'S HISTORY K-I LEARNER JSIE PACKETS #2034

Women's Support Network
Santa Rosa, California PRIORITY #208

CONTACT PERSON:
Bette Morgan
(707) S26-5974

To develop four(4) learner use women's history K-3 curriculum packets
with teacher's instructions. The project will develop classroom materials
based on the history of women In this country as for use as role models to
overcome the stereotypes perpetuated which have failed to prepare young
women for their adult life choices.

OUT Of CLASSROOM CLIMATE: HOW TO MAKE IT WARMER FOR WOMEN #2016.

Association of American Colleges PRIORITY #20A

Washington, O.C.

CONTACT PERSON:
Bernice R. Sandier
(202) 387.1300

To orepari and disseminate a guide to Identify and change Informal and
format policies, practices and behaviors of faculty and administrators
that Inadvertently create an inhospitable educational climate for wome
students in acudemlc advising, work-study, lab work, social contexts a c.
The project will include recommendations for students, faculty and
administrators In post-secondary education.
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IZATION WOMEN: 0 PRO 08 814 018

Associated Women Consultants§

Washington, O.C.

CONTACT PERSON:
IlobbleJ. Oldster

(202) 338 -2647

PRIORITY 0208

To analyze case.studles of women's volunteer work. The project will provide

role models and a basis for evaluating unpaid work, A book will be

developed for high school and re-entry women, vocational educators and

career counselors' use in order to provide women with credit for unpaid

work or to translate volunteer experience Into appropriate paid work

equivalencies. It should provide a basis for a new prospective for those

In positions to evaluate women's vocational preparation or career credentials.

ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY /PARENTING-- PERSISTENT BARRIERS FOR YOUNG WOMEN:

A STAT LEV L APPROACH 11688

Council of Chief State School Offif t

Washington, D.C.

CONTACT PERSON:
Susan Bailey
(202) 624 -1702

PRIORITY 027A

This project will nencourege SEA administrators to exert leadership to

minimise the negative consequences of early pregnancy and increase

coordination with other agencies which provide services to these young

People; 2) facilitate the development
and Implementation of state policies

end practices to encourage pregnant and parenting teen to continue their

educational programs.

INCREASING EDUCATIONAL
EQUITY FOR DISABLED WOMEN AND GIRLS: THE ROLE OF

STATE POLICYMAKERS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION 01021

Council of Chief State School Officers

Washington, D.C.

CONTACT PERSON:
Susan Bailey
(202) 624 -7102

PRIORITY 125A

A model sex equity
training seminar will be developed and presented to

special education,
vocational rehabilitation,

and vocational education/

pecIti needs staff of three participating states.
These states will

develop model approaches to address sex bias.
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TITLE X AND INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS 0 083M30021

The Equality Center PRIORITY 0 23A
Washington, D.C.

CONTACT PERSON:
Margaret Dunlke
(202) 218-7570

To develop a practicql "Guide to Title IX and Intercollegiate Athletics"
and to research and document the history of the development of Federal
policy regarding sex discrimination in intercollegiate athletic programs.

CONSUMER ORIENTED INFORMATION f 003AH32104

National Walen's Law Center PRIORITY: 0 20A
Washington, D.C.

CONTACT PERSON:
Margaret Kohn
(202) 872.0670

To develop and disseminate consumer oriented information on sex
equity issues in schools and exemplary sex equity programs.

PUERTO RICAN WOMEN IN THE UNITED STATES: A RESOURCE BOOK 10830N32709

Vivo. Pagulta/votaw, Carmen D.
Washington, D.C. PRIORITY /24B

CONTACT PERSON:
11/44ulte Vivo

(202) 347-6859

Project will design and develop a resource book about Puerto Rican
women who have migrated to the United States for educaturs and

researchers in ethnic heritage programs. The book will contain a

directory of researchers on the subject and an anthology of existing
literature and visuals aids on the subject.
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ACT l SEXUAL IN NIGHER LOUCATION

Indiana University Foundation PRIORITY 023A

Bloomington, Indians

CONTACT PERSON:
D'Ann Campbell

(812) 335-049

Project will produce a film and model workshop materials for students,

faculty and administrators. Objectives: I) To promote understanding
of sexual and gender harassment as forms of sex discrimination prohibited
under Title IX which inhibit women's full participation In educational .

programs; 2) To aid development and implementation of effective
Institutional policies and procedures to combat and eliminate harassment.

NO PROJECT TIM 10540

Nationsl.League of Cuban American COMMMAIty Based Centers

Port wayne, Indiana

CONTACT PERSON:
Oracle). Beecher

(219) 4221539

PRIORITY 024A

To study the barriers to educational equity of three generations of

Cuban American Heinen. Twelve Cuban American women from before, during

and after the Cuban revolution will be interviewed to produce three

monographs and twelve radio and television tapes to analyze the barriers

they encounterd as Cubans, and as women, and the ways they overcame these

barriers, If at all.

APPROACH TO TITLE IX COMPLIANCE 10013

Kansas St'ate Department of Education.

KtOOS-Link
Topeka, Kansas

CONTACT PERSON:
Linda McNeely
(316) 685-0271

PRIORITY 123A

To assist educotional agencies and by developing models designed to

meat the requirements f Title IX. Thls proposal will utilize facilitators

who will work with schools to help them understand Titl IX. and work

toward elimination of discriminatory behaviors of staff within the schools,

especially that which Inhibits minority and handicapped tamales. Further,

schools will be ..sisted In establishing networks to share with each

other and the community, at large.
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WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL ITY INI T FOM...SMRHIPUWAR NESS #O83AN31014

Grambling State University
gramoling. Louisiana

CONTACT PERSON:
Darlene A. Thurston

(318) 247-69411

PRIORITY 125A

To assist disabled women In achieving full participation and equity in
business, Industrial and educational organizations. Project will attempt
to raise the awareness level of persons In these agencies to become
more accepting and understanding of problems faced by women with physical

and sensory disabilities. A training program will be held on the campus site.

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION: A clutsylos OF ACCESS 0083AM32027

Technical Education Research Center PRIORITY 120A.
Cambridge, Massachusetts

CONTACT PERSON:
June Foster'

(617) 547.0430

To provide equal access in computer literacy for girls. The project will.
produce introductory computer literacy software and a slide -tape for
students. These materials will be designed to counteract the access
barriers. An ancillary handbook for teachers will recommend strategies
for using the software end.silde -tape and evaluation criteria to assess
these materials appropriateness for girls. A monograph and brochure
synthesizing research and resources available will be develoPed, as well.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS (BYOB) 41711

ACCESS, Incorporated
Bethesda, Maryland

CONTACT PERSON:
Marjorie Rosensweig

(301) 98k-7055

r4 PRIORITY 121A

To provide an early Intervention mechanism which addresses the barrier$
that limit womens' access to business development, management and

ownership. In order to accomplish the project's Initiative, the population
will be girls In grades 9-12. The final products will be a counseling

guide and training program and a career awareness program n' workshops
focused on Inhibiting barriers women face and available resources.
networks end methods to eliminate those barriers through study, training
and practice.
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NO PROJECT TITLE
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Educational Sport institute, Inc.' PRIORITY #23A

Chevy Chas., Maryland

CONTACT PRIKOM1

Dorothy McKnight
(301) 652-8489

To infuse sex fair teaching approaches and behaviors Into the physical
education professionals through the establishment of "Effective Sphere

of Influence." Project will develop an instrument to measure impact

on students and a model training program for college and university

staff that will be replicated at other locations In the future.

IT COULD BLASE PROJECT #2047

Equity Institute PRIORITY 020A

Bethesda, Maryland

CONTACT PERSON:
nary Ellen Verheyden -Hilliard

(301) 654-2904

To develop, field test and disseminate ten (10) mini-biography picture
books and a video cassette on outstanding American women of all racial
and ethnic groups, In science and,methematics. The materials will be

designed for use gradecK-3. A teacher's Handbook of easy to use
classroom activities which reinforce these materials will be part of

the module. materials will be field tested at three sites In Pennsylvania
representative of other similar demographic areas In the United States.

- PROJECT EQUITY # 0I3A1132092

St. LOOS Public Schools PRIORITY 1 20A

St. Louis, Missouri

CONTACT PERSON:
Lynn Beckwith
(314) 531-2000

To develop, pilot-test and disseminate a model curriculum on sex equity
issues and laws, focusing particularly on Title IX, to be integrated
with law- related education programs In grades 6-8. A training module
for teachers and administrators will be $:milarly developed, to

accompany the curriculum.
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TARING ACTION FOR TITLE 11

The Network, Inc.
Andover, Massachusetts

CONTACT PERSON:
Leslie F. Mergert
(617) 470 -1080

172

0083AN30016

PRIORITY 123.A

To develop and field test an experiential training package,Ancluding
simulation game, to train Title IX Coordinators. The purpose of the

activity Is to enlist the support of others in the Coordinator's district
In order to successfully comply with Title IX requirements.

INCREASIN1114 NUM MI' OF.FEMALE ADMINISTRATORS IN MICHIGAN PUSLIC SCHOOLS 11722

mlchigan Department of:Education
Lansing, Michigan

CONTACT PERSON:
Jo Jacobs

(517) 371.3497

PRIORITY 127A

To develop a model for school districts seeking to increase the number
of women in their administrative ranks. The model provides a three year
plan for a school district to meet its goal of increasing the number of
women in Its administration through a range of nineteen objectives from
which a system might choose.

SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROORM IN THE SCIENCES FOR FEMALE SCHOOL STUDENTS
IN A UNIVERSITY SETTING 11644

The University of Michigan PRIORITY 127A
Ann Arbor, Michigan

CONTACT PERSON:
Barbara F. Stoat
(313) 764-2382

To fund ten six-week summer internships in science and engineering for
high school women in the laboratories of women scientists at the University
of Michigan and to establish a model program of acedemi.lcommunity
cooperation in encouraging young women Into the sciences.
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VISUAL AIDS TO PROMOTE EDUCATIONA EQUITY FOR MINNESOTA INDIAN GIRLS 1083111430509

Minneapolis Public Schools PRIORITY 0248

Minneapolis. Minnesota

CONTACT PERSON: 4

Rosemary Christiansen /Gloria Florens
(612) 3411-62511; 348 -6147

To develop a wide variety of visual aids depicting Indian girls more

frequently and less stereotypically for general use by classroom teachers.

The protect will develop an accompanying pocket of print ready materials

which can be used on worksheets announcements
communications and other

public relations materials. as needed. To determine the extent of specific

needs the project will consult with cooperating public schools In several

school districts.

INDIAN WOMEN'S EQUITY PROGRAM f0E1AM30586

The Red School House PRIORITY F2 A

St. Paul, Minnesota

CONTACT PERSON:
Cherie Weft
(612) 488-6626

A three-year demonstration model project to design, vat date, print,
and disseminate a monthly student magazine and eight t aching posters.
This project will be geared to the culturally-related learning needs of
Indian women in grades K-I2. The posters will be deigned to teach
Problem solving skills to enable young Indian women to deal with sex
discrimination and the effects of sex-role stereotping. The project

will also serve as ademonstratiOn model for other Indian schools and
organizations serving minority wbmen.

NO PROJECT TITLE /0503

Fort Belknap County Council Tribal Education
Harlem, Montana

CONTACT Pomo:
Clarena Werk

(406) 353-2205

PRIORITY 124A

To provide a comprehensive counseling/placement program for 80% of
the Native Amerlowl women on the Fort Belknap Reservation and Dull

'lime Memorial College. Twenty workshops with at least fifteen
participants will be held i the areas of life - coping skills, women in
management, job opportunities for women, career information and any other

areas cited as needed-by the participants. A process manual will,be

developed as a final product.
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MATH AND CORP um wry PROJECT (KEPI 0 08381130004

Albuquerque Public Schools PRIORITY 0 238,
Albuquerque, New Mexico

CONTACT PERSON:

Rosemarie Z. Espinosa
(505) 842 -3547

To provide training for elementary and secondary teachers in spatial
visualization and =outer equity, to disseminate mathrelated equity
materials through newsletters, workshops, and the establishment of a
resource center, and to evaluate the ongoing changes in enrollment
figures for high school math and computer science courses.

TOLE PERSON APPROACH 9 083AH30609

National Institute for
Multicultural Education

Albuquerque, New Mexico

CONTACT PERSON:
Tdnas Villarreal, Jr.
(SOS) 262-1515

PRIORITY 0 24A

To develop and disseminate a teacher's guide through a series of
workshops to eliminate sex bias in English as a Second Language
materials and pedagogy at the elementary level.

STRATEGIES TO EQUALIZE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES .FOR DISABLED COLLEGE
MOWN 10113A1431011

Barnard College
Manhattan, New York

CONTACT PERSON:
Julie V. Marsteller
(212) 280-46311

PRIORITY 925A

The purpose of this project Is to develop strategies to equalize
educational opportunities for disabled college women. The project staff
will design, develop, and test awareness and support materials aimed at
academically related and ancillary college and university personnel,
whose activities influence the lives 6f students.

Further, goal, are to equalize educational opportunities for disabled
women and to Facilitate their lntergration into the mainstream of campus
IIre,
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FULL ACCESS ANO RIGHTS TO EDUCATION PROJECT 008310131609

Center for Public Advocacy Research, Inc.
New York, New York

CONTACT PERSON:
Tracy !luting

(212) 564-9220

PRIORITY 027A

The goal of this project Is to eliminate those regulations. PO titles
and practices of the New York State public education system which
present persistent, institutional barriers to equity for women; especially
minority and low-income women In vocational education.

PIODEL TRAINING PROGRAM TO ACHIEVE WOMEN'S EQUITY IN THE SYRACUS!

FIRE SERVICE /lip

City of Syracuse: Office of Federi$.Aid PRIORITY 1278

tyracuse. New York

CONTACT PERSON:
Louise 81rkhead

(315) 473-5690

To assis, women in achieving greater access to non-tranitional better
paying careers such as In the fire service. This pmject will assist

women In overcoming the most significant barrier faced by women seeking

to qualify for employment as fire fighters with the Syracuse Fir

Department; that of passing the physical ability test. This project will

provide a structured physical training regimen individualized to trainee

needs end other employment and family commitments. It will develop posters,

a manual and videotape for use by pre-recruits or individual candidates

in preparation for the firefighter ghysical examination.

EDUCATIONAL EQUITY FOR RACIAL AND ETHNIC MINORITY GIRLS: MINORITY

ADOLESCENT GIRLS AND THE MEDIA 00834130595

Columbia University
Teachers College
Manhattan, New York

CONTACT PERSON:
Samuel O. Johnson, Jr.

('12) 678-3778

PRIORITY 024A

To develop a program of
educational equity for racial and ethnic

minority girls. The project will produce a video-tape program

Involving minority adolescent girls, some of whom have dropped out

of school. The project will be geared toward the power of role models

in motivating young women to enter professional and vocational

fields which have been '.'1n- traditional" for their sex. Seminars

end guidance - counseling btIngs will also be provided.
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PROJECT INCLUSIVE 0 083AH31029

Educational Equity Concepts PRIORITY 0 2bA

New York, New York

CONTACT PERSON:
Merle Froschl
(212) 725-1803

To develop, pilot test, and disseiinate a curriculum guide with an
"inclusive" approach, one that is nonsexist, multiracial/ethnic,
and includes images and role models of children and adults with
disabilities.

BEGINNING MATH AND SCIENCE EQUITABLY # 083AH31730

Educational Equity Concepts PRIORITY I 27A
New York, New York

CONTACT PERSON:

Barbara Sprung
(212) 725-1803

To develop an early childhood curriculum guide for parents and teachers
which will contain strategies for extending children's interest into
all reas of the curriculum.

THE ROLE AND IMPACT OF MINORITY GROUP WOMEN IN UNITED STATES HISTORY # 083AH30625

New York University - Metro Center PRIORITY F 24A
New York City, New York

CONTACT PERSON:
Beryl Bonfield
(212) 508-7729

To develop supplementary curriculum materials correlated with fifth
grade United States history textbooks which focus on minority group
women in key periods of American history, their role within their
particular societies, and the discrimination they faced.
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PROJECT ON DISABLED WOMEN AS ARTISTS AND WRITERS f 10

The Feminist Press
Old Westbury, New Yvk PRIORITY 125A

CONTACT PERSON:
Florence Howe

(516) 997 -7660

The project will search for and assemble an anthology of literature and

visual art by and about disabled women. It will produce an accompanying

teaching guide, a directory of disabled women artists and a guide to
assist such women in getting materials published and exhibited. The

project aim, to achieve educational equity for disabled women by
providing a forum for their work.

LATIN AMERICAN WOMEN IN HISTORY 00519

MACER, Inc./Hispanic Women's Center
PRIORITY #248

New York City, New York

CONTACT PERSON:
Norma Stanton
(212) 868-0623

To research the fives of 40 women from the 20 Carribean, Central, and

South American countries and documenting their lives and the impact they

had on their country. information will be presented in a bilingual

audio slide production, as a model project on educational equity for

racial and ethnic minority women and girls.

INTER- AGENCY TRANSITIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (1TAP) FOR DISABLED

WOMEN ANO GIRLS 0100)

Monto0 Board of Cooperative Education PRIORITY 025A

gairport, New York

CONTACT PERSON.
John McCormick

/161 377-4660

A process for cooperative effort In utilizing existing resources to

achieve more equitable education, work and societal preparation for

disabled women and girls. The goal of this project is to Initiate

'-a.delivery system, act a a catalyst for schools, organizational and

agency involvement, with the final outcome being a model program

which can be replicated by others faced with simile', concerns meeting

the needs of disabled women and girls.

. I I !.I 11 .1 81.
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EQUAL ACCESS TO COmPUTERADUCATION FOR ETHNIF MINORITY FEMALES 0083AM30624

New York City Board of Education
Community School Olstrlct 13
New York, New York

CONTACT PERSON:
Tess. R. Harvey

(21) 678 -2918

PRIORITY 124A

A project promoting equal access to computer education for ethnic minority
females. This will be a program of staff development and pupil
instruction in computer literacy and programming. The program will be
designed to serve as a model for nationwide replication.

PROJECT TITLE 8p544-

New York City Board of Education District Oil PRIORITY 824A

Bronx, New York

CONTACT PERSON:
Vincent P. Young
(212) 519-2640

This project will function as a training program for racial and ethnic
minority women and girls for greater educational equity. The project will

focus on strengthening the urban family structure, ROE of whom are
minority women by providing remedial math instruction to improve basic
math skills and developing computer literacy among the target group.
With this asslstanca, parents will be able to fulfill their own education
Potential and have an additional means to augment family income. Further

it is expected that family ties and community school relationships will be
.strengthened as parents learn to help children with their homework.

) R'S: NONTRADITIONAL RECRUITMENT, RETENTION AND RE-EDUCATION 10017

New York City Public Schools
Brooklyn, New York PRIORITY 123A

CONTACT PERSON:
Vera Mennenberg
(212) 596-4061

To develop and pilot test a model for Title IX compliance. A model

recruitment plan will be developed and implemented and instructional
and support services will be Included to promote retention non-traditional

enrollees. Activities to re-educate staff and students to promote
tog bias-Free learning environments will be Implemented,
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INSTITUTE FOR FEMALES TO EXPLORE
OPPORTUNITIES IN FIELDS OF HIGH

TECHNOLOGY
10512

New York State Education Department
Albany, New York

PRIORITY /240

CONTACT PERSON:
Marjorie Rush
(518) 4711.'3934

Project will assist In encouraging and motivating females for entry

Into high technology areas via written and visual career information

and peer tutoring with educational institutions and community agencies.

Students in grades 7 thru 11 will be the target population. They will

develop materials with special emphasis on math and science careers.

A cadre of these students will then become peer tutors and conduct

sessions regionally in conjuration with educational ,institution's and

communRy agencies.

THE NATIONAL. TRAINING OF TRAINERS PROGRAM 083AH310I5

New York University NPitIORITY 25A

New York City, New York

CONTACT PERSON:
Judity Rothschiid-StoIberg
(212', 598-2144

.To_cooduct_intensive training workshops in seven. (7) regions across.

the country. The training will be used on previously developed

resources to foster edutstional equity with a special focus on

children with disabilities, particularly disabled girls.

PROJECT TURNING POINT: AN EDUCATIONAL EQUITY MODEL FOR MATURE MINORITY

WOMEN #0545

SUNY/College at Old Westbury PRIORITY #24A

destbury. New York

CONTACT PERSON:
John Allen
(SIC 473 -0365

Project will encourage and support mature minority women to enter end

complete four year arts and science institutions using strategies

drawn from the successful model, Project Turning Point, conducted at

'l4 Westbury College since 1979. A process manual with slides will be

developed for replication at other college campuses. The project will

specifically focus on the black women's experience, descret from "all"

women. Counseling and math anxiety workShops will augment the networking

'f women In the community and on-campus locations.
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SuNY/Stony Brook
Albany, Mew York

CONTACT PERSON:
Monica Roth
(S16) 246 -6051

1

180

01003

PRIORITY I 25B

To Identify career options for
secondary/post-secondary school disabled

women. through group discussions, lectures, films and workshops, the
project proposes to increase self- awareness and self-worth among the
disabled women in attendance. Disabled women wilt discuss their
success and failures and will. serve as role models to inspire other
disabled women to create networks of support to promote self reliance
of participants and their peers.

COMPUTER EQUITY TRAINING PROJECT
1083AN31892

Women's Action Alliance, Inc.
PRIORITY 027A

Manhattan. New York

CONTACT PERSON:
Sylvia Kramer
(212) 532-8330

This is a two-year computer equity training project. The goal of the
project Is to help eliminate a persistent barrier to educational
equity for females by Increasing the participation In computer learning
of girls attending middle school. The project will produce strategies
In manual form that will be suitable for use In diverse socio-economic,
racial, ethnic and geographical settings,

CAMERINITY OPPORTUNITIES PROJECT I

North Carolina Commission
of Indian Affairs

Raleigh, North Carolina

CONTACT PERSON:
Wanda Burns- Ramsey
(919) 733-5998

PRIORITY i 24A

To provide 300-400 female Indian high school students exposure to
non-traditional careers, career planning and professional Indian
role models through a series of workshops across North Carolina.
This project will also provide twelve (12) Indian high SChOOI girls
with two (2) month internships,
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NO PROJECT TITLE
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\
University of North Dakota
Grand Forks, North Dakota

CONTACT PERSON:
Lois Steele

(701) 777-3037

10533

PRIORITY #24A

To provide special support services to American Indian females at the
University of North Dakota persulAg a degree In health Pields, especially
medicine. Studen, will be recruited from the 7th grade through medical
school. They will attend special summer programs (already funded
through other sources) during junior and senior high school years. Counseling
conferences, workshops, rap sessions, positive self image sessions are
the components of the project. A publication outlining the importance
of medicine women In the Indian culture will be forthcoming.

COkPUTER RELATED CAREERS FOR WOMEN OFFICE WORKERS 1 083131131501

Working Women Education Fund PRIORITY 1 27A

Cleveland, Ohio

CONTACT PERSON:
Ellen Cassidy

(215) NE2.2611

To help reduce persistent barriers to the entry of'wowen office workers
into computer educational programs by developing clrrlculum and materials.

.testhng thole in workshops. and conducting follow-up activities.

EDUCATIONAL EGUITYNETWORK OF DISABLED WOMEN AND GIRLS f0S1A1431018

Oregon Health Sciences University
Portland, Oregon

CONTACT PERSON:
Pearl A. Paulson

(S03) 225 -752i

PRIORITY #258

The project will establish educational equity support groups for disabled

women and girls. The Crippled Children's Division of Oregon Health
Sciences University will Inform members of their rights to en equal

education and wider career opportunities. They will also be helped to

avail themselves of these rights. The program will train facilitators,

and providc groups with curriculum materials and technical assistance.
A network of six or more support groups will be replicated In another
community to form an even larger network, capable of sustaining Itself

after the grant period.



TITLE IX COMPLIANCE PROJICT
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083Am300 z

School District of Philadelphia PRIORITY 123A
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

CONTACT PERSON:
Vera Demehenko /Thomas C. ROSIC4

(215) 299-2862

This Is Title IX compliance project. The School District of plIedelphia
W4100143 to establish a model project of Title IX compliance for secondary
schools In a large urban school district. The project will, be carried
out In three phases: Phase I Training of seiIen leaders end 175 secondary
school team members; Phase 11 Implementation of School Action Plans;
and Phase III - Preparation of videotape and accompanying prIng materials
for purpose of dissemination and replication.

THE PRINCIPALSHIP PREPARATION PROGRAM fOR HISPANIC WOMEN s083Am15637

Temple University

of the Commomwealth
System of Higher Education-Merit Center
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

CONTACT PERSON:
Gladys Valcourt
(215) 787-6258

I

PRIORITY S2AA

This project is a principalship preparation program for Hispanic women.
It will invol.ve Title IX three year training support for 12 Hispanic
women educators interested in advancing professionally to the level of
school administrators. The intent of the project Is to prepare HIspanIc
women to function as principals In schools with large populations of
Hispanics. The implementation and evaluation of the program will be
described In a manual to be produced by the project staff and disseminated
to school districts In the Delaware Valley with large concentrations
of young Hispanic women.

TOWARD EDUCATIONAL. VOCATIONAL. AND EMPLOYMENT EQUITY FOR DISABLED

WOMEN THROUGH NONTRADITIONAL JOBS AND CAREERS f08511N51001

Vocational *eh/0,1111..1:10n Center PRIORITY 1250

Pittsburgh, rennsylvanie

CONTACT PERSON:
Heather Itijo4ski
(412) 471-2600

This project is veered toward educational, vocation, Ind employment

equity for disab'ed woman through non - traditional and careers.

It will condut Informational workshops on non -try m el jobs and

careers for di,tabied women, end offer one-year iv; of. services
which will assist women to achieve identified educ .tonal vocational,

and emoloYmnrc goals.
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PROJECT LEARN 'N EARN: INCREASING MINORITY FEMALE PARTICIPATION IN

NOM-TRADITIONAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION #0515

Midlands Technical College
Columbia, South Carolina PRIORITY # 249

CONTACT PERSON:
Rea Orennen
(803) 738-1400

The project will develop curriculum materials for a non - traditional

career development seminar for black females, age 14 to 19. The seminar

will be pilot tested with female students from two of the largest

county areas In South Carolina. After validation, the courses will be

incorporated Into the college career education services of their
women's center and disseminated to 15 other technical education colleges

in the States.

NO PROJECT TITLE

Utah State University
Logan, Utah

CONTACT PERSON:
Jeppson

750-1226

11522

PRIORITY 127A

To produce a faculty guide and workshop to reduce or alleviate science

anxiety in women and ethnic minorities. The purpose of the project

Is to develop, test, and disseminate a workshop and faculty guide for

teaching introductory science classes for students with special focus

on ethnic minority, traditional and older or re-entry women with at

least a five year lapse In their educational pursuits.

NO PROJECT TITLE
#2008

wiestminister College
Salt Lake City, Utah

CONTACT PERSON:
Patricia Whitfield
(901) 484-7651 Ext. 219

PRIORITY 02011

this project will focus on the low aspirations of rural high school

girls, inc1Jing Native Americans. It will conduct an assessment and

encourage the development of local role models to interact with these

young women.
the project will work with 10 schools in a four state

area in characteristically
rural Isolated areas. Students from

rwo Indian reservations will participate, as well. The program will

culminate with a regional conference and the establishment of a network

that will provide a range of better options for students personal and

orofessiottal growth which are consistent with local values.
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PROJECT BEST (SLACKS EDUCATED SUCCESSFULLY FOR TOMORROW) $0113AH30663

Hampton Institute
School of Nursing
Hampton, Virgin,

CONTACT PERSON:
Patricia Sloan
($04) 727-5251

PRIORITY 024A

This program Is called "Project BEST, which stands for "Blocks Educated
Successfully for Tomorrow." it Is Hampton institute's Model to
Increase ethnic minority woolen In professional nursing. It Is support
program model beginning with high school. Students and ending with
graduation from Hampton's School of Nursing. The project will Involve
Individuals, especially Black women, whose soclo- cultural environment
have Inhibited them from obtaining knowledge, skills, and abilities
required to enroll in and graduate from a School of Nursing.

.

"STRENGTHENING OPPORTUNITIES FOR HIGHLY ABLE YOUNG WOMEN IN MATHEMATICS,
SCIENCE, AND COMPUTERS" _3083AM12087

Educational Service District No. 121

Northwest Gifted Education Center
Seattle, Washington

CONTACT PERSON:

Wendy C. Roedell
(206) 242-9400

PRIORITY 120A

This is a piOject for "strengthening opportunities for highly able young
women In mathematics, science, and computers". It will be a comprehensive
program to increase the participation of junior high girls In meth,
science, and computer training through a Math/Science Careers Conference,
mentorship placement, business tours, hands-on computer workshops, meth
equity awareness training for students, teachers, counselors, and parents.

SEXUAL HARASSMINT IN SECONDARY A40 VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS 10836H31551.

Northwest Women's Law Center PRIORITY 1278
Seattle, Washington

CONTACT PERSON:
Leslie Owen
(206) C32-8468

This is a pilot project on "Sexual Harassment in Secondary and Vocational
Schools." The goal of the program is to be a statewide educational
Project for administrators, teachers, counselors, parents, students and
community groups, presenting Information to eliminate sexual harassment
ir( secondary and vocational schools. This will be done through worksho011,
counseling, an audio - visual production, and a sexual harassment Information
packet. The final report of the project will be distributed to appropriate
educational personnel, women's and community organizations throughout the
State, es well as nationally by the Resource Center on Sex Rotel In
tducation, In conjunction with the L Center.
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CAREER EDUCATION FOR FEMALE COLLEGE STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES f 0838H31005

University of Wisconsin-Stout PRIORITY I ZS:

Menomonie, Wisconsin

CONTACT PERSON:
Mary Hopkins -Best.

(715) 232-1409

To develop and validate a career education model for disabled women
students through monthly group seminars and individual meetings to
explore careers, match participant needs to career goals, and develop

individual career plans.

Mr. GOODLING. Now, I am not going to qet involved in any of in-
nuendo, between the ins and the outs. I will try to rise above all of
that and ask some questions that I think are pertinent.

First of all, I have a difficult time ever reauthorizing anything
for 1 year because, realizing that no matter what administration is
in power, the bureaucracy moves in such a manner that you prob-
ably wouldn't get the regulations implemented during that very
first year.

However, I also have a real problem when we talk about reau-
thorizing things for 5 years. It seems to me that says that this com-
mittee is just not going to pay too much attention about what is
going onour oversight responsibilityuntil we get to the fourth
year and then well look thin over and have some hearings and
reauthorize in the fifth.

Do any of you have a problem with reauthorizing for less than 5
years-3 years, 2 years, whatever? Is there anybody that wants to
respond to that?

Dr. Wom. I would say that 5 years would be preferable, certain-
ly from my point of view, but in the past WEEA had been author-
ized in periods of 3 years and I would, frankly, appreciate having
more regular oversight of the program by Congress and that 3
years is acceptable.

Also I would say that having spent 10 years in the feds as a good
bureaucrat, I did learn how quickly one can produce regulati ns so
that--

Mr. GOODLING. Or how long it can take.
Dr. WOLFS [continuing]. Or how long it can take, yes. But I think

that 3 years would be an absolute minimum.
Mr. Gooni.ibm. I have a couple of other questions, I guess none of

you here really are the people to pose this question to, but I will
ask it anyway. I have some concern when I find that three States
and the District of Columbia get two-thirds of the grants. Just what
does that mean?

For instance, four grants went to San Francisco. I can 'under-
stand that since it is heavily populated, one grant should certainly
go there, but if you send four there, what happens to the rest of the
country? Also, the District of Columbia alone gets $4 million. Is
there any reason why the concentration is where it is? Is there
anybody that wants to respond?
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'Dr WOLFE Well, I think that one is mine. First, I think the fig-
lat'S are a little bit skewed. It is not a flowthrough program. This
is a competitive program and what we have found over the years
from its inception in 1970 is that there are various States in which
very few applications are prepared. In fact, in earlier days in
WEEA when the appropriation was larger, there was a major con-
tract to encourage the development of WEEA proposals by groups
and school people in States where applications just weren't coming.

It is true that many of the applicationsthe majority of applica-
tionscome from a certain group of Statesfar more than three,
by the waybut there is no way to-- .;

Mr. Goom.itsu. Am I wrong in the statistics that two-thirds ofthem
Dr. Woi.rx. I think that the statistics are partially correct for 1

year of funding. I think it must be for 1983. You might want to
look at statistics over the course of the life of the program, But in
addition, one of the problems with Washington, DC, is that grants
to national organizations or to institutions such as the American
Association for the Advancement of Science are grants to develop
materials and field test them nationwide. But the organizations are
Iiicated in Washington. DCthe AAAS and the Association of
American Colleges and such as that are incorporated in the Dis-
trict. You will find that the vast majority of grants in the District
of Columbia are for projects that are field tested elsewhere.

The heavily populated States'submit more proposals. Last year
there were about 40 proposals for New York City alone. There is
also the problem of proposal writing which we did try to deal with
in that contract that helped people in proposal writing skills and
learning about programs and so on, Unfortunately, in the last few
years, there has been no ability of the program to go out into the
country and to publicize the availability of these grants. The Direc-
tor way not permitted to travel. The staff was not permitted. to
travel.. The announcements of grants were not made officially to
Members of Congress as they had been before so that there was a
sort of diminishing of understanding that the program existed. So
that has been a problem.

Hut, again, .13 States received grants between 1980 and 1983,
which is not too bad for a discretionary grant program that is very
small

Mr. G114)11LiNG The next question I would askin talking to '
teachers. they seem to indicate that the grants that have gone to
education groups.-education agencies and so onseem to give or
prepare material that is more meaningful and useful to them and

i cheaper price than those that have gone out to priVate groups.
nonprofit groups. and so on. Their complaint seems to be that they
don t have the time to adapt a lot of the other miter, that comes
to them They just don't have that kind of time, but they do get
much more beneficial material from the educational grants rather
th.rn the private sector, nonprofit groups.

Dr. Well, if you take, (or example, the materials devel-
oped by DREDF. there are not too many educational institutions or
organizations that could have developed something like the book
-No More Stares." which is highly adaptable and useful. In addi-
tion, group like the National Worrittn s History Week Project-
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that I mentioned has developed some text and curriculum materi-
als for teachers and schools One of the purposes of the tier H pro-
gram that local implementation grants programwhich we all
would like to see funded, is to allow teachers, administrators,
entire school districts to take existing models and replicate them,
adapt them as needed and implement real equity programs in the
schools. That tier II is not designed to reinvent the typewriter by
developing yet another curriculum that duplicates others, but
rather to take the models as tools and use them in the schools.

Mr. GoomiNG. Ms. Jensen, are there any ttew projects that you
are familiar with that are being proiwsed?

Ms. JF.NSEN. From the Council, Mr. Good ling?
Mr oommi. From the Council. 1 .

Mr. JENsmv. Yes, but I, before I begin my comments, I should in-
dicate to you that I am but 3'/2 wee s old at the Council, but I will
give you the information of which I m aware.

There is currently underway a pr jest to put together a project
on sexual harassment that the Cott it is hoping to come out with
fairly shortly. There is a subcommit ee of the Council which met
just this week. a task force on foru and that task force is going
to recommend to a full Council co mittee that there be forums
across the country to look at the i ue of economic security for
women in this country through educ tional equity and there will
be a dialog. hopeful!, between educatois, between the private sector
and between Government officials on 'that particular topic. Hope-
fully. there will be several of those forums across the country. As I
said, it exists now as a recommendation from the forum subcom-
mittee to go to the full Council the mid le of May-and we are very
hopeful that something will develop out of that. }

Mr. Goommi. One last comment. I Ms. Wolfe's recommenda-
tions. I first of all agree that the Federal dollars for dissemination
are very important and we may be ablelto change the language so
that this can be done. But the comment I would make concerns
your statement that "quality education 1annot be achieved unless
there is a guarantee of equity for women land girls," I was thinking
that that probably is also true for boys nd men and blacks and
whites and handicapped and nonhandica ped and Hispanic and so
on SO maybe we ought to try to empha. ize for everybody rather
than Just for women and girls, Even thou h it's a Women's Educa-
th,nal Equity Act. I think we have an mbrella that we should
-wead over everybody.

I ir. Wor.E We would agree with that.,
Mr 1 ;, , iin {NG In my office I am so o tnumbered that I need

-.owe protect PM, too
Mr \k o.t tANI,4 Mr Nielson.
Mr N I : 1 ,itti I appreciate the testimony. II am sorry I had to in-

I t .1 1 1 1 pt tu i;...1vvt to another markup in the'other committee.
MI rank, I a,-, interested in your comment about the fact that

I he (lid% PHI I. yilt) could get grilf14.-i for the isabled group was the

pros 'deft and entered in the record that WI' LA gets involved in aWEEA omits I note also in lookim' through this list that has been

inns of joint projects that is with title IX lahpl'ance. with rural.
III-Tames. disabled. Indians, and so on.

lb, ,ou think that that diverts funds too wit' felt' to do much good?
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Mr FUNK. You mean by funding aiwide range of activities?
Mr. NIEISON. Yes.
Mr. Kt' K. No, I think from my point of view, from our program

in particular, I think the advantage, what it did was permit us to
raise issues and raise ideas andbecause WEEA was the only
source of money, because we are part of the population that knows
the issues, we could study them. and we could put them together in

va form that would raise issues that other people would utilize.
I think there is an advantage to spreading it out because a Id of

the creative knowledge and a lot of the innovation is.'qccurring not
in Washington, DC. necessarily but in, Utah, for example, and other
States.

Mr. NISI N. Are you telling me that in the State of California,
which has been a leader in programs for handicapped, disabled,
and minority individuals that there's no program in the State of
California that would.have helped you in this area?

Mr. FUNK. Part of the problem is the kind of work that we do is
somewhat ahead of itshow do I put this without-we approach a
lot of disability issues from one question. We asked, "Is it going to
further integration?" I'm not concerned about. Services, about vari-
ous other models. Most..of the traditional funders fund disabilityprograms al' traditional models, healt issues, medical modele
designs, L. le models, health serv.

ii4
. Our approach is less

concernoi hat than what are the social institutional prob-
lems, the ' . the policies, and pradices that restrict entry into
the systero ,..ven the fact that you' may be mobile, have all the
wheelchairs you need, have all the/health care that you need.

Given that fact, I'm concerned'about the next step. And most of
the traditional funders do not:took at disability from that point of
viev:, and that's been true frptn my experience in foundations, cor-
porations, and so on. 1Mr. Nita.soN. That's vfrry disturbing, Mr. Chairman, that the
Federal (sovernment mit end up as the source of all help in these
areas, that you would 0 to the women's equity group, which has,
of course, to cover all the waterfront, when there should be many
other agencies that should be involved in the disabled group. I
can't figure out why at would be the case.

Let me ask a further question. Why is WEEA still needed? The
first speaker, I didn't hear your testimony but I read it. What is
your opinion? Could you give me just a couple of sentences on why
ifs still needed?

Ms. STEIN. Yes, if you walk into a school or look at the statistics.
Mr. NIEINN. You've done great things and you seem to have

solved most oN.be problems you had earlier on.
Ms STEnst. I wish you were right.
Mr. NIF:LtiON. That's what you imply.
Ms. STEIN. I wish I was Ore to tell you that you and I were in

concurrence that things art; great and we can give this money to acharity or some other source, and when that day comes I think
%, (. I I INA h he celebrating.

The statistics are not like that. I saw some recent statistics on
vocational education.

Mr. NiEt,soN. Hut we have vocational programs. We have others.
Ms STEIN. Will you let me answer?
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Mr. NIEIBON. Yes, all Might, but let's stay on the subject. Go
ahead.

0'

Ms. STEIN. I Was talking about girls' ability to matriculate into
vocational education classes where they could become gainful work-1

4.ers
Mr. NIEISON. OK. Yes, I'll accept it in that form. OK. Go on.
Ms. STEIN. OK. The statistics on that show that that is assevere

problem, that they are not going into those classes, that when they
do enter those classes they are facing discrimination, they are
facing harassment, that they are still being geared to the programs
where they are least likely to be able to not have to turn to the
government to support them and support their families.

We're finding that in math and science, once again, they're not,
with all the computer age, that they. are not beingthat they are
not entering those courses, that they are not encouraged to entet
them, in the mine way that boys are. That if they are, they are
entered, toward the key processor versus working with computers,
as computer programmers. There are very serious problems that at
the final end show up in our economic status when, you think of
how much women earn, but that start very early in education. And
the statistics show that we have made some progrgss but we are
very far from equity. 0

Mr. NIELSON. Dr. Wolfe tam heard this before, but the computer
science program at the uni ersity I taught at for 25 years has more
women students than men and they make more money, they
are-4.

, Ms. &KIN. Well, maybe you should do a WEEA program to show
hew, you did that.

Mr. NIELSON. They are sought after and, in fact, I have a case I
'could name where two. Chinese, a boy and a girl, sister and brother,
both applying for graduate school with almost 'Identical avords,
she got-a very full scholarship at Louisiana State University and
when she applied for a job after getting her doctorate, she got a
very, very fine position. The bey has liad a hard time doing the
same, and he's just as bright' a student.

In fact, I think yqu may find some reverse discrimination in
some instances, some selective instances.

Let me ask a question. What percentage of college students are
' female at the present time?

Ms. STEIN. I think right now it's over 50 percent. I think it's .51
percent.

Mr. NIKI.SON. And what was itstO years ago?
Ms. STEIN. Well, I know about 10 years ago it was around 45 per-

cent.
Mr. NIELSON. So we atiaking progress there? We're no longer

in minority status in that I gard?
Ms. STEIN. In .4-year colleges that's right.
Mc. NIELSON. OK. What percentage of grants, tuitioyt waivers.

and so on, go to females as compared with men?
Ms. STEIN. Tuition?
Mr. NipsoN. Tuition waivers and loans and so on, student loans

and so forth. What percentage? Are you getting your fair share?
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Dr. Wol.re. I don't think we have that data at this point. I know
the Department of Education is not collecting data.by sex for loans
and grants.

Mr. NIELSON. Those would be interesting.
Dr. WoLFE. Yes; we wish they would still collect it. .

Mr. NIELSON. My feeling is, of course, that you are making great
progress. Let me ask you, maybe, some other questions. I read this.list of grantees and some of the descriptions of the projects and I.
can see why places like the digest and so on get all excited about
the ones you've granted them to.

For exitmple, what is the Women's Support Network in Santa
Itosa, Ca? What kind of organization is that?

Dr. Woues. It's a nonprofit organization that does teacher train-ing on title IX and sex equity and develops curriculum materials,
Mr. NIELSON. OK. What would the Feminist Presi be that youtalk. about?
Dr. Wom. It's just what it sounds like. It is a press a publishing

house, that was established in the early seventies to publish someof the books, curriculum materials, and also novels and histories
and so on about women that had not been published or available
before. They are doing .a'new book.

Mr. NIELSON. If you didn't have that background and just saw a
grant to the Feminist Press, could you possibly get the impression
you are feeding the feminist ideas and that you are locking at the
feminist political viewpoint?

Dr. WOLFE. I'd first Took and see how much money they got and
what they are doing and then compare it to the rest of it.

Mr. NIELSON. No; just answer my question.' Can you see a reason
why some might object, again, 'to ad organization which says the
Feminist Press?

Dr. Wol.re. I can see a reason why some might be concerned
about that. I can't see that as a reason for escalating a nuclear,war
on the Women's Educational Equity Act Program.

Mr. NIELSON. No; I think you're trying to--
Dr. WoLeEXI understand that the word "feminist" is used pejora

tively by the Conservative Digest. That I understand.
Mr. NixisoN. Apparently---
Ms. STEIN. Might I answer?
Mr. NINISON. Yes.
Ms. STEIN. I don't understand. The law was created to promote

educational equity, and maybe I m naive. I don't know why it
would be surprising that a group that used the word "feminist"
would be'contracting with something that is to promote equity for
women and girls. That sort of seems like it would follow.

Mr. Nici.soN. I do not wish to be, oh, supporting or in ,any way
condoning 'Mr. Heatherly's viewpoint, and I agree that he was
rather extreme. But I can see where just reading the list and read-
ing the titles of your projects you get th4 impression that you are
reaching (alto an awful lot of areas and perhaps going beyond the
original intent of the law, and it -ns to me that you are reaching
very hard to find areas where you can tie your, the women's
groups. to all the other groups in the country.
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And ,frankly, if I were involved with a disabled group, I would
not go seeking information from the women's group. I would be
working on disabled problems in general, per se.

Dr".`iNoLrE. But it you were a disabled women you would be rec-
ognizing.every day of your life that you were discriminated against
net just because of your disability but because of your sex, and
then you would seek some kind of assistance in thpt.

Mr. NIELSON. I think the disabled men would also be discriminat-
ed against and it would have nothing to do with the sex, I believe.

Dr.- WOLFE. Absolutely true That is true. And I think that's what
we call double discrimination on the basis of sex and disability.
Discrimination on the basis of disability alone is, indeed, severe and
serious, but is single discrimination, you might say. It doesn't make
it any less terrible but 'it means that a program such as WI A can
develop new kinds of materials that are useful in breaking down
barriers of double discrimination.

Mr. NIELSON. Let me just ask this general question. Do you be-
lieve that title IX could be handled and compliance could be taken
care of without the WEEA, or do you think you are the ones that
are wptching that title IX is taken care of? Over half your grants
are for title IX compliance studies.

Dr. WOLFE. The purpose of the WEEA priority on title IX compli-
ance is 'not to enforce the law, not to enforce title IX or to make
any statements about enforcement or compliance, but simply to de-.
velop materials that will help schools to comply since we know
that schools want to comply.

Mr. NIELSON. But many of your projects are, say, for title IX
compliance programs.

Dr. WOLFE. Yes. To assist--
Mr. NIELSON. It sounds just opposite to what youjust said.
Dr. WOLFE. No; it's to assist the schools or the institutions, for

example, the one in Michigan, the Kansas State Education Agency.
It's to assist those institutions to develop materials, trainingkiwhat-
ever they need, to help themselves to comply with title IXi

Mr. NIELSON. Did WEEA take any stand one way or the other on
the recent bill that was introduced by Congresswoman Schneider to
broaden the language of title IX to make sure that compliance is to
the entire institution, not just to the program? Did you take any
stand in that bill'?

Dr. WOLFE. Of. course, the Federal program wouldn't be able to
take any stand at all and never would.

Mr. NIELSON. Did you or any of your staff take a stand in that
regard?

Dr. Wom. In WEEA?
Mr. "NIEIHON. Yes.
Dr WOLFE. The WEEA staff, no.
Mr. NIEISON. As far as yon know it didn't?
Dr. Wol.Fc. No.
Mr. NinsoN. Any other comment on that?
Ms. STEIN. No. 1/4.

Mr. NIELSON. Do you get involved in any of these women's
issues? ERA, for example, have you taken any stand on ERA, for
example?

Dr. Woi.p.E, Do you mean at WEEA?

LI
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Mr. NIIEI.SON. At WEEA, yes.
Dr. At WEEA, no.
Mr. NtEtisoN. What about the math-science program? Have youtaken any stand on that program?

WaLrx. WEEA has funded many projects, starting in 1976, an
math and science equity, promoting equity for women in math and
science careers. But the WEEA Program itself would take no posi-
tion on any legislation or any judicial decision at all. I mean, that
would be forbidden. The program's purpose is merely to, fund the
development of new materials and to stay in the vanguard, to
ensure that ;schools and parents and teachers and administrators
have the materjals that they need to implement the law.

Mr. NuosoN. Ms. Patricia Jensen, is it?
Ms. JENt4EN. Yes.
Mr. NIKISON, Do you have anyyou're new to the organization, I

grant that.
Ms. JENSEN. Yes.'"'s.

WEEA
NtEtsoN. Do you have any preconceived notion as to what

WEEA ought to be doing? In other words, before you took the job
that you have now, what was your feeling about WEVA? Go back a
tew months before you became involved. What was pour attitude?
Was it a very important aspect as far as society is concerned, as far
as you're concerned?

Ms. JENSEN. I think that educational equity for women and girls
is a very important thing.

M. NtmsoN. That's not my question. I said how did You feel.
about it? Did you take an active role or an interest in it before you
Wcame involved in it directly?

Ms. JENSEN. I did not take an active role in the WEE A Program,
no.
k Mr. NIP-4140N. Does being *in WEEA or an associated group give
you a militancy, perhaps, as I have observed in some people in thisgroup? \

Ms. ENsim. I don't believe so.
Mr. NnosoN. You don't lookyou don't seem to me as one who

would ever become militant. I assume you won't, But I get the im-
pression, whenever werdeal. with women's issues that if you don't
go 100 percent of the way you're somehow not very good. I get the
impression in some of these issues it's "We ask no quarter; we give
Hone" type of an approach.
I Frankly, I support women's issues, but I want to be sure that we
don't discriminate against men while were helping women. For ex-
ample, tthe Non-Discrimination Insurance Act. We just had that in
the other coteitnittee. lieyause the act was amended in committee. to
exepipt private iite insurance and automobile insurance, where the
biggest difference between men and women exists, and now only
applies to group insurance7,the sponsor of that bill, mainly
women's groups, said, "0,kay, we 'want nothing more to do with
tart act We don't want it unless we can have the whole thing. We
don't want to just correct it on the group policies. We don't want to
have anything further to do with it.''

It's that kind of attitude that makes it difficult for me to be as
,upportive Fri like to be Would any of you like to comment on
that') f
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Ms. StmoNsoN. Yes. I ant Joy Simonson, appearing for the Citi-
zens Council on Women's Education, which works with these other
groups. I'd just like to call your attention, Congressman, to the fact
that the Women's Educational Equity,Act specifies that nothing in
the act shall exclude .the participation of men and boys, and wb
heartily subscribe to th being in any new reauthorized act. We
believe in that and it is fact that there are male grantees and
that there are men and sinvOlved, enrolled, in some of the pro-
grams, and we truly bell a that the materials that are being pre-
pared. under this act will enhance educational excellence, through
equity for everybody, and I couldn't agree with you more that we
need equity as well as excellence for everybody.
it Incidentally, we also ate recommencing strongly that there

should be men on the National Advisory Council
Mr. NIELSON. I agree with that. .: .

Ms. SIMONSON. There were from 1975, the first council, until
11042. There always were three men. It wasn't a quota syst9m, but
it was usually three. And at the present time there are none. We
think that broadens the base and the advice would be that much
better on the souncil.

Mr. Nuosorr. I hope I haven't come across as a real ogre on this.
Maybe I have. But I do want you to p

u.
your best foot forward and

if yo can disassociate yourself com etely from what I consider
mililant women's groups who seem o say, "Give no quarter; ask
none.

This insurance bill is a perfect example of "If I can't have the
entire loaf I don'ttwant even the crust.' I think that is one of the
things we have a problem with in cdngressional action. .

.1 will return the time.
Dr. WoueE. Could I answer that?
Mr. NIELSON. Yes.
Dr. Worn:. Because I think Mr. Nielson has tried very hard to be

supportive of WEED, and so whatever happens with insurance..-Ave
hope that you will continue to support educational equity for
women and support this statute, which is an extremely cost effec-
tive one and can be even more so, and really is quite helpful.

Mr. NwlsoN. Thank you. I thank the panel for coming.
Mr. WILLIAMS'. Thank you, Mr. Nielson. I don't think you came

across as a real ogre. I almost feel as though I should ask for a
show( of hands of the militants in the room and then ban them
from the rest of this hearing. That great conservative who was in
the vanguard 'of the right for so many years and, to his credit, still
is. Barry,' Goldwater, once said something with which I agreed, and
I found very few other of my friends who did agree with him. irie
said -Extremism in the defense of liberty is not a vice. I think he
was talking about militant people who are out there being militant
for the kinds of things that the Constitution says they should be
guaranteed without being so militant.

Is this the --let me ask Dr. Wolfe. Is this the 10th anniversary
year of WEER?

Dr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. So, let's see. Thus, .members have been appointed

to the advisory council by Presidents Ford, is that correct, Carter?
Dr Wol.tex Yes.
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Mr. WILLI Ams. You have, no doubt, known some of the appoint-
. ees:then, of all three of the Presidents?

vbr. WOLFE. All of them.
Mr. WILLIAMS, Can you give me an idea of the background .of

some cf the p4ople that were appointed by Piesident Ford?
Dr. Wous. I think Ann Campbell, who was chief State school of-

ficer in the State of Nebraska, was appointed in that administra-
tion. John Fuller, who is president of the Great Lakes Colleges As-
sociation. I am doing this from memory so I'm likely to slip. But I
am sure Joy will correct me if I do.

There were quite a few members that stayed, whose terms car-
ried over, so those I forget. There were schoolteachers, there were
counsellors, there were, again, chief State school officers, university
presidents and the like. Ernest Boyer, who was at the time presi-
dent of the State University of New York, was a membet in the
first year, I believe. _

Mr. WILLIAMS. Appointed by President Ford?
Dr. Wokrs. Yes. Yes. The Council has always had bipartisan

membership, until 1982..
Mr. WILLIAMS. How about the background of some of the other

member*? Can you give us the background of some of the members
appointed by President Carter?

Dr. WOLFE. Let me see. The director, or chair, of the Department
of Political Science at Southern University, Jewell Prestige. There
were several others.who were also teachers and administrators.

Dr. SIMONSON. We also hadI say "we" because I was the direc-
tor for the Advisory Council at thElt time, Wire were always a, number of racial and ethnic minority members. For example, there
was a Japanese-American school principal from California. There
was a black city councilwoman from Miami, Dade County.

Dr. WOLFS. It's gamy how quickly you forget.
Mr. WILLIAMS. And perhaps, Dr, Wolfe, and perhaps you too, Ms.

Jensen, would like to tell me about the people that have been ap-
pointed by President Reagan, their background.

Dr. Ways. Well, their resumes are a little fresher in my.mind. I
----Frh-nuld tell you that as director of the program, it used to be my

duty to recommend a slate of nominees to the .Secretary's Office
and in the olden days in the Ford administration. or .the Carter ad-
ministration, or before my time, in the Nixon administration, the
way this worked with advisory councils was that the program di-
rector would meet with the person in tine Secretary's Office respon-
sible, on some cooperative arrangement. And so we 'did review ex-

nsive piles of resumes to recommend peolge who were most quail-
El

he curtent mefftbership primarily was proposed from the White
Hot se. 'The resumes were sent to the Department and they slith-.
ere( do to my offiOor. and we were allowed to look at them and
rev ew Them, but not to make any selections. Merely to do the pa-
perwork..

Most of the credentials of the members were political. They had
Republican Party credentials. They had conservative credentials.
They had Eagle Forum credentials. That is, as you probably know,

A
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Phyllis Schlatly's group. There were very few, who had the kind of
stature in education that previous administrations had felt would
be important for this Council, and for all of the EAucation Depart-
ment councils. 4

Mr. WILLIAMS. Did any of the
Ms. JENSEN. Mr. Chair, could I also comment on that?
Mr. WIlkblAIVIRs Yes. Let me justI'm going to do that, Ms.

Jensen.
Ms. JENSEN. Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. BuV let me ask a followup question which is

timely for me to present now. You mention that they.had Republi-
can Party credentials and conservative think tank credentialsor
whatever the group was. Did not some of the earlier Carter nomi-
nees have Democratic Party credentials and were they not involved
with perhaps Brookings, or were they not involved as members of
the women s group that was promoting ERA?

Dr. WoLFE. Well, there's a difference between party politics cre-
dentials and campaign credentials, and Brookings or ERA or what-
ever. Indeed, I never saw reumes of people who were nominated to
the Council in the previous administration that werein which the
credentials were defined in terms of party politics. I never knew,
frankly, whether people were Democrats or Republicans. I knew
about their education, I knew about their employment status, I
knew about the volunteer work they did in.their community. But I
never knew anything about their political activity from their
reumes or from' any of the interviews we did. We never asked.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Oh, I see. You're saying that when the resumes
and the credential packet came to you, it carried in it the person's
political persuasion and affiliation, is that it?

Dr. WOLFE. In the current council the reumes were primarilyg de-
scribing political activities rather than the former kinds of activi-
ties.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I see. Ms. Jensen.
Ms. JENSEN. Mr.- Chair, fir* I would like to comment that this

Council does have a racial mix on the Council. We currently have
two vacancies on the Council to be filled and .I do not know exactly
what the situation will be with those new appointments. But we do
have a woman who is black and a Hispanic and another woman of
French and Russian descent.

As far ati the background of the current Council members, they
are very, very qualified. I'do not know personally their political
backgrounds. I have not looked at their reumes. I have met with
some of them already since I have been at the Council. The Chair
of the Council is president of her'er own export-import business and is
on a residential utilities consumer board in Minnesota and has
been active in the YWCA in Minnesota.
.`''We do have a woman legislator on the Council. We have women

who are involved in their own businesses. We have women who
have been educators. I am convinced, as when I interviewed with
this group of women when I came to Washington to interview that
they care very much about educational equity and that they are, in
fact. very well versed in educational equity and women's issues.

Mr. IslimisoN. Will the chairman yield?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes; I would be pleased to yield to the gentleman.
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Mr. Nixi.soN. Ms. JenSen, do you knoware you aware of the po-
litical coloration of your Council thataou have just ijoined? It is al-
leged that they are all rightwing Republican At That s the inference
that I am getting.

Ms. JENSEN. At this time, I could not tell you for certain if, in
f act, they are 411 Republican.

Mr. Nixt,s61s. Well, I am not worried about whether they are Re-
publicans as much as if they Are there to do the job and if they are
rightwing or not.

Ms. JENSEN. They are there to do thejob, I can tell you that.
Mr.- NIELSON. If their credientials are Heritage Foundation of

Eagle Forum or so on like that, I don't think that should be part of
the credential. Are yQ11 aware of these credentials a$ such?

Ms. JEsisEiy. I am not aware of allof the credentials. ,

Mr. NIELSON. Are you a member of either of those groups?
Ms. JENSEN. No; I am not.
Mr. NIELSON. I note on the list that I have here that we have

Ellen Hoffman who just resigned. ,I don't' know where she was, but
she worked with Senator Mondale on the Senate Subcommittee on
Children and.Youth. I doubt she was a rightwing Republican.

Vs. STEIN. She was dismissed from the Council 1 year- ago, 2 '
years ago as soon as the new members were put on. .

Mr. NIELSON. What about Lili Dollinger, whd also Wprked-with
the Senate Committee? a

Ms. STEN. She worked for Senator Jepsen.
Mr. NIELSON. OK. I am trying to find a comment of which party

they are-- .
Ms. STEIN. Well, I can explain to youvome of the-m-and I don't

want to bore you-with all of the detailsbut an indication of where
this Council is coming from was that the very first act they took at
their very first meeting of the newly comprised group was to dis-. mist; the Council's Director and appoint as the Executive Director
someone who had testified a few months before for defunding of
the Women's Educational Equity Act program and who was to
chair of the Illinois Eagle Forum. That Was their very first action
which, I think, indicates, the demonstration of whpre they were
coming from, but we did know something about their backgrounds.
Rut that was their first action. '

Mr. NixisoN. Are you saying that the administration, having
failed to eliminate it legislatively, was doing it from within? Is that
what you're saying?

Ms. STEIN. I think you could read that into it.
Mr. NIElSON. That s what you said, wasn't it? ;

Ms. STEIN. I think that the administration, having failed to do it,
was trying to place someone in the position who was not sympa-
theticthetic with the statute's intent.

Mr. NIELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. SimoNsoN. You asked, Mr. Nielson, if the members included

some of what you yourself describe as the rightwing groups. And I
did have the opportunity to see the- -

Mr. NIEISON. I was just quoting you people here.
Ms. SIMONSON. Well, there are at least two members of the

present Council who, listed on their Official curricula vitae that
they were members of the Eagle Forum. One of them, I under-
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stand, serves as counsel for th;. Eagle Forum and another says that
she has'been a member in her State.

Mr. NIELSON. How big is the Council? How many members?
Ms. SIMONSON. Nineteen members. Two ex officio and 17 citizens

appointed by,the President.
Mr. NIELSON.. Do you think it's wrong to have 2 who have a con-

servative viewpoint out of 19?
Ms. SIMONSON. A conservative viewpoint, no. But an organization

which is officially, openly, opposed to the purpose of the act on
,which they at advising, I think that is inappropriate.

Mr. ,NIELSON. Are you saying you have to screen them as to ,what
their preconceived notion is? That's why I asked Ms. Jensen, did
she have any precqnceived attitude toward it before she jeined,the
Council. Is there some sort of a litmus test we must pass before we
put people on the Council or are we trying to become representa-
tive?

Dr. Wours. Mr. Nielson, I think what 'we're proposing is that
members of the Council should have some demonstrated expertise
in educational equity for women and girls and that would not in-
volve reviewing anybody's political party credentials or experience,
that that, in fact, would be an irrelevant qualification.

Mr. NIELSON. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WILLIAMS. It seems to me that the ,issue is not should Repub-

licans or Democrat§ be appointed to this Council or other councils,
nor it Seems to me, should the matter of one's affiliation with vari-
ous interest groups be of particular note when one is making ap-
pointments to these councili..

I must 'say, though; that I am troubled, and Lthink most Nmeri-
cans would be troubled if the indication that Ms. Wolfe has given
us is, indeed, fully accurate. That indication being that the creden-
tials packet, the resumes, apparently listed as a high priority one's
political affiliation, and membership in various political pressure
groups.

It seems to me that there's something terribly wrong if, in fact, .
that is being done by this White House, or any White House.

You know, we all, Democrats and Republicans, kid some about
old Mayor Daley's. Chicago and how people were appointed based
on their affiliation with the ayor's party. There,was opposition to
the abuses which- that brough , from people in both parties. It was
liberal columnists, writing in hose newspapers, who' first brought
that to the Nation's attention and objected to it.

To move that to the highest office in the land, it seems to me; is
a terrible Wrongdoing. If it's so, I must say it has escaped the atten-
tion 'of the American people who, if they knew it was going on,
would object in a very major way immediately, and again in No-
vember.

The act, as I read it, calls for staggered appointments, "The
members first appointed under this clause shall serve as designated
by the President, six for a term of 1 fear, five for a term of 2 years,
and six for a term of :3 years." So, the law calls for staggered terms.
It is my understanding that the President received, if memory is
correct, an Attorney Ge,neral's opinion that said that these peOple
who serve at the pleasure of the President can be fired at the
pleasure of the President, regardless of the fact that the law passed
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by the Congress and signed by the President calls for staggered
terms. .

And now to learn that the people who were theri reappointed
may 'well have been reappointed solely on a political bois. It';' ter-
ribly objectionable and worse, it has taken up the time of this Con-
gre44 and this committee and people interested ip this issue when
that time evuld have been better spent trying to improve the act.
It's like a treadmill. We're not getting anywhere.

Well, we appreciate very much all of you being here.' I would
have preferred to chair a hearing thatlad had time to find ways,
more ways, to improve the act. But we have your testimony, which
has some 'xcellent recommendations in it; ar we will pursue
t hose. k

This hearing is concluded.
[Whereupon. at 11:56 a.m., April 5, 1984, the subcommittee re-

cessed, pursuant to the call of the Chair.]
[Addition& material follows:1
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November 12, 1482

n
.

the Honorable C.iil-Krkins
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Perkins:

.

I respectfully request that these comments he included in the official
record of the Congressional oversight hearinfiinto the operations of the .

Women's EducatIonal Equity Act Program. .

line Women's Educational Equity At Program is one of the most vizi:101e
federal prugrams.ever to'be enacted on behalf of Addrican women. ln its
eight years, the modest--patheticrfunding invested in WFEAP has had multi-
plier effects beyond\any reasonable 'expectations.. As chair of the Wisconsin
Governor's Commission on the Status of Women during six gubernatorial terms.
both Republican'and DemotrAtAt, as president of the, National Association of
Commit'sions'fur Women, as Executive Direcihr of the ltional Commission on
thp 0bservance of Internatidffat Women's Year, I have ad countless opportuni-
ties to witness and evaluate the influence of this p gram across the nation.

ly my professiOnal lapaeity at the University of isconsin where I.chair
i:xtcnston's state-wide Women's Education Pesources, I pave relied on informa-
tion and ideas developed under the many widely varied, cikative projects,
funded by WELAPs My office serves as a resource ti ptitilic schools, our state
vocational Fducation system,'the Department of Public Instruction, the WiscOn-
*sin Women's Network, of 60 organizations, as well is to adult education students
and teSehers. WITAPs stimulation and re-ognitlon of constructive grassroots,
efforts to open opportunities for women and girls have ialtiatcsf overdue ,

changes in educational institutions, have alerted communiities to. the need to
`otilize well all-our hudian resources, and have demonstrated the feasibility
and rettards of democratic, citizen participation. MEW'S specIal sensitivity '

to the unique potential and needs of our various minortfty popLlations is nota-
hly gratifying.
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A, tonsultSnt to the National Advisory Crianeil dh Women's.
Educational Programs. I participated In the design and conduct of four
regional consultations with rural constituents and authored the 1977
publicutiov on "Educational Nvids,pf Rural Women alid Girls." That one
project alone has Apired at least 20 related programs 1, know cif across.
the country. It has also served as one of many evidences that the onl
going need for continuing public investment in WEEAP is enormous. Tlie

respondibility for assuring educational equity in the United States his
only begun.

.
A

elm 1981 1 served as one of the outside grant readers foi WEEAP. That
experience expanded my understanding of the possibilities for untold in-'

4
genuity and Improvement in our 'educational system were federal funds for
WEEAP truly commensurate with those possibilities. This your it was a
great disappointment to be de- invited at the last minute as alFeader.

I thank the Subcommittee on Elementary, Setondaey and Vocational
Education of the House Educaiion and LaboraCommittee for holding this
hearing and receiving this t ny. I urge you to continue and strengthen
the commitment of the federa vernment to the priorities of.the Women's
Educational Equity Act Program.

L.

Respectfully,

.L A

V5111

Kathryn F. Clarenbach, Ph.D.
Professor, Political Science

E KK:mjf.
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December. 29, 1082

IhA Honorable Pr' P.eldrIS
Nouse of Reprekentatives

Washington, O.C. MIS
Attention: Ms. Nancy Kober

Dear Sir:

C

It Is my understanding that the Health Education and Labor Committee's Sub-
commttee oniElementary, Secondary, end Vocational Education.is planning an
oversight hearing Into the operations of the Women's Educational Equity Act
Program (1001). The purpose of this letter is to havrev cossnsnts about the '
AEA P,ogree Included in the official record of tbis.congressional hearing.

from 19/9 to 1981, I was a WEEA Peceect Director for the Curriculum Analysis
'Project in the Social Sciences at Utah State University. The purpose of the
project was to develop curriculum materials for use in introductory college and
university courses in the( social sciences throughout the nation. The curric-
ulum materials were to beldesigned to infuse the introductor courses in the
social sciences with content about see and gender issues of importance to both
men and women students. In addition, were fuqded to produce a melule about
how content is communicated; i.e., classroom ciammnication patterns between
students and faculty. As a result of tht research and development, tour sets
of materials were produced and have been disseminated. Guidelines for
Student-Faculty Communication end Content Suidelines for Psychology. Sociology,
and Economic Courses have been published aid disseminated through professional
organizations In higher education. If MEEA's funding had not been tut, these
materials would also have been disseminated through the KEA publishing center.
They would have Mid additional exposure to a wider audience, in particular
teachers in secondary schools through publication by WEEA.

My colleague, Or. Pearce of Utah State University, and I worked very hard to
create hign quality products of benefit to Students and faculty throughout the
nation with the funding we received from MEEA. We administered our project
carefully and produced far-reaching materials which were beyond thescope of
the original fuAding. The products we developed with WED funding are of use
to colleges and universities throughout the nation and have the potential for a
major impact on the, teaching of students at the undergraduate level. The
number of copies marketed successfully to date dedicates a large audience for
odurational equity materials.

.
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Through my own career eilperien5rr-m,an administrator and faculty member In

higher education. I. em very much aware of the continuing discrimination against

women as students and as faculty. and the need to transform the curriculum

within higher education so that women's accoiliplishments and history are pro-

perly recognized. Funding for the MEEA Program Is still sorely needed In

, America to continue to provide materials that encourage 6ducational institu-
tions to fully incorporate women students into tr; teaching-learning process.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments regarding the.MEEA Program.

JMG:spb

a
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ORGANIZATION OF CHINESE AMERICAN WOMEN . ->#

sil1426 -0 Snow. N W Wasninann D C 200051202131D3186

A Statement prepared for the Hearing by.the United States House Sub-
committee on Elementary. Secondary and Vocational Education onjpinalg
lducational lenity Act Program, December 9,.1982.

I am Pauline Woo Tsui. Ptesident and Executive Director
of Chinese American Women (OCAW). I am pleesed to submit to
Secondary and Vocational Education Subcommittee of the House
and Labor the foll3wing statement on the positive impacit, the
Equity Act Program1WEEAP)has had on Chinese American 00044,
the legielative.intent of the United States Congress.

of the Organisation
the Elementary.

Committee on Edudation
Women's Educational
in accordance with

By enacting the Women's Educational Equity Act (SHEA) 1974. Congress
recognised the inequitable burden placed upon American wo majority or minority.
in their quest for equal educational and professional rtunity. and made it 4
public policy to provide. educational equity to all women in the United
States. Aa a minority group. Chinese American women have benefited from this Act
to enable a Liftable portion of the population to participate fully in American
society.

On accosnt of our 1,441 and ethnic origin. we have not been able to take for
granted what others have often treated as the birthright of in individual in this
free. democratic country-educational equity. We suffer from lex role and racial
stereotyping which has assigned to us a particular set of characteristic traits
- submisaveness, timidity. lack of assertiveness - and confined us ;,to a particular
range of occupations, for professional woman predominantly in the scientific and
technical areas. rather than sensorial or administrative and for those in the non -
professional.occupations. in garment factories and Chinese restaurants. Only
through organised public action. .we realised, and with the support of iWmpathetic
public agencies. could we begin to fully exercise the right of tree choice and
obtain what is due us educationally. and professionally based on our qualifitations.

Such is basically the reason for being of the OCAW. As the first mad larg
Asian isenCen women's group, vu have since our founding in 1977 sought to integrate
Chinese American women into the sminstream of American life. Recognizing in racial
discrimination and sex role stereotyping the most serious barriers to such integra-
tion, we have targeted our of ep the one hand. at promoting awareness among
our members of the wider career op sties available in this country especially
in non-traditional jobs and, on the other. St disseminating knowledge about us so
that society at large may come to know us better.

Private initiative and public policy merged in 1980 when we applied for and
were awarded a three-year grant by the Departsmnt of Education under WEEAP. The
primary objective of the grant is to provide funding for OCAW to develop and
demonstrate models to give Chinese American women a greater awareness of what
educational equity is and how confining sex role and racial stereotyping has helped
put them in a professional bind.
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The WEEA !undies has enabled us to undertake a number of important prOjeeter

publishing a bimonthly newsletter, OCAW firBAIS, with a circulation of
about 2,000 copies. Basically, out newsletter keeps our members-and
other interested individuals informed regarding the latest developments
on the educational equity front and other issues of concern to them.
It also serves as a means of communication for Chinese and other Asian
Americans throughout the United States.

conducting a literature review on Chinese Americas.. Stereotyping

and prejudice are born of misinformation and thrive on ignorance. Un-

fortunately, relatively little serious research has been done on Chinese
American women, whether as it relates to our history, social role, demo-

' graphic profits or employment Patter**. Whatever little research that
does exist has not received the attentido that it deserve*. To replace
myth with reality, it is imperative that public understanding of Chinese

i taken our literature revieve-which'inc stets works ii Chia** and
American women be enhanced. It is foro:lyalt reason that vs have under -

English, published both here and abroad.

- compiling a select bibliography on Chinese American women. The bibliog-

raphy will be a record of all available materials, printed, audio-visual;
etc. which document any aspect(e) of the life of Chinese American women,
past and present. It seeks. to be both selective and comprehensive so
that it would be a useful reference tool to the general reader as well
as the specialised researeher.

More important, the benefits of the WEER grant have accrued to a large number
of Chinese American women through the development by the OCAW of two training' models.

one for professional women end one for non-professionaL:Ven. The former has been

developed to enable college - educated Chinese American n to seek for and advance
. .

in their careers, including managerial and decision - making positions. The model was

first formulated mt a conference held in Washington, D.C., in our first grant year,

1980-81. It drew about 150 eager participants. The model was field- tested at a

series of workshops held in Weston and Los Angeles in 1982. These traidint sessions

were welt attended: the Mauston meetings attracted 100 women, Los Angeles, M. The
enthusiastic response of our target population and the resultaht coufetedce resolu-
tions to hold such conferences annually on their own resources testify to the hitherto
unfulfilled demand which exists among Chidure Canteen women for this type of training.
The WSW grant has enabled us to partially fill the void.

Many non-professional Chinese American women are new !emigrants or refugees. They
speak little or no English and rarely possess the skills which alone could smooth their

passage into the American labor market. Another handicap is-their tsclr-of knowledge

of the rules which govern the American labor market and opportunities existing there.
It need only the unsympathetic and stereotyped view of the larger community to com-

plete their cycle of professional isolation.
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our nun-professional model halt been designed to meet the needs of a more
desperate group of aomen sonthat they could be sedated to develop the awareness,
salt-confidence and skills take up non-Araditiofill jobs. The first series of m
the non-professional workshops was held in Washington, D.C. in 1981 and was followed
by field-testing in Chinatown, New York City in 1982. Forty-five women registered
for thevformer and SO women attended the latter event, an encouraging response i
view of the fact that no similar gathering had been held before.

;

Two major projects have been scheduled for our last erect year which began in
October 1982;

- Conference for Chinese American Teenage Women

- National Conference on Chinese and other Asian An%ican Women

The ma o aka of the conference for teenage women is career guidance and coon-
' seling to Able them to make educational and, later, career dhoices free from sex

role sae o yping seCIBT-eehditioning. But young people will not be the only
group to b fit the undertakng. Our 24 chapters around the country have
been invited to hid for the opportubity to host the conference. In doing so, they
will acquire pee experience in preposAl writing. Moreover, part of the conference
will beodevoted to training chapter weather!' in the techniques of grantspplication
and fund-raising.

As the culmination of our three years of work under the WELAP grant, the
oar tonal conference !scheduled for June 1983 will bring together grassroot represen-
tatives and policy makers to discuss the?riorities and needs of Chinese American
uneen.

1.

Because o 4 paucity of resat/V*4, our projects and activities have to be con-
. flees' to specifictlocstions for a limited number of people. However, we hope that

the new awareness we'llwee generated, and the modelarwe have developed, will, through
a trickle-down process, inspire Chinese American women, professional and non- profes-
sional alike, to participate more actively in American life and to be more resource-
ful in assisting society to remove the barriers which have impeded such participation
and increasing their contributions to this country.

The OCAW, as a private, voluntary body, firstly believes id the value of private

initiative and the possihlity of self-improvement. However, public suppoegAnd
assistance is essential if our efforts are.to have as great an impact as possible.

.

We .,re convinced that in fulfilling the legislative purpose of Congress, the Women's
Educational Knotty Act Program has also met the needs of a large section of our popu-
lation. It deserves to survive.

1,

Submitted by;

6.41...L.k. iag.ttc.

Pauline W. Tsui
December 8, 1982



BLAINE Bums CHAPUNS, Pic D.
20 GATEWAY ROAD

YONKERS, NB* YOU 10703

November 27, 1982

The Honorable Carl Perkins(
U.". House of Representatives
'lashington, D.C. 20515

ATTNI Nancy Kober

Dear Congressman Perkins

On the eve of the newcongressional session, I

wish to tell you how interested I am in the operation

of the WESh program. I was,awarded, with bollea. es,

a W FA grant and Odinducted a project from '1978- 0

deli, ed to reduce mathematics,anxiety in future

teach s aiWto increase 'teachers' perception of
mathema ice as an appropriate domain, for women and

girls. It has been only through theWEEA prloram
that persistent barriers to women's educational eve-

cessosuch as negative mathematics attitudes, have

been consistently challented. The materials de -
veloped in the VUA program hold the prom ,se of im-

provin the education of women now end in the .

future.

Under Leslie Wefe's direction, the program
functioned very effectively. rThe provided high-

levels of leadership. I have been very happy to

hear that the House Education and Labor COmmittee
is interested in how the program operated during

her absence.

I feel it is vital that thaWEEA program be

alvenstrong.continuing support nationally. There

are so many forces currently that are seeking to

reverse the gains that women have made educationally

that it is especially important to have the women's

,program firallyln place, operating under skillful

and enlightened leadership.

Yours sincerely,

Elaine Burns ChaplIne "-----

C.)
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